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Saved by the Supreme Court: Rescuing Corporate America

Alan B. Morrison*

There may be a recession still underway, and millions of Americans are without jobs or working for far less than they used to be paid, but Corporate America is doing just fine. It has record profits, and even with the recent downturn, stocks have rebounded very nicely from their low point in 2009. And collectively, American corporations are sitting on trillions of dollars in cash. They are well-armed with high paid lobbyists, their political committees are revved up and ready to go for 2012, and the Supreme Court has freed them from the law that forbade them from using their own money to fund independent political ads so that they can elect their favorites and defeat those who might try to pass laws that make life more difficult for them. In short, Corporate America is the perfect picture of a “have” in the world of “haves” and “have nots.”

One reason that profits have increased for Corporate America is that the Supreme Court has been a major ally. Since the late 1980s, on almost every occasion where big corporations have had a case of major significance in the High Court, the Court has ruled in their favor. In most cases, the companies had not lost a legislative battle or gone to the Court to protect a right that had been swept aside. With few exceptions, they never asked anyone else to fix a problem, but preferred to let the Court help them out, as it was more than willing to do. The Court has come to their rescue on a wide range of both procedural and substantive issues, with a number of these cases coming in the Court’s most recent term.

To be sure, the Court does not always side with Big Business, as evidenced by the failure of the Chamber of Commerce to persuade the Court that the Arizona law imposing more serious punishments on those who hire illegal immigrants than does federal law is not preempted by the federal statute.1 And in another preemption case this past term, Williamson v. Mazda Motors, the Court permitted an injured passenger to sue a car manufacturer under state law over an alleged defect that was not subject to any direct federal standard.2 In the overall scheme, these cases and others that went against a corporate party seem to be of only modest importance, because they applied to relatively few situations, rather than making a broad rule that is unfavorable to similarly situated defendants. They do at least demonstrate that the High Court does not always rule as Corporate America would like. Rather, my point is that, in the cases that really count, you can bet on Big Business winning in the Supreme Court.

Many people who see “Supreme Court” and “Corporate America” in the same sentence immediately think of the 2010 decision in Citizens United v. FEC, in which the Court used the First Amendment to strike down the long standing federal law that
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prohibited corporations from using their own money to make independent expenditures—mainly in the form of political ads—in connection with federal elections. Because there are also “dozens of [similar] state laws,” the ruling loosened millions of dollars to be used to affect elections ranging from the president and governors, to members of Congress and state legislatures, to Attorneys General and District Attorneys, and, more perniciously, to the 39 states that elect judges at one level or another. It is not clear how many corporations will take advantage of this newly found right, or whether its use will be limited to some companies or some elections. What is clear, however, are certain facts surrounding the ruling that highlight how aggressively the Court has been in rescuing corporations, even when they do not ask the Court for that help.

First, *Citizens United* was not a case in which the Court was backed into a corner and had to decide whether corporations could make unlimited independent expenditures. As Justice Stevens’ dissent points out, there were three statutory grounds on which the Court could have ruled for the plaintiff. Moreover, in the trial court, the plaintiff had abandoned the broad claim that the Court eventually upheld, and as a result there was no proper record on which to decide the case. Indeed, in order to reach that issue, the Court set the case for re-argument and ordered the parties to brief whether the ban on independent expenditures by for-profit corporations violated the First Amendment. Finally, because the actual plaintiff was a non-profit corporation, the only way that the for-profit aspect was in the case was because the plaintiff accepted very small amounts of money from for-profit companies, and some of that money *might* have been used to support the expenditure found to violate federal law. Since the plaintiff was not a for-profit corporation, the Court could sensibly have said that it would await a case in which such a plaintiff brought the issue to the Court. Perhaps even more significant, in the most recent battle in Congress over campaign finance laws, no one ever proposed that the ban on corporate independent expenditures be lifted or modified, and several business groups actually supported the extension of the 1974 law to close certain loopholes as they related to corporate involvement in federal elections. Even assuming that there was a reasonable First Amendment case to be made on this question, the Court’s eagerness to reach out in a singularly inappropriate case for deciding the question demonstrates that the majority had made up its mind as to how it would rule and was simply looking for any vehicle by which to announce its preferred outcome.

*Citizens United* was a decision that immediately hit home to the average American, but most of the Court’s pro-business rulings are much less known and less obviously pro-business, which is just what you would like if you were a corporate CEO or gen-

---

3 130 S. Ct. 876, 913 (2010).
4 Id. at 969 (Stevens, J., dissenting).
5 Id. at 936-38.
6 Id. at 931-32.
7 Id. at 932.
8 Id. at 937.
9 This past June, the Court struck down Arizona’s limited public financing system that had been in effect for a dozen years and that gave participating candidates additional funding when their opponents and those who made independent expenditures to support an opponent gave above the amount that the participating candidate was allowed to spend. See *Ariz. Free Enter. Club’s Freedom Pac v. Bennett*, 131 S. Ct. 2806 (2011). Systems like Arizona’s were seen as one way to counteract the impact of *Citizens United*, and thus this decision can also be characterized as pro-corporate.
eral counsel. For convenience, I have grouped them under two main headings below, “The More Technical the Better” and “Seemingly Small Changes That Really Matter.” Within the first, I discuss changes that are often thought of as procedural, but have very significant real world consequences. Included in that part is the long-running and highly successful effort by the Court to sweep a large portion of the civil court docket into arbitration, the forum of choice for corporations when sued by individuals. Within the “Small Changes” portion, I will discuss the Court’s rulings seriously cutting back on punitive damages, the limitations imposed when shareholders try to sue wrongdoers other than the company that issued their stock, and the various ways in which the Court has made drug companies less subject to suit.

I. THE MORE TECHNICAL THE BETTER

A. “CLARIFYING” THE RULES OF PROCEDURE

As Congressman John Dingell said when he was chair of the House Energy Committee,

Most people think of the procedure as just being kind of amorphous, and you don’t have to worry much about it. The procedure is exquisitely important…. I’ll let you write the substance of a statute, and you let me write the procedure, and I’ll screw you every time.10

No one understands this better than the Supreme Court as it has tightened a number of procedural rules in the past two decades that have made litigation life much better for defendants, which mostly translates into better for corporations.

First there was the decision in Daubert v. Merrell Pharmaceuticals, Inc.,11 in which the Court “clarified” the standard in the Federal Rules of Evidence for deciding whether to accept testimony of an expert witness. The Court had several options as to how to interpret the existing rule, and while it did not choose the most restrictive, the choice it did make, as construed by it and the lower courts, has made it considerably more difficult for a party to qualify an expert witness for trial. In doing so, Justice Blackmun pronounced a new test, not found in the text of the rule or elsewhere.

In theory, this should have been a neutral change since the rule applies to both sides’ witnesses. But that is not the impact for two reasons: plaintiffs often have the obligation to provide expert testimony as part of their basic case, and unless they can find a qualified expert, the defense does not have to worry about getting their own. In addition, the defendant, usually a corporation, is generally much better funded and has people on its payroll that the company can use as experts. That may or may not have been the intention of the Justices in the majority, but that is its real world impact. There is a debate about how harmful the change is to plaintiffs, but there is not much debate that the new interpretation hurts plaintiffs more than it hurts defendants.

Unlike legislation, which must be passed by both chambers of Congress and signed by the president, changes in the Federal Rules of Evidence and Procedure do not have


to run that gauntlet. Instead, there is a committee structure in place to consider all changes in the Federal Rules and make recommendations to the Supreme Court. In that process, the appropriate committee—composed of federal judges, law professors, and practitioners from both the plaintiff and defense side—takes a systematic look at an area of the rules, obtains needed empirical and other research, considers alternative proposals, seeks input from all segments of the Bar on a specific proposal, makes a recommendation with a detailed explanation of what it did and why, and then forwards it up the line until it eventually reaches the Supreme Court. But in *Daubert*, the Court short-circuited that far more open and democratic process and created, in effect, its own original rule, which is considerably different from the common understanding of the pre-existing rule of evidence. The problem is not only that *Daubert* is too favorable to defendants—which it is—but that the Court saw a problem and decided to “solve” it on its own, with only amicus briefs to inform it of additional considerations. And even the amici had no opportunity to comment on the Court’s standard, which it created on its own and announced only in its opinion.

The next significant, and probably even more blatant end-run on the rules process, occurred in the Court’s decisions in *Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly*,12 and *Ashcroft v. Iqbal*,13 both of which decided that greater specificity was required in pleadings than had been previously required. In theory, the change applies to pleadings by defendants as well as plaintiffs, but in practice the impact of the change falls almost entirely on the plaintiff who now must satisfy a heavier burden to avoid dismissal. The requirement is especially harsh where only the defendant has access to the information needed to satisfy the higher burden and will not make it available unless a court proceeding requires it to be produced. The defendant in *Twombly* was a large telephone company, while the defendants being sued by *Iqbal* in his civil rights case were the Attorney General and the Director of the FBI. The significance of *Iqbal* is that it removed any doubt that the pleading standard announced in *Twombly* was in any way limited to the facts of that case, which involved a massive class action under the federal antitrust laws, where wide-ranging discovery was sought, and where the plaintiff had arguably pled only a theory that was not viable under existing law. *Iqbal*, by contrast, involved an individual action, claiming a routine constitutional violation, in which the lower courts had already carefully circumscribed discovery, yet the Court extended *Twombly* to cover this case as well.

Again, while there is a debate about how much more burdensome the new pleading standard is, almost no one claims that there is not a new standard and that it surely imposes *some* additional burden on plaintiffs in *some* cases and that at least *some* plaintiffs will not get their day in court as a result of the new interpretation of the existing rule. Indeed, the *Twombly* Court overruled part of a major Supreme Court opinion regarding the pleading standard that had been universally cited as the leading authority in this area.14 I do not argue here that the outcome is wrong—although I think it is harmful and unjust—but make the more basic point that the Court concluded that there was a problem with the existing pleading standard and decided that it need not involve the rules committee in solving the problem, but that it could do so on its own. The main beneficiary, not surprisingly, is Corporate America, as was clear

---

14 550 U.S. at 561-63 (overruling Conley v. Gibson, 355 U.S. 41 (1957)).
from the outcome in *Twombly*, which overturned the lower court’s refusal to dismiss the case.

This term’s decision in *Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Dukes*,15 dealt a serious blow to all class actions, but a particularly harmful one to employment discrimination cases. It did so by greatly ratcheting up the requirements for showing a common question required for class certification, and then upset the widely held understanding that back pay in employment discrimination cases could be routinely awarded if the court found a violation of Title VII and ordered the defendant to end its discriminatory practices.

The plaintiffs in *Wal-Mart* had succeeded in certifying an unusually large class of women who, they alleged, were systematically underpaid by *Wal-Mart* and given far fewer promotions than their comparable male counterparts. Their claim, which was backed up by detailed statistical analyses, was that, although the company had a written anti-discrimination policy,16 it had a contrary corporate culture of male domination and preferences that was absorbed by the local managers who were given wide discretion in matters of pay and promotion and regularly acted to the disadvantage of female employees.17 After extensive discovery and a lengthy hearing, the district judge found the allegations credible and supported by substantial proof.18 He then certified a nationwide class for purposes of determining liability and awarding back pay for loss of wages and promotion for what could be as many as one million women, a ruling that was largely affirmed by a closely divided Ninth Circuit *en banc*.19

That the Supreme Court overturned class certification was not a surprise to many, given the strong anti-litigation bias the Court had shown in the other cases discussed in this Issue Brief. In addition, there were certain aspects of the claim that made it seem counter-intuitive: how could *Wal-Mart* be charged with discrimination when the relevant decisions were made by local managers in approximately 3400 stores, with no central control over who was paid how much or who was selected for promotion, even if found to produce statistically significantly adverse treatment for women? What is surprising is that the five Justice majority did so by ruling that the requirement of a common question, which had always been assumed not to place a heavy burden on the plaintiffs, was now a major hurdle to certification where the challenge was to unwritten rules or practices that harmed the plaintiffs and could only be proven by circumstantial evidence. In many class actions, employment or otherwise, there will be a written rule or practice that harms the plaintiff class, such as strength requirements for firefighters or IQ tests for maintenance workers, whose application is undisputed, and the principal issue is whether the requirement offends Title VII. But given the increasing sophistication of companies in avoiding blatant Title VII violations, we are likely to see more *Wal-Mart* type situations, in which the policy is unstated, but the harm is real, and the plaintiffs will be kept out of court, at least if the case is brought on a company-wide basis.

Undoubtedly, the size of the plaintiff class, the fact that the class included some women who had eventually been promoted, and some who were not underpaid, also troubled the Court. It may be that *Wal-Mart* will, in the end, only stand for the proposition that some classes of great size, seeking relief under some theories of liability,

---

16 Id. at 2553.
17 Id. at 2547-49.
18 Id. at 2549.
19 Id.
cannot be certified under Rule 23. It also remains possible that smaller classes, based
on a single store, state, or region, could be certified, using national statistics and applying
them locally. At the very least, this part of the ruling will provide enormous ammuni-
tion for defense counsel in all class actions. Moreover, given the Court’s emphasis
on what plaintiffs have to prove, and not merely allege, at the class certification stage,
it will require plaintiffs to take extensive and costly pre-certification discovery, but with
the increased likelihood that the class will not be certified and that plaintiffs, which
means their lawyers, will lose their investment. Or they may just decide not to bring
the case at all, which does not seem to bother the Wal-Mart majority in the slightest.

The other part of Wal-Mart was in many respects more surprising because it was unani-
mos in rejecting the effort to use Rule 23(b)(2)—which is easier to satisfy than
is Rule 23(b)(3)—to bring in claims for back pay, in addition to the primary relief of
ordering the defendant to cease violating Title VII. Although the Court rejected Wal-
Mart’s argument that monetary relief can never be awarded under Rule 23(b)(2), it
said that it could not be awarded in this case, but did not explain in what other kinds
of cases it would be appropriate. What is most disturbing to employment lawyers who
represent plaintiffs is that, ever since Title VII was enacted, it has been the uniform
understanding and practice that monetary relief in the form of back pay was available
after an injunction had been granted so that the plaintiffs would be made whole, and
so that defendants would have proper incentives to conform their conduct to the law.

To be sure, the Court was troubled that class members who wished to bring their
monetary claims on their own could not opt-out of this part of the case, although no
one had asked these plaintiffs to afford such an opportunity. In addition, plaintiffs had
proposed using a formula for deciding who would receive back pay and in what
amounts, and the Court was insistent that the defendant had a right to question the
use of the formula in at least some cases. And it surely did not help the class that the
formula would have been applied on a nationwide basis to several hundred thousand
women who might be eligible for back pay. But those were not the stated grounds for
the broad ruling denying back pay under Rule 23(b)(2).

It remains to be seen how damaging the back pay aspects of Wal-Mart will be in
other cases. It may be that granting an opt-out, which is unlikely to be utilized unless
a class member has an unusually large claim, and allowing a defendant to show why a
generally applicable formula is not appropriate for at least some class members, will
solve the problem for most classes. But it also may be that, in the end, no monetary
relief will be available under Rule 23(b)(2) and that the requirements of Rule 23(b)(3),
particularly that the common questions predominate over the individual questions,
may make class certification for monetary relief in employment cases impossible un-
der the Rule as written. At the very least, defendants in employment class actions, and
probably in at least some other kinds of class litigation, will argue that Wal-Mart
precludes class-wide monetary relief except under Rule 23(b)(3), which will increase
their bargaining position over both class certification and settlement on the merits.

Another procedural ruling that greatly favors defendants was J. McIntyre
Machinery, Ltd., v. Nicastro.20 The Court there held that the plaintiff, who was in-
jured on the job by a three-ton scrap metal stripper, could not sue the British manufac-
turer in state court in New Jersey where the plaintiff was injured by the allegedly
defective machine.21 It found that the Due Process Clause of the Constitution pre-

---

21 Id. at 2785.
cluded the state from entertaining that lawsuit because the company had never done business in New Jersey, but had instead used an Ohio distributor to sell its products in the United States. Where, one might ask the majority, could the plaintiff have sued in the United States? What about Ohio where the distributor was located or Las Vegas where the company regularly sent representatives to tout its products and where the plaintiff’s employer had first learned of the McIntyre machine that it later purchased? Would the holding have been different if the manufacturer were in Oregon, and everything else were the same? The Justices did not say.

The concurring opinion by Justice Breyer, joined by Justice Alito, seemed to focus on the lack of proof by the plaintiffs of a necessary connection with New Jersey, as well as a concern about hand-crafted products of an artisan ending up in some distant part of the country, and a lawsuit being brought there, as well as the effect that a favorable ruling for plaintiffs would have on claims arising out of conduct on the Internet. Most first semester law students would have no trouble distinguishing the artisan case from the three ton scrap machine, but the concurrence did not see it that way. As for the Internet, the Court could have done what it often does in such situations: add a footnote saying that Internet cases are different and are not controlled by this decision.

Taking a very mechanical view of the Due Process Clause, and showing a heightened focus on the role of sovereignty, the plurality suggested that, because the sovereignty of the United States is not limited, plaintiff might be able to sue in federal court, possibly even in New Jersey. If the Due Process Clause is supposed to protect defendants from being sued in distant forums, why is New Jersey federal court appropriate, but a state court across the street is not? Similarly, assuming that the defendant could be sued in Ohio, where it shipped the machines for further distribution, or even in Nevada where it regularly went to promote its business, how are they significantly more convenient than New Jersey? And if Due Process is about reasonable expectations, does anyone really suppose that the manufacturer had any special concern about where in the US it might be sued, once it told its distributor to sell as many machines as possible, with no geographic limitations whatsoever?

Plaintiffs’ lawyers are upset with this decision for several reasons. First, it will give defendants in many product liability cases another issue to raise, causing additional expense and delay, which always favors defendants. Second, some courts may follow McIntyre and force plaintiffs to sue in an inconvenient location, increasing their costs, or not suing at all if they can only sue in England or perhaps Nevada. Third, the ruling is another judicial weight on the scales of justice in favor of defendants, even if very few cases end up being dismissed for Due Process reasons. Looking at McIntyre as part of a larger pattern makes it more understandable as another decision that makes litigation more difficult for plaintiffs to maintain and easier for corporations to defeat.

Another 2011 decision falling in the procedural category is the below-the-radar ruling in Schindler Elevator Corp v. United States ex rel Kirk. In this False Claims Act case, the plaintiff, a former employee of defendant, alleged that defendant had filed false reports with the government about its compliance with certain statutes de-
signed to give veterans certain preferences in employment when working for government contractors. Prior to filing suit, plaintiff had used the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) to obtain copies of certain filings by defendant, as well as agency statements that no responsive records were found for some periods. Under the False Claims Act, individuals can sue on behalf of the government to recover money owed the government, but the basis of such suits cannot be “reports” issued by the government. The theory for that exception is that, if the government already has the information, it alone should decide whether to sue the alleged wrongdoer.

In *Schindler*, the Court held that responses to FOIA requests, regardless of their contents, were “reports” and thus information provided under FOIA could not be the basis of the suit, even where the government—the beneficiary of the exception—argued that the statute should not apply to routine responses to FOIA requests. The result is that some significant number of False Claims Act cases will be dismissed for using FOIA to gather facts, or will be dismissed under *Iqbal* for not having facts that could only be obtained under FOIA. Once again, by a seemingly modest ruling that “simply interprets” what Congress wrote, it will be much harder to sue companies for falsifying information provided to the government by those doing business with it.

**B. IT'S JUST A CHANGE IN FORUM**

Over the past two decades the Court has decided a number of cases interpreting the Federal Arbitration Act (FAA). In virtually every one, it has ruled in favor of sending the case to arbitration or allowing the arbitrator to decide important legal or factual questions. Its constant refrain, over the vehement opposition of the individuals who want their day in court and not before an arbitrator, is that arbitration does not alter anyone’s legal rights, but simply involves a change in forum.

There are a number of reasons why most people do not see arbitration as just another forum. In our public courts, judges and juries are free, but the parties have to pay for arbitrators. Discovery—the ability to gather vital information from the other side—is generally limited or not available at all in arbitration. Arbitrators often come with an industry background and are chosen for repeat business because they have ruled “reasonably” in the past, unlike jurors who come from the pool of individuals more closely resembling consumers and workers, or judges who are elected or appointed as state officials. All of those differences and more, such as guaranteed secrecy, are why companies love arbitration, and why consumers, workers, and lawyers who represent them generally want to stay as far away from arbitration as possible. Besides, if arbitration were such a good deal for plaintiffs, then they would chose to arbitrate once the dispute arose, and the “agreement” to arbitrate would not have to be forced on them in their contracts. To see what a stretch the Court has made to enable corporations to require arbitration whenever they choose, a little background on the FAA is useful.
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26. *Id.* at 1889.
29. *See Mitsubishi Motors Corp. v. Soler Chrysler-Plymouth, Inc.*, 473 U.S. 614, 628 (1985) (“By agreeing to arbitrate a statutory claim, a party does not forgo the substantive rights afforded by the statute; it only submits to their resolution in an arbitral, rather than a judicial, forum. It trades the procedures and opportunity for review of the courtroom for the simplicity, informality, and expedition of arbitration.”).
The FAA was enacted against a background of courts refusing to enforce agreements by businesses to submit their disputes to arbitration. Under the FAA those agreements were made enforceable, and the federal courts were given the power to assure compliance with the law. That basic approach is not the source of the present controversy. What is controversial has been the vast extension of enforcing pre-dispute arbitration agreements between businesses, to situations in which the other party is consumer or an employee, where the corporation has all the bargaining power, and the arbitration clause is included if the person wants the product being sold or the job being offered. But to the Supreme Court, this change in context is beside the point, and all contracts include an arbitration clause are strictly enforced. This is not the place for a full recounting of the path to arbitral supremacy, but a few examples of how the reach of the FAA has been expanded will illustrate the enormous gift that the Court has bestowed on Corporate America, which is able to insert mandatory arbitration clauses in all manner of contracts with no realistic way for consumers or employees to object.

In 1925, the scope of Congress’s Commerce Clause power, which is the basis of the FAA, was understood to be quite limited, yet the Court has applied the Act to an extent that would have been unthinkable when it was passed, although quite routine today. When a homeowner sued an exterminator for failure to honor a contract to handle a pesticide problem, the Court upheld a mandatory arbitration clause since the pesticides and materials used to repair the house came from outside the state, and hence there was “a contract evidencing a transaction involving commerce” as required for the FAA to apply.30 Similarly, when employees of Circuit City sued their employer, the Court by a 5-4 vote construed the exclusion for “contracts of employment of seamen, railroad employees, or any other class of workers engaged in foreign or interstate commerce” not to apply to them, and so they were subject to the mandatory arbitration of the Act.31 As the dissent pointed out, Congress expressly excluded from it the only workers that satisfied the existing law on what Congress could constitutionally cover under the Commerce Clause.32 The result is that employees, who could not constitutionally have been subject to the FAA at the time it was written, are now covered by it because, according to the majority, Congress drafted the exclusion too narrowly!

As noted, the FAA was written to deal with businesses refusing to abide by agreements with other businesses to employ arbitration to resolve their disputes. As the Terminex and Circuit City cases illustrate, the Court construes the FAA to reach ordinary consumer contracts as well as employment contracts. Furthermore, it has allowed companies to insist on arbitration of claims based on federal and state statutes designed to protect consumers and employees, and not just contract disputes.33 And it has ruled that a collective bargaining agreement can include a requirement that all claims of union members against the employer, including both contractual and statutory, must go to arbitration and not to court, even though the member has no choice on whether to sign the agreement and hence surely did not consent to have her claims arbitrated.34

32 Id. at 133-35 (Souter, J., dissenting).
This year, in AT&T Mobility LLC. v. Conception, the most far-reaching of the Court’s arbitration rulings, again by a 5-4 vote, it allowed a company to include in its standard form contract a waiver of the right to sue or participate in any class action, based on the contract, or on any state or federal law. AT&T was a perfect case for a class action because the company had sold consumers a cell phone package, which included a two year service contract, in which the phone was “free.” The customer was nonetheless billed $30, the amount that the State of California imputed as a sales tax. Either the company was within its rights in advertising its phone as free, or it was not, and the answer should have been the same for everyone—a perfect case for a class action, even under Wal-Mart. The company had a program that was designed to make the arbitration route look attractive to an individual, but arbitration would help the millions of people who bought cell phones from AT&T only if everyone pursued their individual $30 claims in arbitration, which of course they would not do. The bottom line is that every company will insist in their contracts with their employees and customers that all disputes must be arbitrated and that no class actions will be allowed. That, in turn, means that lawyers will decline to take most of these cases. More than any other decisions, the Court’s rulings under the FAA have re-shaped the litigation landscape for Corporate America and have made it much less likely that consumer or employees can prevail and that wrongdoing can be deterred or remedied.

Despite the fact the five Justices who comprise the majority in FAA cases generally consider themselves to be originalists, their approach to statutory interpretation is decidedly modern. If they had been true to their asserted belief that courts should read statutes as they were written by the Congress that enacted them, the majority should have said something like this in deciding these cases: “The FAA was written to enforce business to business agreements to arbitrate. It contained an exception for all employees that Congress could constitutionally have covered in 1925. It was passed before this Court greatly expanded the reach of the Commerce Clause, before most of the consumer and investor protection laws were enacted, and before Title VII and other federal and state anti-discrimination laws became law. We shall construe the law to be limited to the circumstances that led to its passage and to its scope as the Congress that enacted would have understood its reach. We leave to Congress the decision as to whether to extend it beyond its origins and, if so, in what respects. We are fully confident that the corporate parties that are asking us to apply it to circumstances unimaginable by the Congress of 1925 will be more than able to protect their interests when proposals to expand the FAA are debated there.” But it did not.

II. SEEMINGLY SMALL CHANGES IN SUBSTANTIVE LAW REALLY DO MATTER

One of Corporate America’s first substantive targets was punitive damages, which are generally available under state law. Rarely awarded in practice, because they require that the defendant engage in truly outrageous conduct, and often over-turned or significantly reduced on appeal, they are nonetheless greatly despised by all manner of defendants. As defendants see it, punitive damages might be very large in any given case, and they always represent a direct rebuke to a company that claims it is behaving ethically, even if its conduct injured the plaintiff. Corporations also claim that the potential for juries to reach outrageous results causes them to settle cases that should have been fought, or to pay too much for those that should be settled. But instead of

going to state legislatures, where their lobbyists would surely have protected their interests, they went to the Supreme Court and asked it to bail them out.

For a period of time, the Court turned down their pleas, finding generally that the portion of the Constitution cited did not apply to punitive damages.\textsuperscript{36} The Court was rightly concerned that, if there was a constitutional basis to challenge punitive damages awards, the Court would be flooded with cases and that it would be very hard to draw lines between permissive and excessive punitive damages on any principled basis. Eventually, the corporate onslaught wore down the Court, and in a case in which the Alabama courts had upheld a $2 million punitive damages verdict when a dealer lied to a customer about whether the car had been in a wreck and the damage painted over, the Court ruled that this verdict was too high.\textsuperscript{37} To reach that conclusion, the Court had to rely on the long discredited theory of substantive due process from the \textit{Lochner} era, under which the Court substituted its judgment in matters of economics for those of the states and Congress. Recognizing that it had a problem in deciding which punitive awards were excessive, it began to impose so-called “procedural safeguards” on state courts.\textsuperscript{38} When that did not solve the problem, it prohibited states from taking into account similar conduct outside its borders, and it imposed guidelines for an appropriate ratio of actual damages to punitive damages, with the outside figure of 9 to 1.\textsuperscript{39} Finally, when a federal maritime case involving the infamous Exxon-Valdez oil spill came to the Court, it was able to exercise its traditional common law powers and held that anything beyond one to one would generally be excessive in that context.\textsuperscript{40}

Again, this is an area where the Court should have said, “Take your complaints to the state legislatures or even Congress.” The states have shown considerable willingness to tackle “tort reform” especially in the medical malpractice area, and they should at least have been asked to fix the perceived problem legislatively. Moreover, it is much easier for a legislature to draw lines and balance the relevant interests, than it is for courts, especially the Supreme Court whose only tool is the Due Process Clause of the Constitution. But since the Court made up its mind to “do something” about punitive damages, it used the only means it had to achieve the desired end.\textsuperscript{41}

\textsuperscript{36} See \textit{Browning-Ferris Industries of Vt., Inc. v. Kelco Disposal, Inc.}, 492 U.S. 257 (1989) (Eighth Amendment inapplicable to punitive damages); \textit{see also TXO Production Corp. v. Alliance Resources Corp.}, 509 U.S. 443 (1993) (Due Process satisfied by award in this case).


\textsuperscript{38} \textit{Cooper Industries Inc. v. Leatherman Tool Group, Inc.}, 532 U.S. 424 (2001) (requiring state courts to apply \textit{de novo} standard of review in punitive damages cases).

\textsuperscript{39} \textit{See State Farm Mutual Auto. Ins. Co. v. Campbell}, 538 U.S. 408 (2003). By contrast, the same majority, in the same term, rejected a claim that a sentence of 25 years in prison, with no chance of parole, for stealing three golf clubs, was not excessive under the Eighth Amendment in \textit{Ewing v. California}, 538 U.S. 11 (2003); \textit{see also Alan B. Morrison, Your Money or Your Life}, \textit{LEGAL TIMES}, May 19, 2003.

\textsuperscript{40} \textit{See Exxon Shipping Co. v. Baker}, 554 U.S. 471 (2008). Unlike most of the cases discussed in this Issue Brief, the punitive damages rulings do not conform to the normal ideological lines on both sides. Thus, Justices Scalia and Thomas have refused to apply substantive due process to state court judgments, although they did support the limits in Exxon. On the other side, Justice Souter wrote Exxon, and he and Justices Stevens and Breyer generally went along with imposing various limits on punitive damages.

\textsuperscript{41} By contrast, federal antitrust law is an area that Congress has largely delegated to the courts. Thus, when the Supreme Court made it harder to prove antitrust violations by overturning long-standing precedent that treated certain conduct as a \textit{per se} violation, and instead made it subject to rule of reason analysis, \textit{State Oil Co. v. Khan}, 522 U.S. 3 (1997) (overruling \textit{Albrecht v. Herald Co.}, 390 U.S. 145 (1968)), it could not properly be charged with usurping the legislative or rulemaking functions, although those deci-
Interpreting the federal securities laws to protect alleged wrongdoers is another area where the Court has increasingly, although not uniformly, favored Corporate America, as three sets of cases illustrate. In some cases, the plaintiffs claim that not only is the company issuing the stock alleged to have engaged in fraud, but so have others such as joint venturers and underwriters who might be liable as aiders and abettors, and who may, unlike the company, still have assets. When several of those cases reached the Court, it narrowly construed the law to preclude secondary liability for the others, although they could be liable if plaintiffs made the unlikely showing that they had actually relied on the not-generally-public statements of these other participants. Just last term in \textit{Janus Capital Group Inc. v. First Derivative Traders}, the Court held that owners of a mutual fund could not sue the related company that supplied misleading information to the company in which the plaintiffs had invested, because their company, which had no assets, had actually “issued” the false information, and only the company that issued the stock could be sued. The result was that the alleged wrongdoer was able to avoid liability and the plaintiffs had no one from whom they could recover, even if they proved that there was fraud.

Finally, in \textit{Morrison v. National Australia Bank Ltd.}, the plaintiffs alleged that a Florida subsidiary of the Australian company in which they bought stock had provided false information to the parent, which had caused plaintiffs to lose money. The Court said that, even though the alleged fraud was committed in the United States, our courts could not entertain lawsuits brought by our citizens, involving stock issued and traded overseas, and that the SEC was also prohibited from suing the alleged wrongdoer. In the securities fraud area, the Court’s rulings have been somewhat more favorable to plaintiffs then in others, so that it could not be said that the results have been entirely pro-corporate, but the trend is generally favorable for defendants and their insurers, especially in the cases that really matter.

Drug companies have also done quite well in the Court, with some notable exceptions where the issue has been preemption. While the plaintiff in \textit{Wyeth v. Levine}, defeated a defense of preemption where the jury found that the company had failed to provide adequate warnings for the drug that seriously injured the plaintiff, claimants in these cases must still establish the factual basis for their case on the merits. On the other hand, in \textit{PLIVA, Inc. v. Mensing}, the Court ruled that the maker of a generic drug had no obligation to notify the FDA when it had knowledge that the warning labels that were proposed by the original manufacturer and approved by the FDA understated a serious risk from the product. Because generic manufacturers cannot unilaterally change the label, and have no duty to ask the FDA to do so, they cannot, said the 5-4 majority, be sued no matter what they know of the risks that caused a plaintiff’s injuries. That ruling is a wholesale “get out of jail free card” for the generic drug
industry, and an especially harmful one for patients now that generics represent 75% of the drugs sold in this country.48

In the Medicaid law, Congress required drug companies to provide entities that serve Medicaid patients with drugs priced at the lowest price they charge any customer, with certain limited exceptions. Congress gave the Department of Health & Human Services (HHS) the duty to enforce the law, but not the staff or money to carry out that function. Several counties decided to try to sue to recover damages for what they believed to be violations of this law, but the Supreme Court held that only HHS could seek such a remedy, even though the states and localities suing were paying much of the cost of these overcharges.49

The final drug case handed down this term was Sorrell v. IMS Health, Inc.,50 a challenge to a Vermont law that effectively prohibited drug companies from paying pharmacies to give them doctor, but not patient, specific information on what a doctor was prescribing so that their sale force could tailor their pitch to the habits of each doctor. The majority (5-4) treated the law as a form of censorship and found the interest of the doctors in not being subjected to that kind of scrutiny insufficient to sustain the law.51 The result is that policy of Vermont and two other states to shield doctors from what they concluded was inappropriate promotion of drugs has been invalidated.

III. CONCLUSION

Corporate America has not won every case in the Supreme Court in the past two decades, but it has prevailed in most of the important ones. By important I mean a decision that either wins the case outright for this defendant or erects a major barrier to the plaintiff proceeding, whereas most plaintiff wins enable them to preserve a verdict won at trial or avoid an early defeat. In addition, many of the favorable decisions for defendant companies are broadly applicable, making those victories even more significant. Indeed, I can think of no truly significant case in the last decade that Corporate America has lost.

In reaching those results, the Court has come to the rescue of Corporate America when other branches of the federal or state government were available and better suited to the job, but had not even been asked, let alone had they turned the companies down. The Court proceeds boldly when caution seems the wiser course, and it is apparently quite unconcerned with the victims of corporate abuse or with allowing alleged wrongdoing to go unremedied. Its distaste for lawsuits by consumers and employees that seek to recover money damages is evident, and its desire to slow down the use of the courts rarely checked. Whatever else the Court may do in other areas, there is little doubt what will happen when the stakes are high and Corporate America is in the Supreme Court.

48 Id. at 2583.
49 Astra USA, Inc. v. Santa Clara County, 131 S. Ct. 1342 (2011).
50 131 S. Ct. 2653 (2011).
51 Id. at 2659.
I. INTRODUCTION

The names Yick Wo, Heman Sweatt, Pete Hernandez, Clarence Gideon, Annie Harper, Mildred and Richard Loving, and Willie Griggs are barely known to the American public, but the nation they helped forge is their lasting legacy. These individuals went to court, and their ability to do so literally changed our understanding of citizenship, access to education, jury service, the right to counsel, access to the voting booth, marriage, and equal employment opportunity. Indeed, much of our nation’s progress toward the Constitutional aspiration of a “more perfect Union” occurred because these and other ordinary people have had ready access to litigate meritorious but often novel or difficult-to-prove cases in our courts.

Of course, this majestic view of courts and individuals’ access to them does not tell the entire story. Lawsuits are by their very nature adversarial, slow, uncertain, and often inefficient, as well as frustrating for litigants, lawyers, and courts. And, to be sure, some are ill-founded. Yet, while few seriously contend that litigation is the exclusive way to achieve progress, it often is a vital tool for doing so and has proven particularly essential in the area of civil rights.

Recently, however, in a pair of decisions, the Supreme Court skewed the balance away from access to courts by elevating the threshold standard that all plaintiffs must meet to pursue legal claims. In Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly and Ashcroft v. Iqbal, the Court suddenly and without clear necessity overturned well-settled law and imposed a more stringent standard for federal cases to survive. These decisions, by dramatically frontloading litigation and inviting judges to substitute their threshold personal judgments in place of evidence, go far beyond the familiar “verdict first, trial second” problem of which high-profile defendants complain. Instead, under Twombly and Iqbal, we now risk a world in which meritorious claims face “dismissal first, trial never.”
In this Issue Brief, which draws upon and updates Congressional testimony by the NAACP Legal Defense & Educational Fund, Inc. (LDF), we analyze the detrimental impact of *Iqbal* and *Twombly* on our legal system in general and on civil rights in particular. We then review the broad mobilization urging Congress to overturn these decisions and restore the pleading standard that, for decades, has enabled civil rights litigants to root out discrimination wherever it exists. In our view, immediate Congressional action is needed to ensure that *Twombly* and *Iqbal* do not create an undesirable safe harbor that effectively places some defendants beyond the reach of civil rights laws.

II. THE CRITICAL IMPORTANCE OF A LIBERAL PLEADING STANDARD

When the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure were adopted in 1938, they transformed civil litigation by establishing a liberal standard for what plaintiffs must plead in their complaints to initiate a federal lawsuit and withstand a motion to dismiss. This liberal standard repudiated failed earlier approaches which, in effect, treated pleading requirements as traps for far too many meritorious claims. Notably, Rule 8(a)(2) requires only that a plaintiff’s complaint include “a short and plain statement of the claim showing that the pleader is entitled to relief.” And Rule 8(e) emphasizes that “[p]leadings must be construed so as to do justice.”

Drawing on his experience as a federal judge for over 40 years and as a member of the team that assisted LDF’s first Director-Counsel Thurgood Marshall in litigating *Brown v. Board of Education*, Judge Jack Weinstein of the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of New York explained the purposes of these liberal rules:

> [T]hey were optimistically intended to clear the procedural clouds so that the sunlight of substance might shine through. Litigants would have straightforward access to courts, and courts would render judgments based on facts not form. The courthouse door was opened to let the aggrieved take shelter.\(^{11}\)

Almost two decades after the Federal Rules were adopted, the Supreme Court recognized that a liberal pleading standard was essential to the emerging civil rights movement. In *Conley v. Gibson*, African-American railroad workers sued their union for failing to protect them from demotion and discharge on the same basis as white workers.\(^{12}\) The case was part of a larger strategy, led by visionary civil rights attorney Charles Hamilton Houston, to ensure that unions treated all members fairly, regardless of their race.

In 1957, the Court ruled unanimously that the complaint could proceed. It noted that if the allegations were proven, there was a “manifest breach of the Union’s statu-


tory duty to represent fairly and without hostile discrimination all of the employees in the bargaining unit.” Rejecting the union’s argument that the workers’ complaint failed to identify specific facts to support their “general allegations” of discrimination, the Court held that “the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure do not require a claimant to set out in detail the facts upon which he bases his claim.” Rather, “a complaint should not be dismissed for failure to state a claim unless it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his claim which would entitle him to relief.” According to the Court, a “fair notice” approach to pleading was sufficient because discovery and other pretrial procedures provided appropriate mechanisms to reveal the precise nature of claims and narrow disputed facts and issues prior to trial.\footnote{Id. at 45-48.}

Thus, \textit{Conley} affirmed that the purpose of the Federal Rules’ pleading standard was to eliminate procedural barriers at the beginning of litigation that could prove fatal even to a meritorious claim: “The Federal Rules reject the approach that pleading is a game of skill in which one misstep by counsel may be decisive to the outcome and accept the principle that the purpose of pleading is to facilitate a proper decision on the merits.”\footnote{Id. at 48.} In \textit{Conley}, the Court dramatically rebuffed efforts by a defendant and its counsel to inoculate themselves from charges of stark discrimination through pleading gymnastics.

Placed in the civil rights context, the liberal pleading standard is a critical prerequisite to ensure that victims of discrimination can take full advantage of federal statutory safeguards. It is not an overstatement to say that the key successes of civil rights litigation in the last half century were due, in part, to the liberal pleading standard set forth in the Federal Rules and reinforced by the Supreme Court in \textit{Conley}.

\section*{III. OVERTURNING WELL-ESTABLISHED PRECEDENT: TWOMBLY AND IQBAL}

For five decades after \textit{Conley}, the Supreme Court repeatedly affirmed this “fair notice” approach designed to prevent excessive obstacles at the pleading stage and facilitate adjudication of civil rights claims and other litigation on the merits.\footnote{See, e.g., Swierkiewicz v. Sorema N.A., 534 U.S. 506 (2002); Leatherman v. Tarrant County Narcotics Intelligence & Coordination Unit, 507 U.S. 163 (1993).} During those five decades, the Court rebuffed efforts by district and appellate courts to heighten pleading standards, and no Justice ever “express[ed] any doubt” about the “adequacy” of \textit{Conley}’s interpretation of Rule 8.\footnote{Id. at 48.}

Cracks in \textit{Conley}’s foundation emerged three years ago in \textit{Twombly}. The 7-2 majority opinion, authored by now-retired Justice Souter, held that, at least with respect to antitrust claims, \textit{Conley}’s no-set-of-facts language “has earned its retirement.” Instead, \textit{Twombly} promulgated a new and stricter “plausibility” standard, ruling that a plaintiff in an antitrust case will survive a motion to dismiss only if he or she pleads “enough facts to state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face.”\footnote{Bell Atlantic v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 578 (2007) (Stevens, J., dissenting) (emphasis in original).}

\textit{Twombly} left open whether this new plausibility standard broadly applied to all civil cases. Last year, in \textit{Ashcroft v. Iqbal}, the Court made clear that it did.\footnote{Id. at 563, 570.} \textit{Iqbal} went much further than \textit{Twombly} in its deviation from the \textit{Conley} framework.
Whereas *Twombly* endorsed *Conley*’s dictate that a complaint need do no more than give “fair notice” of the plaintiff’s claims and grounds for relief,19 *Iqbal* declined even to cite this well-established principle, and the decision substantially undermined it in practice.

In *Iqbal*, a Muslim Pakistani citizen—arrested along with hundreds of other individuals in the days following the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks and detained in federal custody—alleged that he was subjected to an unconstitutional policy of “harsh conditions of confinement on account of his race, religion, or national origin.” In addition to suing lower-level prison officials, Iqbal named former U.S. Attorney General John Ashcroft as the “principal architect” of the policy and identified FBI Director Robert Mueller as “instrumental in [its] adoption, promulgation, and implementation.”20

Writing for a narrow five-justice majority, Justice Kennedy did not question the right of plaintiff Javaid Iqbal to proceed with his lawsuit against lower-level prison officials (who subsequently settled). But the Court held that the claims against Ashcroft and Mueller should be dismissed because Iqbal’s complaint did not plead facts “sufficient to plausibly suggest [their] discriminatory state of mind.” For a complaint to survive a motion to dismiss under the new plausibility standard, *Iqbal* clarified that the litigant must plead specific and non-conclusory “factual content that allows the court to draw the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged.” In making that determination, a court is to “draw on its judicial experience and common sense.” Applying this standard, the Court considered whether it was more plausible that lawful or discriminatory intent motivated Ashcroft and Mueller and found the former was more “likely.”21

In an unusually strong dissent, Justice Souter contended that the majority had “misapplic[d]” the *Twombly* decision that he had authored. He insisted that Iqbal’s complaint “as a whole” should have survived a motion to dismiss because it gave Ashcroft and Mueller “fair notice” of the claims and grounds upon which they rested.22

IV. INSTITUTIONALIZING DISADVANTAGES FOR CIVIL RIGHTS PLAINTIFFS

*Twombly* and *Iqbal* drastically altered *Conley*’s pleading requirements. In the words of Professor Arthur Miller, a well-respected civil procedure expert, the substitution of plausibility pleading for notice pleading is “a philosophical sea change in American civil litigation.”23 Cases can now be dismissed at first glance, without the benefit of any discovery or meaningful fact-finding. This outcome, while not certain in every case, is fundamentally at odds with Congress’s intent to provide effective enforcement of our nation’s civil rights laws. Short-circuiting litigation through artificial procedural barriers undermines our national interest in robust and expansive application of these laws.

---

19 *Twombly*, 550 U.S. at 555.
20 *Iqbal*, 129 S. Ct. at 1942, 1944 (alteration in original).
21 Id. at 1949-52.
22 Id. at 1955, 1961 (Souter, J., dissenting) (citing *Twombly*, 550 U.S. at 555, and *Conley*, 355 U.S. at 47) (quotation marks omitted).
The imposition of a heightened pleading standard effectively converts a motion to dismiss into one for summary judgment—but without any of the corresponding procedural protections or opportunities for factual development. Confronted with a motion to dismiss, district courts must now sift through the plaintiff’s complaint in order to conduct a complex, two-pronged inquiry. First, a judge is required to identify and disregard all “conclusory” statements. Second, focusing only on specific factual allegations, the judge must assess the strength of the “showing” for each claim by weighing whether the plaintiff’s allegations are plausible. This judicially-mandated appraisal of the facts at the pleading stage comes uncomfortably close to supplanting adjudication on the merits by jury trial. Moreover, these judgments are virtually unreviewable because trial courts are granted wide discretion to conclude that a claim is implausible and, thus, dismiss a complaint without permitting critical factual development of discrimination allegations.

The Court’s insistence in *Iqbal* and *Twombly* that a complaint must include non-conclusory factual support for each claim institutionalizes a disadvantage for plaintiffs. In contrast to *Conley*’s “fair notice” requirement, plausibility pleading compels plaintiffs to provide more of an evidentiary foundation to withstand a defendant’s motion to dismiss. Yet, because the Federal Rules typically permit plaintiffs to obtain discovery only if they survive a motion to dismiss, many plaintiffs will be denied the very tools needed to support meritorious claims and, thus, wrongdoers will escape accountability. As Professor Robert Bone explains, “strict pleading will screen some meritorious suits, even ones with a high probability of trial success but a probability that is not evident at the pleading stage before access to discovery.” The result is a revival of precisely the sort of pleading gamesmanship that the Federal Rules were designed to avoid.

The new emphasis on factual specificity is especially onerous for civil rights plaintiffs. In many civil rights cases, most, if not all, pertinent information is within the exclusive province of the defendant—through its agents, employees, records, and documents. For instance, when a plaintiff alleges she was the victim of a discriminatory practice, she typically must expose the defendant’s “private, behind-closed-doors conduct,” including “particular meetings and conversations, which individuals were involved, when and where meetings occurred, what was discussed, and, ultimately, who knew what, when, and why.”

This “information asymmetry” for civil rights plaintiffs at the pleading stage is compounded in intentional discrimination cases, where liability turns on proof of subjective intent. Without depositions and other discovery tools or the all-too-rare revelations from a whistleblower, it is extremely costly—and often impossible—for plaintiffs to obtain specific facts to substantiate a defendant’s state of mind, even with support from the most capable and committed lawyers. Disparate-impact claims,  

---


where proof of intentional discrimination is not required, could also be more difficult under *Iqbal* and *Twombly* because such claims often turn on analysis of statistical data that is usually under the exclusive control of defendants.28

*Iqbal* and *Twombly* may be particularly effective in frustrating efforts to redress the subtle and sophisticated types of discrimination that are more commonplace in today’s society than instances of overt racial animus. As the Third Circuit has noted:

> Anti-discrimination laws and lawsuits have “educated” would-be violators such that extreme manifestations of discrimination are thankfully rare. Though they still happen, the instances in which employers and employees openly use derogatory epithets to refer to fellow employees appear to be declining. Regrettably, however, this in no way suggests that discrimination based upon an individual’s race, gender, or age is near an end. Discrimination continues to pollute the social and economic mainstream of American life, and is often simply masked in more subtle forms. It has become easier to coat various forms of discrimination with the appearance of propriety, or to ascribe some other less odious intention to what is in reality discriminatory behavior. In other words, while discriminatory conduct persists, violators have learned not to leave the proverbial “smoking gun” behind. As one court has recognized, “defendants of even minimal sophistication will neither admit discriminatory animus or leave a paper trail demonstrating it.”29

Because these subtle and sophisticated forms of discrimination are designed to be undetectable, a stricter pleading standard risks insulating wrongdoers and, therefore, depriving litigants of the ability to vindicate critical civil rights. As a result, defendants may be less likely to admit wrongdoing because *Iqbal* and *Twombly* effectively preclude victims of discrimination from obtaining access to facts that defendants can keep from public view.

V. THE DANGEROUS SUBJECTIVITY OF PLAUSIBILITY PLEADING

*Iqbal* adds another pernicious element to the new litigation reality. Under *Iqbal*, the assessment of plausibility is a “context-specific task,” in which a court must “draw on its judicial experience and common sense.”30 In contrast to *Conley’s* objective “fair notice” approach, the highly subjective nature of the *Iqbal* framework “is and should be a frightening thought,” as Judge Shira Scheindlin of the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York has explained:

> When courts are told to draw on experience and common sense that means that predictability will vanish because every judge has

28 Recognizing these concerns, a New York federal district court recently held that, even under *Iqbal*, “[i]t would be inappropriate to require a plaintiff to produce statistics to support her disparate impact claim before the plaintiff has had the benefit of discovery.” *Jenkins v. N.Y. City Transit Auth.*, 646 F. Supp. 2d 464, 469 (S.D.N.Y. 2009).

29 *Aman v. Cort Furniture Rental Corp.*, 85 F.3d 1074, 1081-82 (3d Cir. 1996) (quoting *Riordan v. Kempiners*, 831 F.2d 690, 697 (7th Cir. 1987)).

had different experiences and has a different definition of common sense. What we will see is that depending on a judge’s views of various types of claims, one judge will dismiss a claim where another would have let it survive.31

*Iqbal* itself highlights the subjectivity of the Court’s new plausibility standard. The Second Circuit and the four dissenting Justices concluded that the crisis triggered by the events of September 11, 2001 made it “plausible” that top government officials had condoned a discriminatory policy of mass arrests. By contrast, the same crisis, in the view of the Supreme Court majority, made legitimate law enforcement purposes for the policy more “likely,” thus rendering purposeful discrimination implausible. The majority made this determination notwithstanding the cautionary historical precedent of the internment of Japanese Americans during World War II, which was endorsed at the time by the Supreme Court but has been widely condemned as an egregious violation of constitutional rights.32

As civil rights litigators, we understand that a careful examination of the facts can alter judges’ initial preconceptions. A powerful example comes from *Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenburg Board of Education*, a landmark school desegregation case litigated by LDF. In a rather remarkable passage, the district court judge acknowledged that it was only through litigation that he had come to appreciate the gravity of the discrimination that African-American school children experienced:

The case was difficult. The first and greatest hurdle was the district court. The judge, who was raised on a cotton farm which had been tended by slave labor in his grandfather’s time, started the case with the uninformed assumption that no active segregation was being practiced in the Charlotte-Mecklenburg schools, that the aims of the suit were extreme and unreasonable, and that a little bit of push was all that the Constitution required of the court.

Yet, after the plaintiffs presented reams of evidence to support their claims, “they produced a reversal in the original attitude of the district court.”33

Of course, the benefits of close scrutiny of the facts are not limited to the courthouse. In one well-documented legislative example, Representative Henry Hyde commented that his initial views changed during the 1982 reauthorization of the Voting Rights Act. In an opinion piece, he wrote:

As the ranking Republican member of the House Judiciary Committee’s subcommittee on civil and constitutional rights, I came to this issue with the expressed conviction that, indeed 17 years was enough. . . . Then came the hearings. Witness after wit-


32 Korematsu v. United States, 323 U.S. 214 (1944). But see id. at 235 (Murphy, J., dissenting) (condemning the Court’s decision as “one of the most sweeping and complete deprivations of constitutional rights in the history of this nation”). Congress has publicly apologized and authorized payment of reparations for the internment. 50 U.S.C. app. § 1989 (2006).

ness testified to continuing and pervasive denials of the electoral process for blacks. As I listened to testimony before the subcommittee I was appalled by what I heard. . . . As long as the majestic pledge our nation made in 1870 by ratifying the 15th Amendment remains unredeemed, then its redemption must come first.34

Representative Hyde’s candid comments attest to the powerful ways in which a full evidentiary record can challenge assumptions, change minds, and affect one’s perception of “common sense.” Yet, Twombly and Iqbal place excessive emphasis on inherently limited pleading-stage facts and, therefore, deny plaintiffs—and by extension society as a whole—precisely this opportunity to focus on determining whether, in fact, discrimination and other civil rights violations persist.

The question is not whether a judge’s experience can add something to the assessment of cases—it does and we rely upon it. But evidence can and should play a role in tempering judicial experience or “common-sense.” The danger of the Supreme Court’s new pleading standard is that it denies victims of racial and other forms of discrimination the opportunity to challenge the preconceptions of judges and the broader public by exposing persisting impediments to justice and equal opportunity that, on their face, may seem implausible but, lamentably, remain an aspect of American life. History is full of implausible events, and the most egregious civil rights violations are often the most implausible. One example is the exoneration of nearly 10% of the African-American community of Tulia, Texas, when it came to light, after an investigation by LDF and others, that these individuals were arrested in a drug “sting,” based on the uncorroborated testimony of a single undercover agent who had a history of disciplinary misconduct.35

VI. DOCUMENTING THE HARM TO CIVIL RIGHTS

Our concerns about Iqbal and Twombly are not merely hypothetical. It is already evident from initial data, anecdotal evidence from practitioners, and our own qualitative monitoring of cases that these two Supreme Court decisions are impeding litigants from pursuing serious allegations of civil rights violations.

In one of the first of what we suspect will be numerous empirical assessments, Professor Patricia Hatamyar concluded that, holding other variables constant, the odds of a district court granting a motion to dismiss in the two years after Twombly was decided were 1.8 times greater—and in the four months after Iqbal was decided over four times greater—than under Conley’s notice pleading standard. In constitutional civil rights cases, the impact was particularly dramatic. In the two years prior to Twombly, the rate at which motions to dismiss were granted in such cases was an already high 50%. Post-Twombly but pre-Iqbal, the rate increased five percentage points to 55%. And in the four months after Iqbal, the rate increased to 60%.36

35 NATE BLAKESLEE, TULIA: RACE, COCAINE, AND CORRUPTION IN A SMALL TEXAS TOWN (2005).
36 Patricia W. Hatamyar, The Tao of Pleading: Do Twombly and Iqbal Matter Empirically?, 59 AM. U. L. REV. 553, 556 (2010). Hatamyar acknowledges that there are limitations to her approach. For instance, her calculations of overall dismissal rates include cases where Rule 12(b)(6) motions were granted with leave to amend. Two other empirical analyses using similar methodologies have also documented the detrimental impact of the Court’s new heightened pleading standard on civil rights cases. See Joseph Seiner, The Trouble with Twombly: A Proposed Pleading Standard for Employment Discrimination Cases,
Preliminary data from the Federal Judicial Center reveal a similar trend in civil rights cases. On average in the 11 months pre-
Twombly, 27.8% of motions to dismiss were granted in civil rights employment cases, whereas in the 11 months post-Iqbal, 35.2% were granted—more than a seven percentage point increase. For other civil rights cases, the grant rate for motions to dismiss increased by 11 percentage points, from 25.9% to 36.9%.37

Equally as significant, a forthcoming study by Professor Alex Reinert, who represented Iqbal in the Supreme Court, demonstrates that there is little correlation between sparsely pled complaints and lack of merit. Reinert reviewed federal appellate court decisions between 1990 and 1999 that reversed district courts’ improper dismissals under Conley’s liberal pleading standard. Although these cases would now be vulnerable to dismissal under Iqbal and Twombly, the plaintiffs were at least as successful on the merits as other litigants were during the same period.38

At this early stage, however, it would be a mistake to focus solely on quantitative data to assess the implications of Iqbal and Twombly. We also need to look qualitatively at the newly announced plausibility standard as it has been applied in particular cases.

Some courts have candidly acknowledged that complaints that could have survived a motion to dismiss under Conley require dismissal under Iqbal and Twombly. For example, in Kyle v. Holinka, a Wisconsin district court initially allowed an African-American prisoner to challenge a policy of racially segregated cell assignments. The plaintiff alleged numerous statements by prison officials acknowledging this segregation policy, including one by a manager who stated, “This is the way we do it here.” There was no question that those officials were subject to suit. The dispute centered on whether the plaintiff should also be able to proceed against higher-ranking prison officials. The court first allowed the plaintiff’s claims against all of the defendants to proceed, but after Iqbal, it reconsidered its holding. Granting the higher-level officials’ motion to dismiss on the ground that the plaintiff failed to allege any facts showing that they implemented the discriminatory policy, the district court noted that the Supreme Court had “implicitly overturned decades of circuit precedent in which the court of appeals had allowed discrimination claims to be pleaded in a conclusory fashion.”39

Another example is Ocasio-Hernandez v. Fortuno-Burset, a case filed by 14 former maintenance and domestic employees of the Puerto Rico governor’s mansion who claimed they were terminated due to their political affiliation. They were fired less than two months after a change in administration, and replaced by individuals belonging to the new governing party. The district court dismissed the plaintiffs’ political discrimination claims under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 on the ground that they had not alleged sufficient facts showing that the defendants knew of the plaintiffs’ political

37 We calculated these figures using the Federal Judicial Center’s tables and graphs on motions to dismiss, updated through April 2010. See Motions to Dismiss: Information on Collection of Data (2010), available at http://www.uscourts.gov/uscourts/RulesAndPolicies/rules/Motions_to_Dismiss_060110.pdf. These figures do not include motions denied in part and, thus, likely underestimate the impact of Iqbal and Twombly.


affiliation or that a causal connection existed between their affiliation and their termination.\(^{40}\)

The court wrote that its ruling was mandated by \textit{Iqbal}, “although draconianly harsh to say the least.” It noted that defense counsel, who was experienced in political discrimination litigation, had not even filed a motion to dismiss under the pre-\textit{Iqbal} standard and that the case had been fast-tracked for trial before \textit{Iqbal} was decided. The court lamented:

\[
\text{[E]ven highly experienced counsel will henceforth find it extremely difficult, if not impossible, to plead a \textit{Section} 1983 political discrimination suit without “smoking gun” evidence. In the past, a plaintiff could file a complaint such as that in this case, and through discovery obtain the direct and/or circumstantial evidence needed to sustain the First Amendment allegations. . . . Certainly, such a chilling effect was not intended by Congress when it enacted \textit{Section} 1983.}\(^{41}\)
\]

Just as in \textit{Ocasio-Hernandez}, other federal courts are now faulting plaintiffs for failing to plead facts that would be difficult, if not impossible, to obtain without the benefit of discovery. Consider, for instance, the case of Kevin Williams. Cleveland, Ohio, officials arrested him on charges in connection with a robbery and shooting at Double Exposure Deli. For eight months, they kept him in jail and continued to prosecute him, \textit{even though} there was exculpatory videotape evidence that he was working as a janitor in a movie theater over ten miles away at precisely the moment when the shooting occurred. Prior to trial, all charges were dismissed against Williams based on the videotape and other evidence. Williams then sued the City of Cleveland and various officials alleging a violation of his constitutional rights. The district court acknowledged that Williams alleged facts sufficient to demonstrate that the City ignored exculpatory evidence in his case. Nevertheless, the court dismissed Williams’ complaint against the City without even providing him an opportunity to amend because he “has not alleged facts from which it can be inferred that this conduct is recurring or that what happened in his case was due to City policy.”\(^{42}\) To be sure, the district court accurately followed settled law that a city can be held liable for a constitutional rights violation only if the injury resulted from a municipal policy or custom;\(^{43}\) but filling the evidentiary gaps that the court identified at the pleading stage would require precisely the sort of information that a victim of such a constitutional violation would rarely, if ever, be able to uncover without discovery.\(^{44}\)


\(^{41}\) \textit{Id.} at 226 n.4.


\(^{44}\) \textit{Iqbal} may also limit the ability of plaintiffs to bring lawsuits against government officials in their capacity as supervisors—an issue that was not even briefed by the parties. \textit{See Ashcroft v. \textit{Iqbal}}, 129 S. Ct. 1937, 1957 (2009) (Souter, J., dissenting); \textit{see also Dodds v. Richardson}, No. 09-6157, 2010 WL 3064002, at *15-19 (10th Cir. Aug. 6, 2010) (Tymkovich, J., concurring) (assessing \textit{Iqbal}’s impact on the law of supervisory liability).
Another category of cases reveal the difficulty that judges have had in applying the new plausibility standard without engaging in fact-finding and, thus, effectively displacing the critical role that a jury trial is supposed to play under our Constitution, laws, federal rules, and political traditions. For example, a district court in Arizona dismissed a complaint by Frank Vallejo, a Mexican-American disabled veteran who was turned away for lack of sufficient identification when he attempted to vote in a Tucson election. City officials conceded that they wrongfully denied Vallejo a provisional ballot as required by law. The key factual issue was whether or not this error was, as Vallejo alleged, the result of a discriminatory municipal practice or procedure; if that allegation proved true, the City could have been liable under the Voting Rights Act. Prior to Iqbal and Twombly, it had never been the case that a federal court was authorized to resolve such a contested issue at the pleading stage. Relying on these cases, however, the district court effectively made findings of fact in favor of the City that the failure to issue a provisional ballot “in no way affected the standard, practice, or procedure of the election.”

As this case reveals, there are judges, as well as many Americans, who assume that intentional racial discrimination is unlikely to be a plausible explanation because it is such an aberration from 21st century societal norms. Evidence that can be gained through the discovery process should be permitted once again to act as a necessary check on untethered judicial assessments of plausibility.

Of course, when judges draw on their experience and common sense, it does not always result in hostility towards civil rights. One example is a ruling by Judge Weinstein, whose criticism of the Supreme Court’s heightened pleading standard we quoted above. Drawing upon his own judicial experience and common sense, as Iqbal requires him to do, Judge Weinstein denied the New York City Police Department’s motion to dismiss two plaintiffs’ allegations that they were falsely arrested, imprisoned, subjected to an illegal strip search, and maliciously prosecuted. Judge Weinstein’s rationale for this decision was that “[i]nformal inquiry by the court and among the judges of this court, as well as knowledge of cases in other federal and state courts, has revealed anecdotal evidence of repeated, widespread falsification by arresting police officers of the New York City Police Department.” While Judge Weinstein’s description may be accurate, it is disturbing that judges are now required to depart so substantially from the historical standard in which legal sufficiency was determined within the four corners of the complaint. Perhaps this was precisely the point that Judge Weinstein was making.

A prime example of the subjectivity of the newly-heightened pleading standard is a suit brought by the City of Baltimore against Wells Fargo. The City alleged that Wells Fargo engaged in predatory lending practices that led to a disproportionately high rate of foreclosure in the City’s African-American communities that, in turn, caused financial harm to the City, including decreased property tax revenue and increased costs for boarding up and managing vacant properties. A federal judge denied Wells Fargo’s motion to dismiss, concluding that the claims were “sufficiently plausible and grounded in fact to permit the case to proceed to full-fledged merits discovery.” Thereafter, however, the case was reassigned to another judge who disagreed with his

---

46 Colon v. City of N.Y., Nos. 09-CV-8, 09-CV-9, 2009 WL 4263362, at *2 (E.D.N.Y. Nov. 25, 2009).
predecessor. The new judge granted the bank’s motion to dismiss the City’s amended complaint, after concluding that the allegations of a “causal connection” between Wells Fargo’s predatory practices and the “generalized type of damages claimed by the City” were implausible.48

While our focus is on the civil rights areas in which we litigate, these are not the only types of cases in danger of unwarranted dismissal under the heightened pleading standard. *Iqbal*’s expansion of *Twombly* to all civil cases places in jeopardy innumerable personal injury and consumer cases, most of which require full development of the facts before facing a dispositive motion. For example, even in a straightforward slip-and-fall case, a district court dismissed a complaint as insufficient post *Iqbal*, holding that “the Plaintiff has failed to allege any facts that show how the liquid came to be on the floor, whether the Defendant knew or should have known of the presence of the liquid, or how the Plaintiff’s accident occurred.” This is a fact pattern that, as any first-year law student well knows, calls for at least limited discovery because the plaintiff typically has no other means of uncovering most of this information. Nevertheless, the district court concluded that the complaint did not merit discovery in reliance upon *Iqbal*.49

The detrimental impact of *Twombly*, and especially *Iqbal*, is increasingly apparent both in civil rights cases and more generally. Defense lawyers have not been shy about portraying *Iqbal* and *Twombly* as extremely favorable decisions for their clients, and there is evidence that defendants have become increasingly vigorous in their filing of motions to dismiss.50 Thus, *Iqbal* and *Twombly* require plaintiffs to expend far more time and resources crafting their complaints. “Corporate America, conversely, has reason to be happy” especially because these cases “have helped companies fight investor claims arising from the recent market meltdown.”51

Moreover, a number of courts have applied *Twombly* and *Iqbal* to dismiss cases with prejudice, thereby foreclosing any opportunity to amend the complaint once more information is acquired.52 But even if civil rights plaintiffs are permitted to replead after a district court grants a motion to dismiss, it is often a pyrrhic victory when, as in many civil rights cases, critical information is within the exclusive possession of the defendant. At best, it delays the day when justice can be achieved in meritorious cases, and this is, in itself, an impediment for plaintiffs and a benefit for defendants. In addition, the new regime is becoming a factor when litigators assess which

48 Mayor & City Council of Baltimore v. Wells Fargo Bank, N.A., 677 F. Supp. 2d 847, 850 (D. Md. 2010). The City was granted leave to file a second amended complaint, which it has done. The new complaint focuses on specific damages suffered by the City in regard to specific houses that became vacant due to Wells Fargo’s lending activities.

49 Branham v. Dolgencorp, Inc., No. 6:09-CV-00037, 2009 WL 2604447, at *2 (W.D. Va. Aug. 24, 2009). The plaintiff was permitted to amend her complaint to add further details, including the fact that one of the defendant’s employees had just mopped the floor. See Amended Complaint, Branham v. Dolgencorp, Inc., No. 6:09-CV-00037 (W.D. Va. Dec. 9, 2009). The defendant did not file a new motion to dismiss, and the parties ultimately settled. Whether this case represents a sensible application of a rule designed to deter costly or frivolous lawsuits or an unnecessary return to pleading formalism we leave our readers to decide.


cases to file, and this may lead to a chilling effect for civil rights enforcement, which often depends upon private attorneys general for vindication.53

VII. SUBSTANTIAL UNCERTAINTY IN IQBAL’S WAKE

_Iqbal_ and _Twombly_ have also created uncertainty and doctrinal inconsistency in the federal courts. In particular, lower courts are struggling to reconcile _Iqbal_ and _Twombly_ with the Supreme Court’s prior case law.

For instance, some courts have exhibited confusion about the impact of _Iqbal_ on the Supreme Court’s 2002 decision in _Swierkiewicz v. Sorema N.A._ The plaintiff in _Swierkiewicz_ alleged that his employer discriminated against him because of his national origin and age. The district court dismissed the complaint on the ground that the plaintiff had not alleged facts supporting each element of a _prima facie_ case of discrimination under the well-known burden-shifting standard set forth in _McDonnell Douglas Corp. v. Green_.54 In a unanimous decision by Justice Thomas, the Court expressly rejected this heightened pleading standard for employment discrimination cases. It held that a plaintiff need not allege specific facts establishing each element of a _prima facie_ case to survive a motion to dismiss.55

For several reasons, we believe _Swierkiewicz_ remains good law. _Iqbal_ did not even cite _Swierkiewicz_, and the Supreme Court has repeatedly insisted that it “does not normally overturn, or so dramatically limit, earlier authority _sub silentio_.”56 Moreover, _Twombly_ explicitly distinguished _Swierkiewicz_ and affirmed its continuing vitality.57

While some courts have adopted this position,58 others—including the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit—have concluded that _Twombly_ and _Iqbal_ overruled _Swierkiewicz_.59 This conclusion has already resulted in unwarranted dismissals of employment discrimination claims at the pleading stage, denying plaintiffs the opportunity to obtain discovery to support their allegations. For instance, in _Adams v. Lafayette College_, a 51-year-old man claimed discrimination under the Age Discrimination in Employment Act. Among his allegations was that he was penalized for minor infractions whereas younger employees were not. The district court “disregarded” these allegations as “legal conclusions” because they were “unsupported by any factual basis as to who these other comparators are, what comparable situations have arisen as between himself and those younger co-workers, and whether the al-

---

59 _Fowler v. UPMC Shadyside_, 578 F.3d 203, 210-11 (3d Cir. 2009). _Cf._ Thomas, _supra_ note 24, at 18 (noting that _Swierkiewicz_ “effectively may be dead”). More recently, however, another Third Circuit panel questioned _Fowler’s_ analysis of _Swierkiewicz_ and dismissed it as dicta. _See_ _In re Ins. Brokerage Antitrust Litig., Nos. 08-1455, 08-1777, 07-4046_, 2010 WL 3211147, at *9 n.17 (3d Cir. Aug. 16, 2010).
leged penalties or suspensions he has received are comparatively harsher than those of his colleagues.” While the district court was correct that, in this case, “[d]isparate treatment of otherwise similarly situated individuals [was] an integral facet of the employment discrimination claim,” identifying such individuals and their comparable experiences often cannot be accomplished without discovery, including access to the employer’s records and depositions of other employees.60

It is also unsettled whether Twombly and Iqbal apply to affirmative defenses—although a majority of federal district courts have thus far held that they do.61 If Twombly and Iqbal do apply, defendants would be compelled to make substantial additional investments in preparing their answers, because it is now commonplace to plead a laundry list of affirmative defenses in conclusory language with few, if any, supporting factual allegations. But to exempt defendants’ answers from the new heightened pleading standard for complaints would only further institutionalize the disadvantages that Iqbal and Twombly have imposed upon plaintiffs in civil rights cases and other civil litigation.

Iqbal and Twombly may increase defendants’ burden in another respect. In Gordon v. City of Moreno Valley, a federal district court denied a motion to dismiss claims by African-American barbershop operators that they were targeted for unusually aggressive administrative health and safety inspections based on their race. In so doing, the court emphasized the weakness of the defendants’ alternative explanations proffered in an attempt to demonstrate that the complaint was implausible. For instance, defendants suggested that there were more African-American than white barbershops in the area, but the court noted that the pleadings contained no facts to support that assertion and defendants failed to offer such facts in their briefing.62

Another area of uncertainty has resulted from the Supreme Court’s failure to give substantive content to the plausibility standard set forth in Iqbal and Twombly. In a decision denying dismissal of a former state prisoner’s claim that officials failed to properly investigate and protect her from numerous sexually abusive encounters with a prison guard, a federal district court judge in Massachusetts ruled that “a complaint should only be dismissed at the pleading stage where the allegations are so broad, and the alternative explanations so overwhelming, that the claims no longer appear plausible.”63 And the Seventh Circuit recently opined that the key question is whether the plaintiff “give[s] enough details about the subject-matter of the case to present a story that holds together.”64 We think these cases provide the correct reading of Iqbal and Twombly, but they are by no means the consensus view and the standard is sufficiently malleable that dismissal results will vary widely.65

64 Swanson v. Citibank, N.A., No. 10-1122, 2010 WL 2977297, at *3 (7th Cir. July 30, 2010).
65 See id. at *5-11 (Posner, J., dissenting). It also remains to be seen whether state courts will apply Iqbal and Twombly to heighten state pleading standards. See McCurry v. Chevy Chase Bank, 233 P.3d 861, 863-64 (Wash. 2010) (declining to adopt the “drastic change in court procedure” of revising Washington state pleading standards to align with Iqbal and Twombly).
Especially while the law remains unsettled on these and other points, practitioners should aggressively resist motions to dismiss because, as it is important to emphasize, *Twombly* and *Iqbal* do not guarantee an adverse outcome, and indeed some courts have limited their reach. Still, the informational asymmetries and subjectivity of the plausibility pleading standard present obstacles that even the most sophisticated civil rights litigator will have difficulty surmounting.

VIII. ENCROACHMENTS ON CONGRESS AND THE RULEMAKING PROCESS

In *Iqbal* and *Twombly*, the Supreme Court also usurped by judicial fiat the deliberative and inclusive process that Congress has established under the Rules Enabling Act for amending the Federal Rules.66 A broad coalition, ranging from civil rights groups like LDF to religious freedom advocates like the Alliance Defense Fund, has mobilized to urge Congress to resist this encroachment on its own prerogatives and the rule-making process that it has established. Congressional intervention to restore the liberal notice pleading standard that governed prior to *Iqbal* and *Twombly* would be entirely consistent with other actions that legislators have taken over the years to promote access to the courts for civil rights litigants—for example, through the creation of private rights of action and fee-shifting statutes to encourage legal representation.

In Congress, momentum is building for a restoration of *Conley*’s liberal notice pleading standard. A bill was introduced in the Senate in July 2009, with Senator Arlen Specter (D-PA) as the lead sponsor. Companion legislation was introduced in the House of Representatives in November 2009 by Representative Jerrold Nadler (D-NY).67 Hearings have been held in both the Senate and the House.68

Opponents of these bills contend that Congress should wait until the impact of *Twombly* and *Iqbal* becomes clearer. But, as we explained above, there is already qualitative and quantitative evidence that the newly-heightened pleading standard has inhibited victims of discrimination from vindicating their civil rights. Certainly, further empirical analysis should be encouraged, and it is for this reason that the bills pending in Congress not only restore *Conley*’s pleading standard but also permit amendments through the deliberative rulemaking process set forth under the Rules Enabling Act. In the meantime, civil rights litigants should not bear the burden while any changes to long-standing pleading rules are being assessed.69 The pending bills, therefore, restore the *Conley* status quo so that, while further review is underway, litigants are free of uncertainty and the opportunity for plaintiffs to enter the courthouse is undiminished.70

---

70 *Has the Supreme Court Limited Americans’ Access to Courts?: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on the Judiciary, 111th Cong. 7-9, 84-113 (2009) (statement of Stephen B. Burbank, Professor, Univ. of Pa. Law School).*
This approach makes sense because the benefits of plausibility pleading remain in doubt. A primary concern animating *Iqbal*, *Twombly*, and their defenders is the alleged burden imposed on defendants when a district court denies a motion to dismiss and permits potential victims of discrimination to obtain discovery. We do not discount that there are cases, small in number but large in stakes, where discovery can become protracted and costly. But Professor Miller has aptly noted that “[f]or the great body of federal litigation, *Twombly*-Iqbal’s medicinal cure may be far worse than the supposed disease.”

First, the new plausibility standard, even on its most favorable reading, overcorrects for concerns about defendants’ discovery burdens. In a recent survey, the Federal Judicial Center determined that median expenditures for discovery, including attorneys fees, were relatively small, ranging from 1.6% to 3.3% of the client’s stake in the case. In this study, a majority of lawyers also reported that, in the average case, the costs of discovery were not excessive in proportion to their clients’ stakes in the case and that discovery costs had “no effect” on the likelihood of settlement. Additionally, it is important to note that the costs of discovery in high-stakes cases can be affected by delay or obstructionist tactics by defendants. Eliminating the opportunity for discovery through a heightened pleading standard does not address such non-cooperative defendant conduct.

Second, federal judges have proven quite capable of dealing with the vast majority of frivolous lawsuits through robust case management. *Iqbal* and *Twombly* deprive federal courts of the flexibility to allow potentially meritorious claims to proceed because they require an all-or-nothing decision at the pleading stage. By contrast, effective use of case management tools permits courts to provide protection for defendants while allowing plaintiffs some discovery to facilitate assessment of the merits of their claims. For instance, Justice Breyer noted in his *Iqbal* dissent that the “phased discovery” approach, which had been endorsed by the Second Circuit below and has been utilized by other courts in similar circumstances, could have addressed concerns about excessive burdens on Ashcroft and Mueller; the district court initially could have restricted discovery to lower-level government defendants and then subsequently determined, based on the material that the plaintiff obtained, whether there were sufficient grounds to warrant discovery from high-level defendants.

The Federal Rules provide a variety of other effective tools for ascertaining whether a plaintiff had sufficient evidence to warrant proceeding to trial. For instance, Rule 11 requires certain representations, subject to sanction, about the legitimacy of claims.

---

Sch.); Clermont & Yeazell, *supra* note 24, at 850-59. Not only did the Court short-circuit the traditional rule-making process, but it also entirely ignored that, through this process, amendments to the liberal pleading standard that governed prior to *Iqbal* and *Twombly* have been repeatedly considered and rejected. See Richard L. Marcus, *The Puzzling Persistence of Pleading Practice*, 76 Tex. L. Rev. 1749, 1751-52 n.18 (1998).


and the likely evidentiary support which will follow from discovery. Rule 12(e) provides defendants with an opportunity to file a motion for a more definite statement when a plaintiff’s complaint is “so vague or ambiguous that a party cannot reasonably prepare a response.” Rule 16 allows federal trial judges to use status conferences and strict timetables to shape the pretrial process. Under Rule 26, discovery normally may not proceed until the parties have adopted or the judge has ordered a discovery plan. And of course, Rule 56 remains available to parties who wish to seek resolution of a case prior to expending the resources associated with taking it to trial. Litigants have successfully employed these devices for decades. Congress should be loath to allow an end-run around these established procedures, particularly one that jeopardizes its longstanding legislative goal of robust enforcement of civil rights laws.

Third, on the other side of the ledger, the costs of plausibility pleading for plaintiffs and society at large cannot be discounted. As we explained above, a heightened pleading standard comes at the expense of a key pillar of our democracy: the guarantee of ready access to the courts. As Congress and the courts have repeatedly recognized, significant public benefits result when ordinary citizens pursue litigation that boldly defends and enhances civil rights. Professor Bone perceptively posits:

> If constitutional rights protect important moral interests, then the harm from failing to vindicate a valid constitutional claim must be measured in moral terms too. This means that the cost side of the policy balance includes moral harms, and moral harms must be accorded great weight.  

In the wake of *Iqbal* and *Twombly*, plaintiffs have been compelled to increase the length and detail of their complaints, investing in expensive investigations to track down factual details before discovery is available. Defendants are forced to respond in kind. Satellite litigation over the tactics investigators use and the propriety of contact with whistleblowers and confidential sources will likely only increase. Proposed fixes within the existing Federal Rules, such as encouraging pre-suit discovery, could be ameliorative, but they are not a substitute for a legislative fix because they are unlikely to adequately and consistently address the problem of information asymmetry in complex cases and eliminate the dangerous subjectivity that plausibility pleading has interjected into civil litigation, with its particularly detrimental impact for civil rights plaintiffs.

IX. CONCLUSION

For five decades, when reviewing a complaint for sufficiency, courts were directed to view allegations in the complaint in the light most favorable to the plaintiff and draw all reasonable inferences in her favor. The Supreme Court’s new plausibility pleading standard undermines these presumptions and gives the benefit of the doubt to the defendant. And with each passing day, courts are using *Iqbal* and *Twombly* to turn away potentially meritorious claims—without the benefit of any fact-finding.

---

74 Bone, supra note 26, at 879.


Simply put, the costs to civil rights are too great if Congress does nothing to address this harmful new development that has not only “revolutionized the law on pleading” but also “destabilized the entire system of civil litigation.” Time and again, Congress has acted to encourage individuals to serve as private attorneys general and to robustly enforce constitutional and statutory rights. At this critical juncture in our nation’s history, we are hopeful that Congress will recognize that immediate steps are necessary to reaffirm in the clearest terms that, as Rule 8(e) emphasizes, “[p]leadings must be construed so as to do justice.”

77 Clermont & Yeazell, supra note 24, at 823.
Much scholarly and judicial ink has recently been spilled analyzing and determining the fate of several state and local laws that purport to control immigration, or at least critical aspects of immigrants’ lives. The Supreme Court has adjudicated disputes between federal and sub-federal entities in this arena for almost 150 years, siding overwhelmingly with the federal government and striking down state and local laws. Despite this historical and doctrinal background, in the last decade, jurisdictions from across the country have renewed these debates with particular vigor, once again enacting laws that impact the lives of non-citizens, especially undocumented ones. Such laws run a wide gamut, involving state and local officers in immigration enforcement, penalizing businesses for the hiring of unauthorized workers, requiring non-citizens to carry proof of lawful status, sanctioning landlords for renting to undocumented persons, demanding documentation for voting, and preventing localities from enacting sanctuary-type provisions. Predictably, these ordinances have galvanized bitterly contested court battles to determine their constitutionality. Scholarly commentary, litigation, and judicial evaluation of these laws have focused primarily on the propriety of state and local involvement in the ostensibly federal realm of immigration regulation.


The state of Arizona has made itself ground zero for such battles, attempting repeatedly through legislation to vindicate states’ ability to participate in immigration regulation. Arizona’s elected officials have garnered significant national attention with passage of the Legal Arizona Workers Act (LAWA),5 upheld in the Supreme Court’s recent Chamber of Commerce of the United States v. Whiting opinion,6 and SB 1070,7 the notorious state immigration enforcement law, much of it enjoined by the Ninth Circuit in its U.S. v. Arizona opinion.8 Arizona has recently asked for Supreme Court review, and many predict the case will make its way to the high court in the near future.

In this resurgent contest over sub-federal participation in immigration policy and enforcement, the state of Arizona won the most recent battle with Whiting. There, the Court upheld LAWA, which mandates that businesses in the state use the federal E-Verify system to check the legal status of their employees, and then penalizes employers who continue to hire unauthorized workers by revoking their licenses to do business. Based on this decision, some believe that the Court is poised to re-align federal-state immigration responsibilities, and argue that Whiting portends a new era in which states may freely engage in immigration enforcement.9

That proposition, and the limits of sub-federal immigration regulation, will be tested if the Court decides to grant certiorari in Arizona. SB 1070, inter alia, provides state criminal penalties for violations of federal immigration law, requires non-citizens to carry proof of lawful status, and grants state law enforcement officers the latitude to discover immigration violations and enforce immigration law. Importantly, Arizona has made clear its regulatory purpose in enacting SB 1070:

“The legislature declares that the intent of this act is to make attrition through enforcement the public policy of all state and local government agencies in Arizona. The provisions of this act are intended to work together to discourage and deter the unlawful entry and presence of aliens and economic activity by persons unlawfully present in the United States.”10

In doing so, Arizona boldly declares that it intends to participate in the reduction of unlawfully present persons and thus, announces its entry into the core of immigration enforcement and policy.

This Issue Brief concludes that while Whiting may be a welcome sign for sub-federal entities desirous of using legal sanctions to discourage local businesses from hiring unauthorized workers, it does not otherwise alter the division of power between the nation and states vis-à-vis immigration policy. Fundamentally, Whiting sheds little light on the Court’s potential decision in Arizona. While states may carve out limited
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5 Legal Arizona Workers Act of 2007, ARIZ. REV. STAT. §§ 23-211, 212, 212.01 (2010).
7 Support Our Law Enforcement and Safe Neighborhoods Act, S.B. 1070, amended by H.B. 2162 (Ariz. 2010).
8 641 F.3d 339 (9th Cir. 2011).
10 S.B. 1070 § 1.
regulatory power in the business-licensing area, the larger and more important field of immigration enforcement and policy should remain the sole province of the federal government. Undoubtedly, viewed at the highest level of generality, LAWA and SB 1070 are both state laws intended to discover and disincentivize the presence of undocumented immigrants. However, state business licensing penalties that punish employers are necessarily different than state criminal immigration laws that punish undocumented immigrants and seek to achieve “attrition through enforcement.” Indeed, even apart from the putative objects of enforcement of the respective laws, several factors differentiate SB 1070 from LAWA, including historical background, the nature of the legal claims and analysis, the identity of the plaintiffs, the nature of regulations, and the ramifications of the decisions in other constitutional areas. As such, anti-immigrant and restrictionist forces will celebrate a pyrrhic victory with Whiting, but may be disheartened by the final outcome in Arizona.

To be clear, this is a discussion relevant to more than an isolated, outlier state or city. Arizona is not alone. Inspired by SB 1070, Alabama passed, and is currently defending in court, an even more punitive state immigration enforcement law. So, too, have Georgia and other states. In addition, the consequences of Whiting and Arizona, will determine the viability of several current and nascent sub-federal enactments currently in litigation. Already, in the wake of Whiting, the Court vacated and remanded Lozano v. Hazleton, in which plaintiffs challenged the city of Hazleton, Pennsylvania’s ordinance penalizing rental of property to undocumented persons and regulating businesses that hire unauthorized workers. By clarifying the responsibility for immigration and immigrant control between federal and non-federal entities, these cases will affect broad swaths of our national population, including the nearly 40 million non-citizens and the estimated 11-12 million undocumented persons residing in our midst. The sooner the Supreme Court curbs over-enthusiastic state assertions of immigration enforcement authority, the sooner state and local governments, police, and public education and social systems can regain the trust of, and continue serving, all state residents and communities, including the 4 million U.S.-citizen children of undocumented parents.

Part I of this Issue Brief examines the Court’s methodology and reasoning in the business-licensing case, concluding Whiting’s preemption framework cannot justify broader state immigration enforcement schemes. While federal law expressly contemplates and permits certain state licensing sanctions, in contrast, enforcement schemes like SB 1070 do not fall into any recognized exceptions in federal law, run afoul of
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16 JEFFREY S. PASEL & D’VERA COHN, PEW HISPANIC CTR. A PORTRAIT OF UNAUTHORIZED IMMIGRANTS IN THE UNITED STATES iii, Fig. 4 (2009), available at http://pewhispanic.org/files/reports/107.pdf.
federal policy, and incite violations of other important constitutional provisions. Part II considers more wide-ranging immigration federalism concerns occasioned by sub-federal enactments like LAWA and SB 1070. Again, here, this paper concludes that the nature of interaction between federal and sub-federal sovereigns militates against state power to criminalize unlawful presence and enforce immigration policy, other than through federally approved, cooperative agreements. Finally, Part III explores the meaning and significance of this recent spate of sub-federal activity, arguing that while SB 1070 and its ilk will not withstand judicial scrutiny, they nevertheless sound a useful warning and provide a blueprint for federal immigration reform.

I. DISTINGUISHING EMPLOYER SANCTIONS LAWS FROM BROADER IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT SCHEMES

Courts tasked with evaluating sub-federal policies that purport to control immigration, or some aspect of immigrants’ lives, generally focus on structural power analysis—that is, the allocation of regulatory power between federal and sub-federal sovereigns. A long line of cases, starting from *Chy Lung v. Freeman*,17 to *Hines v. Davidowitz*,18 *Graham v. Richardson*,19 *De Canas v. Bica*,20 and finally to contemporary cases like *Whiting*, showcase this basic framework. Although some of these cases measure state law against constitutional norms and structure,21 courts are generally wont to avoid constitutional pronouncements unless necessary.22 In the immigration context, the Supreme Court’s avoidance of constitutional rulings in favor of statutory decisions generally results in more favorable outcomes for immigrants.23

Grounded in the Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution,24 the immigration preemption framework operates from granular, textual comparison between particular state and federal statutes to more nebulous assessments of state schemes against constitutional structure. Congress may expressly preempt sub-federal enactments by legislating its preemptive intent into a federal statute. Even if Congress has not legislated its preemptive intent, sub-federal laws may still be invalidated if the Court finds that it is impossible to comply with both federal and sub-federal law at the same time, or when sub-federal law is an obstacle to accomplishing the full purpose and objec-
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17 92 U.S. 275 (1875) (striking down California law regulating immigration from China, stating that the federal government has the exclusive power to regulate immigration).
18 312 U.S. 52 (1941) (striking down Pennsylvania alien registration scheme).
20 424 U.S. 351 (1976) (upholding, prior to passage of IRCA, California’s employer-sanctions law for hiring of unauthorized workers).
21 See, e.g., *United States v. Arizona*, 641 F.3d 339, 367-69 (9th Cir. 2011) (Noonan, J., concurring) (arguing that SB 1070 interferes with national foreign policy prerogatives, and is therefore unconstitutional on that basis).
22 Edward J. DeBartolo Corp. v. Fla. Gulf Coast Building, 408 U.S. 568, 575 (1988) (discussing doctrine of constitutional avoidance and stating “[i]f an otherwise acceptable construction of a statute would raise serious constitutional problems, the Court will construe the statute to avoid such problems unless such construction is plainly contrary to the intent of Congress.”); *cf. Chamber of Commerce of the United States v. Whiting*, 131 S. Ct. 1068 (2011) (focusing solely on narrow, statutory preemption analysis).
23 Hiroshi Motomura, *Immigration Law after a Century of Plenary Power: Phantom Constitutional Norms and Statutory Interpretation*, 100 YALE L.J. 545, 548-49, 565 (noting that subconstitutional rulings have been more favorable to immigrants).
24 U.S. CONST. art. VI, cl. 2.
tives of federal law. More generally, if the Court finds that the Congress intended to occupy the entire regulatory field, state laws in that field are also preempted.

Beyond these preemption methodologies which focus on textual analysis and the interplay between federal and sub-federal enactments, in the immigration arena, courts will sometimes apply “constitutional” preemption analysis, under which they will strike down a state or local ordinance that attempts to regulate “pure immigration law.” Constitutional preemption, which can be found even in the absence of enacted federal law, occurs when sub-federal laws attempt to govern entry and exit of noncitizens, and the conditions under which they remain in the country. It is based in the federal government’s plenary power over immigration and the federal power to conduct foreign affairs.

Part I.A explains how the Court employed the express preemption methodology in Whiting to uphold the state business-licensing law. Despite that favorable result for states, Part I.B will show that Whiting’s reasoning and methodology actually portend the invalidation of SB 1070 and other state immigration enforcement schemes. Finally, Part I.C discusses other constitutional defects with SB 1070.

A. EXPRESS PREEMPTION AND STATE REGULATION OF BUSINESS-LICENSENG: THE LIMITATIONS OF WHITING

In the immigration context, the Supreme Court has consistently struck down sub-federal lawmaking using preemption analysis. Rarely, sub-federal enactments have survived, but only when the state or locality has regulated in an area of traditional state concern, and when the federal government had not disapproved of state action. The most relevant example is De Canas v. Bica, in which the Court upheld a 1971 California law that imposed fines on in-state employers who knowingly employed unlawfully present persons if such hiring adversely affected lawfully present workers. In preserving California’s employer sanctions law, the Court in De Canas noted that while the “power to regulate immigration is unquestionably…a federal power,” states nevertheless retain broad police powers over the employment relationships of workers within the state.

De Canas would seem to make LA WA an easy case, but for the fact that Congress can respond to state enactments like the California employer sanctions law upheld in De Canas (assuming Congress acts within its Article I powers). Indeed, in 1986, Congress exercised those powers by enacting the Immigration Control and Reform Act (IRCA) expressly to preempt state laws that sanction employers for the hiring of unauthorized persons. Taking direct aim at laws like California’s unauthorized worker law, IRCA explicitly prohibited sub-federal entities from enacting “any State or local law imposing civil or criminal sanctions (other than through licensing and
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25 See Stumpf, supra note 1, at 1600-01.
26 Hines, 312 U.S. at 56-60; see also Toll v. Moreno, 45 U.S. 1, 10 (1982) (striking down Maryland’s law denying certain nonimmigrant state residents in-state tuition rates, and stating “Our cases have long recognized the preeminent role of the Federal Government with respect to the regulation of aliens within our borders.”).
27 Chae Chan Ping v. United States (Chinese Exclusion Cases), 130 U.S. 581 (1889) (determining that Congress’ power to exclude aliens was immune from searching judicial inquiry, and was grounded in the federal government’s power to conduct foreign affairs); see also THE FEDERALIST No. 4, at 40-44 (John Jay) (Clinton Rossiter ed., 1961).
29 Id. at 354-56.
similar laws) upon those who employ...unauthorized aliens.” This provision, a by-product of one of Congress’ prior attempts to pass comprehensive federal immigration reform, provides Arizona with a plausible and specific defense for LAWA, as Congress appears to have gone out of its way to note that state licensing penalties were to be treated differently than direct employer sanctions.

Read together then, De Canas and IRCA stand for the proposition that state regulation of employment relationships between state employers and unlawfully present persons is permissible, if the federal government has not otherwise prohibited it. Thus, the question left for the Court in Whiting was an exceedingly narrow one: Did LAWA count as a “licensing” law within the exception written into IRCA? It is a question that the Court answered with in-depth textual analysis and interpretation, focusing primarily on the meaning of “licensing or similar law.” In fact, the five-member majority took pains to distinguish state licensing laws in the employment field from all other manner of state regulation that could affect immigrants.

This analytic methodology, itself, is the primary indication of the limited utility of Whiting to states’ arguments in cases involving other types of state laws. The Court eschewed broad pronouncements regarding the Constitution’s division of federal-state responsibility in the area of immigration in favor of a detailed comparison of LAWA’s text to the text of IRCA and the federal Illegal Immigration Reform and Immigrant Responsibility Act (IIRIRA). This methodological point is important because it limits Whiting’s reach to the specific context of business licensing-type laws that sanction employers for hiring unauthorized workers. While LAWA achieves the same result as the pre-IRCA California employer sanctions law, IRCA’s text and its licensing exception at least provide a colorable basis upon which to uphold LAWA. Importantly, the Court’s reasoning requires that, if Congress were to amend IRCA to erase the licensing exception, LAWA would also be plainly unconstitutional. Further, absent the licensing exemption, any state attempt to make the federal E-Verify mandatory would also be preempted, as the Court would have no basis to believe the federal government authorized states to legislate in the immigration-employment arena.

B. INAPPLICABILITY OF WHITING TO SB 1070 AND JUDICIAL ANALYSIS OF STATE ENFORCEMENT SCHEMES

Despite upholding state business-licensing policies that target employers of unauthorized workers, the Court will most likely strike down state immigration enforcement schemes like SB 1070. Unlike Arizona’s plausible argument for LAWA, the state’s entire legal defense of its unilateral decision to criminalize unlawful presence and
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31 Id. § 1324a(h)(2).
32 Note that this should not be read as an endorsement of either expanded federal use of E-Verify as some have proposed, or approval of state business-licensing schemes like LAWA. Despite Whiting, federal and state use of E-Verify will still lead to risk of erroneous prosecution. 131 S. Ct. at 1991 (2011) (Breyer, J., dissenting). Further, serious concerns remain about the expansion of E-Verify into the employment space, as a matter of sound policy. See How Expanding E-Verify Would Hurt American Workers and Business, (Immig. Pol’y Center), Mar. 2, 2010, available at http://www.immigrationpolicy.org/sites/default/files/docs/Everify_030210.pdf.
33 See Whiting, 131 S. Ct. at 1978-79, 1987-88 (Breyer, J., dissenting) (reasoning that LAWA cannot be fairly termed a “licensing or similar law”, and is therefore preempted by IRCA).
34 Id. at 1981, 1983 (“IRCA expressly preempts some state powers dealing with the employment of unauthorized aliens and it expressly preserves others…. [LAWA] falls within … the confines of the authority Congress chose to leave to the States…. ” The majority also noted that the several cases in which state laws were preempted involved “uniquely federal areas of regulation.”)
participate in immigration enforcement rests dubiously on a few disparate Immigration and Nationality Act (INA) provisions that recognize a narrow and well-defined role for states in enforcement matters. No provision in the federal scheme approximates the specificity and lucidity of IRCA's carved-out exception for licensing penalties that formed the *sine qua non* of the Court's *Whiting* opinion. In addition, the Court will strike down laws like SB 1070 because they intrude on the traditionally federal area of immigration enforcement. Defining immigration violations and then enforcing them is a field occupied by federal law, leaving room only for supervised, directed, and enumerated forms of state involvement.

Arizona's SB 1070 attempts to discourage and diminish the presence of undocumented immigrants within the state by (1) requiring local law enforcement officers to determine the immigration status of any detainee or arrestee they suspect is an unauthorized immigrant, 35 (2) levying state criminal penalties for failure to comply with federal alien registration laws or carry a registration document, 36 (3) providing state criminal penalties for unauthorized persons who solicit or perform work, 37 and (4) allowing warrantless arrest of persons based on probable cause that the arrestee is removable from the U.S. 38 None of the enjoined provisions of SB 1070 are saved by any textual exception in the federal immigration law analogous to IRCA and its express exemption for business licensing.

States like Arizona, that have enacted SB 1070-type ordinances essentially advance two major arguments in defense of their laws to overcome preemption claims: (1) state immigration laws mirror federal law and are therefore not preempted; and (2) federal immigration law provides for state involvement in immigration enforcement, and therefore state immigration enforcement schemes are not preempted. 39 In addition, states may advance a theory of inherent state power to enact and enforce immigration laws. 40 This final catch-all theory of state immigration power directly implicates constitutional, as opposed to primarily statutory, questions, and will be addressed later in this Issue Brief.

As both the federal trial court in Arizona and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals held, neither of the states’ primary defenses survives analysis. 41 First, the Supreme Court has already held that state law can be preempted even when the state's purpose echoes the goals of a federal policy. 42 Further, laws like SB 1070 do not mirror the mechanism and consequences of federal law. SB 1070 attaches criminal penalties to
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35 Support Our Law Enforcement and Safe Neighborhoods Act, S.B. 1070 § 2(B), amended by H.B. 2162 (Ariz. 2010).
36 Id. § 3.
37 Id. § 5(C).
38 Id. § 6.
41 See United States v. Arizona, 703 F. Supp. 2d 980 (D. Ariz. 2010), affirmed by 641 F.3d 339 (9th Cir. 2011).
42 See Crosby v. Nat’l Foreign Trade Council, 530 U.S. 363 (2000) (“The conflicts are not rendered irrelevant by the State’s argument that there is no real conflict between the statutes because they share the same goals.... The fact of a common end hardly neutralizes conflicting means....”) (citing Gade v. Nat’l Solid Wastes Mgmt. Assn., 505 U.S. 88 (1992)).
conduct and action that federal law only treats as a civil violation. Noncitizens who are unlawfully present after having entered lawfully—a category into which approximately 40% of the unlawfully present population falls—are deportable through the civil removal process, but have not otherwise committed any federal crime.

In addition, as Whiting’s discussion of IRCA highlights, federal law punishes employers who hire undocumented workers, but does not attach criminal penalties to unlawfully present persons solely for seeking employment. Because LAWA mimicked this basic structure, it survived preemption analysis; it also punished employers without penalizing the workers themselves. Based on Whiting’s reasoning, if Arizona had included criminal penalties against unauthorized workers as part of LAWA, the law would certainly have been declared unconstitutional; it would not have mirrored federal law, and IRCAs’s licensing exception would not have provided safe harbor. SB 1070, in comparison, criminalizes exactly this behavior, levying sanctions on unlawfully present persons for the state crime of seeking employment while unauthorized to work. By definition then, SB 1070, with its criminal penalties, is not a facsimile of federal law.

Even though laws like SB 1070 use federal immigration status as the touchstone for state criminal consequences, and are ostensibly enacted to help ensure enforcement of federal immigration law, such state policies still violate federal prerogatives. Decisions to use congressionally-defined immigration status as the trigger for civil and criminal consequences are left to the federal executive, not to individual states. As part of the executive’s Article II duties, the President is tasked with “taking care” that federal laws are carried out. Using this authority, the prosecutorial branch of the Department of Homeland Security routinely issues directives on the priority order for arrest of unlawfully present persons, and the use of prosecutorial discretion and deferral for some unlawfully present persons. As federal courts have held, this discretion and its impact on on-the-ground enforcement is integral to defining the limits and meaning of federal enforcement law and policy. Thus, states’ adopting different schemes to
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45 U.S. CONST. art. II, § 3.


47 United States v. Arizona, 641 F.3d 339, 351-52 (9th Cir. 2011) (“By imposing mandatory obligations on state and local officers, Arizona interferes with the federal government’s authority to implement its
achieve ostensibly similar goals fails to mirror these nuances of federal policy, and further, usurps the President’s power of execution.48

The state’s second major claim—that federal law already contemplates state involvement in enforcement—also does not survive preemption inquiry. SB 1070 is a unilaterally-created, federally-unsupervised state enforcement scheme that requires enforcement of all manner of criminal and civil immigration law violations. Devastating to Arizona’s argument, federal law envisions state cooperation in immigration enforcement only for certain criminal violations or under direct supervision and express agreement with the federal government.

Federal law, in isolated and circumscribed instances, permits state involvement in immigration enforcement. Section 287(g) of the INA authorizes the federal government to enter into a “written agreement” with a state to allow qualified state officers to perform investigations and detentions of non-citizens.49 Other sections of 8 U.S.C. §1357 permit, without written agreement, voluntary communication of state officers with federal officials regarding the immigration status of an individual and the cooperation of state officers with the federal officials.50 Further, 8 U.S.C. §1252c authorizes state officials to arrest and detain individuals who have illegally reentered the country after deportation, and §1324 allows state officers to arrest those who might be smuggling, transporting, or harboring unlawful migrants.

While these isolated sections of the INA permit state involvement in immigration enforcement, that permission is bound to particular circumstances.51 Under 287(g), general state involvement in immigration law enforcement can occur only under written agreement with the federal government and under conditions in which the federal officials have provided training to local officers on immigration enforcement. Thus, the only state assistance contemplated by 287(g) is closely supervised, contractually agreed upon cooperation; not the freewheeling, unilateral state enforcement envisioned by SB 1070. Sections 1252c and 1324 are limited to defined conduct (illegal re-entry and smuggling, respectively) and deal with criminal, not civil, violations. Because Congress has already contemplated state participation in immigration enforcement, but relegated such cooperation to specific crimes or under specific procedures, the Court will most likely rule that Congress has occupied the field and SB 1070 is impliedly preempted.

priorities and strategies in law enforcement….§ 2B interferes with Congress’ delegation of discretion to the Executive Branch in enforcing the INA.”); Lozano v. City of Hazleton, 620 F.3d 170, 212 (2010) (“The Supreme Court has consistently found state and local laws which alter the careful balancing of objectives accomplished by a federal law to be pre-empted…..”), cert. granted and judgment vacated by No. 10-772, 2011 WL 2175213 (U.S. June 6, 2011).

48 Hiroshi Motomura, Immigration Outside the Law, 108 Colum. L. Rev. 2037, 2062-65 (2008) (“De facto policy is still policy, and federal immigration law is a matter of inaction as much as affirmative decisionmaking. Consequently, any decisions by state and local officials put them in conflict with the knowing balance of enforcement and tolerance that constitutes federal immigration law.”).


50 Id. at §1357(g)(10).

51 The Secure Communities Program also bears mentioning for its use of state and local law enforcement officers in immigration enforcement. Under S-Comm, the fingerprints of state and local arrestees are automatically checked against federal criminal and immigration databases, ostensibly to identify criminal noncitizens. See Secure Communities, U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, http://www.ice.gov/secure_communities. S-Comm, in contrast to the types of state involvement discussed in this Issue Brief, is a federal program, created and administered by DHS, utilizing sub-federal arrest authority to further immigration goals in a manner dictated by the federal government.
Indeed, to rule otherwise is to accept implausible and logically flawed premises. The Court would have to read federal authorization for states to participate in certain instances, under fixed conditions, as a general authorization for states to unilaterally participate in immigration law enforcement under conditions determined by the state itself. Relatedly, it would have to interpret the federal law’s isolated permissions for particular types of state involvement—and exclusion of others—as somehow meaning that Congress really meant to include what it excluded from the statute. In other words, the Court would have to, under the guise of preemption analysis, wholly re-write the INA and render several sections of federal immigration law superfluous and toothless. Why list particular crimes and conditions of state cooperation if the federal statute is to be read to authorize state enforcement under any circumstances for any type of immigration violation? Congress need not have bothered to deliberate and legislate the 287(g) system of federally-supervised, written agreements between the federal and states governments if it was actually authorizing unwritten, unwelcome, unsupervised, and untrained state and local immigration enforcement. Statutory drafting and federal court interpretation of that drafting simply doesn’t work the way Arizona needs it to, and for good reason.

Under this well-established interpretative framework, the state’s only recourse is to persuade the Court of a highly dubious proposition: that states have inherent constitutional authority to enforce all manner of federal immigration law, without agreement or permission from the federal government. Such a reading drastically alters the long-standing constitutional balance between the federal and state governments vis-à-vis immigration enforcement. The Supreme Court has never endorsed a unilateral expansion of state law enforcement power into a historically federal domain. To the contrary, the Supreme Court has long been wary of state intrusion into federal immigration law. In the end, to support this implausible claim, states are forced to rely on one, non-binding, Office of Legal Counsel Memorandum from the George W. Bush administration in 2002 supporting states’ claims of inherent authority to enforce immigration laws. Before that recent turn, the OLC had long been convinced of the exact opposite conclusion. More importantly, the legal reasoning used
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52 See Chy Lung v. Freeman, 92 U.S. 275, 280 (1875); Hines v. Davidowitz, 312 U.S. 52, 62 (1941) (“That the supremacy of the national power in the general field of foreign affairs, including power over immigration, naturalization, and deportation, is made clear by the Constitution was pointed out by authors of the Federalist in 1787, and has since been given continuous recognition by this Court.”). Further, circuit courts have expressed concern and doubt about state or local authority to enforce immigration law generally, or the civil provisions of federal immigration law, specifically. See Michael Wishnie, State and Local Police Enforcement of Immigration Laws, 6 U. PA. CONST. L.J. 1084, 1089-95 (2004) (citing Gonzales v. City of Peoria, 722 F.2d 468 (9th Cir. 1983) (upholding city police arrest for criminal violations of immigration law, but assuming that federal law preempts state and local authority to enforce civil immigration law) and Carrasca v. Pomeroy, 313 F.3d 828 (3d Cir. 2002) (questioning New Jersey park ranger authority to detain individuals for immigration violations)). In addition, note that Professor Hiroshi Motomura has powerfully critiqued the civil-criminal distinction drawn by Gonzales v. Peoria, arguing that any sub-federal immigration arrest (civil or criminal) usurps the critical discretionary stage of immigration enforcement from the federal government and will likely change federal enforcement priorities and consume federal resources. Hiroshi Motomura, The Discretion That Matters, Federal Immigration Enforcement, State and Local Arrests, and the Civil-Criminal Line, 58 UCLA L. REV. 1819, 1846-49 (2011).


54 Memorandum from Teresa Wynn Roseborough, Deputy Assistant Attorney Gen., U.S. Dep’t of Justice, Assistance by State and Local Police in Apprehending Illegal Aliens (Feb. 5, 1996), available at http://www.justice.gov/olc/immstopo1a.htm; Memorandum from Joseph R. Davis, Assistant Attorney
by Assistant Attorney General Jay S. Bybee to reach his ahistorical and unprecedented 2002 opinion has been roundly criticized as “mak[ing] little sense” and “misconstr[uing]” prior decisions. Thus, what might be mistakenly interpreted as a two-sided debate, in truth, boils down to one aberrant view set against a consistent narrative distrustful of state intrusion into immigration enforcement.

Beyond this comparison between federal and sub-federal laws, the identity of the respective plaintiffs and enforcement targets make the SB 1070 case easy to resolve against the state of Arizona. Whereas Whiting was brought by private business interests represented by the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, the plaintiff in U.S. v. Arizona is the federal government itself. This fact is significant because the Supreme Court is likely to give more weight to the federal government’s attempt to protect erosion of its own power than it is to a private party asserting that the federal government’s supremacy was violated by state action. Indeed, while the U.S. is jealously guarding its control over immigration enforcement in the SB 1070 case, the U.S.’s briefing to the Court in Whiting, in contrast, explained that mandatory use of E-Verify would not overburden the federal government’s data systems. In essence, the federal government in that case disagreed with the contention that its prerogatives would be compromised by state action.

C. OTHER CONSTITUTIONAL FLAWS IN STATE IMMIGRATION ENFORCEMENT SCHEMES

Of equal or greater concern than those bringing the respective suits, are those against whom the laws will be enforced. Just like the federal policy effected by IRCA, business-licensing laws strike at employers. IRCA and these state licensing laws reduce the incentive for job-seeking migration by punishing businesses that hire unauthorized workers; importantly, they do not punish the putative unauthorized employees themselves. This policy reflects the shared moral and legal culpability for undocumented migration between business enterprises and the migrants themselves. While migrants may make decisions to circumvent lawful entry procedures, their ability to obtain employment in the United States is in the hands of employers willing to hire them. The federal decision to focus workplace immigration enforcement on employers, and not unauthorized workers, reflects the underlying notions that some citizens also bear responsibility for undocumented migration and that workers require protection regardless of immigration status.

Enforcement schemes like SB 1070, in contrast, mobilize the might of state governments directly against undocumented persons. This is more than simply a rhetorical or trivial distinction. Indeed, state enforcement directly against undocumented persons for immigration violations raises grave constitutional concerns of racial injustice.
and due process separate from the preemption and structural power concerns. Supporters of SB 1070 implausibly argue that racial profiling against Latinos and others who “look” foreign or undocumented will not occur because the law expressly forbids law enforcement officers “to consider race, color, or national origin in implementing the requirement of [the law] except to the extent permitted by the United States or Arizona Constitution.”

First, it belies logic and human experience to believe that this statutory language will prevent implicit use of race, color, and apparent national origin, when officers are tasked with determining the legal status of an individual whom they have “reasonable suspicion” to believe is unauthorized, or when they need “probable cause” to believe the individual has committed a removable offense. Second, by allowing use of these constitutionally suspect factors “to the extent” permitted by U.S. or Arizona law, the statute perversely endorses use of race, color, and national origin by local police officers. In *U.S. v. Brignoni-Ponce*, a 1975 Supreme Court decision regarding U.S. border enforcement actions near the U.S.-Mexico border, the Court reasoned that “the likelihood that any given person of Mexican ancestry is an alien is high enough to make Mexican appearance a relevant factor.” Not to be outdone, the Arizona Supreme Court opined that while “Mexican ancestry” and “Hispanic appearance” alone may not be sufficient to constitute reasonable suspicion, those factors coupled with a “dress” or “hair style” associated with Mexican identity could be. Further, under the Court’s Fourth Amendment jurisprudence, officers may escape liability by proffering any objectively reasonable basis for stopping and investigating an individual—even a pre-textual one that masks the officers’ true motivations.

Given this legal backdrop, the “prohibition” written into SB 1070 not only fails to prevent racially disparate enforcement, it actually appears to encourage it. Even with SB 1070 yet to go into effect, Arizona officials, including vocal proponent of rigorous enforcement, Sheriff Joe Arpaio, have repeatedly been sued for violating the civil rights of immigrants. Empowering state and local law enforcement officers to en-
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60 See Carol Swain, *Why the Court Should Uphold S.B. 1070*, SCOTUS Blog, July 14, 2011, http://www.scotusblog.com/2011/07/why-the-court-should-uphold-s-b-1070/ (“Fears of racial profiling are overblown because the law specifically forbids law enforcement officials from considering ‘race, color, or national origin’ in making decisions about immigration matters.”); see also Shapiro, *supra* note 9 (“Note also that racial profiling is not at issue here. S.B. 1070 bends over backwards to make clear that it does not allow (let alone require) any use of race not permitted under federal law…..

61 See Chin, et al., *supra* note 1, at 47, 65-68.


64 Whren v. United States, 517 U.S. 806, 813 (1996) (upholding plainclothes officers stop and drug arrest, where ostensible reason for stop was a traffic violation, which plainclothes officers were not lawfully allowed to make, and stating “We think these cases foreclose any arguments that the constitutional reasonableness of traffic stops depends on the actual motivations of the individual officers involved.”).

65 Chin, et al., *supra* note 1, at 68.

force federal immigration law and new state immigration crimes will only exacerbate civil liberties concerns. Thus, aside from preemption problems with state immigration enforcement schemes, the equality and due process concerns alone are sufficient basis upon which the Court could and should declare them unconstitutional.

*********

In sum, the Court’s decision to uphold LAWA against preemption claims does not predict the same for SB 1070. While both clearly intend to discourage the presence of undocumented immigrants, federal law contemplates the existence of state business-licensing laws through a textual exception in federal immigration law itself. And, even with this express exception, Whiting is neither a unanimous nor far-reaching opinion. At most, Whiting stands for the proposition that state business-licensing laws that regulate employers will not reflexively be struck down. Arizona’s SB 1070, in contrast, is not saved by a textual exception to the federal regulatory scheme that defines civil and criminal immigration violations and prescribes the circumstances for federal and state cooperation in enforcement of those laws. A state’s decision to create its own immigration crimes and engage its law enforcement officers in civil and criminal immigration regulation, untethered from federal oversight, violates basic notions of federal supremacy and likely creates equal protection and due process concerns as well.

II. IMMIGRATION REGULATION: FEDERAL V. STATE DOMAINS

While the Court’s analysis will likely focus on the statutory preemption framework discussed above, the recent increase in sub-federal immigration enactments—from employer sanctions to rental ordinances to state immigration crimes—raises a more elemental question about the respective roles of federal and sub-federal governments vis-à-vis immigrants and immigration. Even as courts wrestle with the intricacies of statutory interpretation and congressional intent to determine conflicts between federal and state laws in this area, courts must also make judgments about the proper allocation of immigration power and the power over immigrants.

Consider, for example, the business-licensing laws that target employers of unauthorized workers. Both Whiting, and De Canas before it, rely on the notion that employer relationships are traditionally the province of states, even if immigration control has traditionally been the province of the federal government. In essence, courts must make some determination—whether explicitly or implicitly—regarding where they think any particular regulation falls on the spectrum of traditional state sovereignty and control versus constitutionally-conferred federal power. Focusing specifically on enforcement schemes like SB 1070, this federalism balance tips in favor of the federal government.

As mentioned above, Arizona could prevail in the SB 1070 case if the Court were to rule that states have inherent power to enforce immigration laws. To do so, however, effects lasting and permanent change to the constitutional order. It would render the realm of immigration federalism beyond the future reach of either Congress or state lawmakers, and deprive them of the opportunity to engage in iterative legislating vis-

à-vis immigration enforcement. In this regard, the evolution from *De Canas* to IRCA to *Whiting* marks an on-going legislative conversation between state and federal governments. Because the Court made a limited, statutory ruling in *Whiting*, Congress could in the future, delete IRCA’s exemption and invalidate LAWA. Alternatively, if Congress is not bothered by the result in *Whiting*, it could choose to leave IRCA unmodified and allow states to continue enacting business-licensing laws. In contrast, were the Court to hold that states have inherent authority in immigration enforcement, it would leave the federal government no ability to set its immigration priorities through policy debate and representative governance.

Undoubtedly, regulating for the public welfare and maintaining local policing are within the traditional province of states. But, the creation of a state scheme of immigration crimes and local enforcement of federal immigration laws are exactly the types of sub-federal policy the Court has repeatedly struck down. This is because, at base, defining immigration crimes and calibrating enforcement are things that the federal government—and only the federal government—has historically done. Although some states had immigration laws in the early and middle parts of the 19th Century, those existed before Congress began exercising its power of naturalization and foreign commerce to establish federal legislation defining the qualifications, conditions, and procedures for entry, residence, and expulsion from the country. Since the late 1800’s, the basics of immigration law—entry, exit, naturalization, and duration and conditions of stay—have been under federal control. State participation, in areas such as business-licensing, welfare provision, and supervised, cooperative enforcement, have all been at the pleasure and discretion of the federal government, permitted by delegations and exceptions legislated into federal policy.

When Arizona or any other state boldly announces that the intent of their policy is “attrition through enforcement,” it unambiguously declares its intention to enter the core of immigration law and policy. The Court of Appeals reached the same conclusion, labeling SB 1070 the state’s “own immigration law enforcement policy.” Notably, this section of SB 1070 was not enjoined, as the District Court concluded that “[t]he Court cannot enjoin a purpose; the Arizona Legislature is free to express its viewpoint and intention as it wishes, and Section 1 has no operative function.” While the statute’s purpose alone cannot define crimes or enforcement, it clearly affects how law enforcement officers interpret the operative sections of the law. And, because it expressly states Arizona’s desire to rid itself of the undocumented immigrant population through enforcement—an exclusively federal function—it could indeed be sufficient basis to declare the entirety of the statute unconstitutional under constitutional preemption principles.

Aside from usurping core immigration policy functions, the other problem with state immigration enforcement policies is their subversion of federal immigration priorities. Like Arizona, the federal government is interested in discovering and appre-
hending unlawfully present persons. However, given the scale of the issue, the complexity of immigration status and removability determinations, economic realities, and resource limitations, the federal government does not arrest and remove all unlawfully present persons.\textsuperscript{70} This is especially true as applied to noncitizens who have not committed serious crimes or otherwise broken immigration laws. In fact, as prioritized by the Director of Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), federal field agents and prosecutors are to focus their attention on those undocumented persons who (1) are national security risks, (2) are serious felons or have lengthy criminal records, (3) are known gang members, and (4) have an egregious record of immigration violations.\textsuperscript{71} Arizona’s SB 1070, by requiring the discovery of legal status of stopped and detained individuals, those who fail to carry an alien registration document, those who solicit work without authorization, and those whom officers believe may have committed a removable offense, subverts the federal government’s priority order. Indeed, Arizona’s law appears intentionally crafted to catch the most easily discoverable and least culpable among unlawfully present persons, in the dogged pursuit of “attrition” regardless of national public safety priorities.

Relatedly, state enforcement schemes necessitate substantial federal involvement. State business-licensing sanctions are, for the most part, wholly contained state actions. State authorities handle the investigation, prosecution, and punishment of LAWA violations. The federal government’s involvement is limited to the state’s use of the federal E-Verify database to check the lawful work status of the individual employee. The United States, writing \textit{amicus curiae} in \textit{Whiting}, confirmed that such usage was consistent with its purpose in creating the program, and that mandatory usage by all Arizona businesses would not overburden the system.\textsuperscript{72} Further, once the federal database is accessed and issues a response, state prosecutors and state courts are responsible for punishing the offending employer. The statute requires the state to “notify” federal authorities, but the federal government need not take any action. Arizona accomplishes its goals without further federal involvement.

Enforcement schemes like SB 1070, however, are not self-contained and require substantial federal resources to complete. Arizona’s goal of “attrition”—i.e., reduction in the presence of unlawfully present persons—can only truly be realized by prosecution and removal of those persons from the United States. Although individuals convicted under the various provisions of SB 1070 must satisfy state criminal punishments, the state of Arizona cannot remove them. Only the federal government can issue a Notice to Appear in front of an immigration judge and an Order of Removal, and actually, physically remove an individual from the country.\textsuperscript{73} State immigration arrest authority, even for federally-defined immigration crimes, alters the dynamics, priorities, and resource-use of the federal civil removal system. SB 1070 compounds the existing problem of state arrests for federal criminal immigration violations by

\textsuperscript{70} See Motomura, supra note 48; see also Motomura, supra note 52; Robert Pear, Fewer Youths to be Deported in New Policy, N.Y. \textsc{Times}, Aug. 19, 2011, at A1, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2011/08/19/us/19immig.html?_r=1&scp=1&sq=obama\%20deportation\%20priority&st=cse.

\textsuperscript{71} See Morton, supra note 46, at 3; see also Howard, supra note 46 and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{72} Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae Supporting Petitioners at 31-34, \textit{Whiting v. Arizona}, 131 S. Ct. 1968 (2011). Notably, separate concerns regarding the accuracy and reliability of the E-Verify system and database abound, and could have constituted an independent basis to strike down LAWA. See \textit{Whiting}, 131 S. Ct. at 1991-92 (Breyer, J., dissenting) (noting E-Verify’s error rate and possibility of aggravating the risk of erroneous prosecutions).

\textsuperscript{73} 8 U.S.C. \S\S 1229, 1229a, 1229b, 1229c, and 1231 (2006).
funneling state arrests for federal civil immigration violations and state arrests for state criminal immigration violations into the federal system. It thereby exponentially increases the burdens on a federal enforcement and removal scheme of limited capacity. In stark contrast to Whiting, where the federal government acquiesced in and encouraged Arizona’s use of federal resources, in the SB 1070 context, the U.S. responded by filing suit against the state; doing so unequivocally expresses the federal government’s disagreement with this form of resource diversion by a state.

These problems with a state immigration enforcement scheme—its subversion of national enforcement priorities, its inability to effect removal, its deterrence of non-citizen residence within the state, and its necessitation of substantial federal involvement—contribute to a final national problem: uniformity in immigration policy. When imagined as a subset of U.S. foreign policy or as an expression of Congress’ uniform power over naturalization, immigration law, as a constitutional matter, must be harmonized and unitary. By creating state criminal penalties based on unlawful presence and activity in the United States, and embarking on a unilateral path of attrition through enforcement, Arizona has essentially decided to part ways with the nation as a whole, and other individual states who retain fidelity to federal immigration policy. Such a position is undesirable vis-à-vis relations with foreign nations. Further, since Arizona cannot actually remove unlawfully present persons, the only possible outcome of rigorous SB 1070 enforcement is movement of immigrants, both lawful and unlawful, into other states. Effectively, Arizona exports its perceived public policy problems to neighboring states. These types of state policies violate fundamental principles of free movement enshrined in the Constitution, create state regulatory races to the bottom, and undermine uniform national responses to national problems.

Undoubtedly, even with regard to immigrants and immigration, the Constitution and federal statutes tolerate some differentiation and policy experimentation. LAWA and state business-licensing laws are one example. In addition, federal law delegates to states the power to deny state welfare benefits to certain non-citizens; and some states allow undocumented students to pay in-state tuition at state universities. In these instances, states have taken non-uniform positions vis-à-vis immigrants. But these variations are permitted in state policies using (1) the states’ own resources, in

---

74 See Morton, supra note 46.


77 Keith Cunningham-Parmeter, Forced Federalism: States as Laboratories of Immigration Reform, 62 Hastings L.J. 1673, 1692-98 (2011) (arguing that state immigration laws export costs to other states, and as such, violate an important condition of state policy experimentation).

78 Saenz v. Roe, 526 U.S. 489, 498 (1999) (striking down as unconstitutional, California’s durational residency requirement for public assistance and stating “the ‘constitutional right to travel from one State to another’ is firmly embedded in our jurisprudence.”).

79 Cf. Baldwin v. G.A.F. Seelig, 294 U.S. 511, 523 (1935) (striking down state economic protectionist legislation, and stating “The Constitution was framed under the dominion of a political philosophy less parochial in range. It was framed upon the theory that the peoples of the several states must sink or swim together, and that, in the long run, prosperity and salvation are in union, and not in division.”).


areas of extensive and traditional state regulation, and pursuant to (3) federal permission for states to engage in the activity. They lend no support to state immigration enforcement schemes. Unlike the examples cited, state immigration enforcement laws like SB 1070 strike at the heart of federal immigration prerogatives. They are attempts to control the entry, exit, and stay of non-citizens, in a manner unauthorized by federal law, and requiring the expenditure of substantial federal resources. Therefore, the disharmony created by Arizona’s—and other isolated states’—unilateral exclusion policy cannot be tolerated in our federalist system.

In addition to corrupting federal-subfederal interactions, state enforcement schemes also upset intra-state dynamics by requiring local officers to perform tasks beyond their training, and inappropriately diverting local resources away from local community policing. SB 1070 §6 asks local law enforcement officers to arrest individuals if the officer has probable cause to believe the person to be arrested has committed a removable offense. Determining what constitutes a “removable offense,” however, is no simple task. There exists no database or convenient list of removable offenses; rather, whether an offense is a removable offense requires careful adjudication by those trained in immigration law. And, the INA contains several exceptions, waivers, and defenses to removal, even if one has committed a removable offense. As Justice Alito noted in Padilla v. Kentucky, “professional organizations and guidebooks … are right to say that ‘nothing is ever simple with immigration law’—including the determination whether immigration law clearly makes a particular offense removable.”

Given this complex immigration background, it is a mystery how local police officers in Arizona will determine proper arrestees under this provision.

Relatedly, by mandating that local officers perform tasks outside their expertise, state immigration enforcement schemes undermine local policing efforts themselves. Sub-federal immigration enforcement schemes alienate immigrant communities and cannibalize state and local resources that should be used for traditional policing efforts. Thus, they perversely decrease public safety. Notably, these allegations are not the propaganda of immigrant-activist groups; rather, they are the expert opinion of those with the greatest experience and knowledge of local policing dynamics. Many state and local officials, including local law enforcement organizations, have resisted the calls to engage in immigration enforcement because of the toll it takes on the traditional public safety duty of state and local police. The position taken by these state and local officials—and by jurisdictions enacting sanctuary ordinances—underscores a lurking reality likely to influence the Court: immigration enforcement simply does not look or feel like the type of regulatory activity in which sub-federal entities should engage in a federalist system that divides responsibility for national and local public policy challenges.


III. THE LESSON OF ARIZONA AND SB 1070: THE NEED FOR FEDERAL IMMIGRATION REFORM

One thing that the authors and supporters of restrictive state immigration laws, on the one hand, and immigrant-activists and opponents of such measures, on the other, can agree on: U.S. immigration policy needs fixing. These opposing camps may vehemently disagree on the substantive particulars of immigration reform. However, at base, both recognize that the unlawful migration should be addressed, and that something should be done regarding those unlawfully present persons already in the country.

Proponents of sub-federal immigration regulation, like SB 1070 and LAWA, use as their starting point, the fact that United States law has been violated by those who enter or remain unlawfully present. From this original sin, enforcement advocates argue that any dalliance in capturing and deporting unlawful migrants breeds disrespect for the rule of law, and governmental leniency towards this group may encourage more unlawful entry and presence.85 This position is not without any merit.

The real problem is that, from this starting point, enforcement advocates draw the wrong conclusion. Migration has been, and always will be, a fact of human existence. Human movement to find work or reunite with family would be unremarkable, but for the legal construction of political borders between nation-states. But, these man-made demarcations have never, and will never, stem the tide of migrants in search of work and improved opportunities for themselves and their families. Further, the United States relies on, and requires, significant migration to fill its economic needs in both high-skilled and labor sectors.86 Increased border vigilance and enforcement, combined with a mismatch between actual labor needs and lawful entry visas, has only led to increases in the undocumented population, greater number of border deaths, and increases in human smuggling prices paid to cartels and coyotes.87 These are the hard and uncontrovertable economic, social, and human facts.

Thus, the crisis of legal legitimacy created by unenforced or ineffective federal immigration law (cited by advocates as reason for state involvement) cannot be solved by robust state and local enforcement of those federal laws. The sensible resolution to this perceived crisis requires enacting immigration laws that account for the geographic, economic, and social realities and needs of the United States and the population of putative immigrants. Rational immigration policy that reflects our country’s true needs means increasing the number of lawful entry visas for both temporary and permanent workers. In addition, it requires eliminating or restructuring per-country limits on visas that have created insurmountable waitlists and backlogs from countries of

85 See, e.g., 149 CONG. REC. 29947-48 (2003) (Statement of Sen. Sessions) (“America’s strength is based on its commitment to the rule of law…In the world of immigration laws, a façade of enforcement that holds no real consequences for law breakers is both dangerous and irresponsible.”).
high immigration like Mexico, China, and India. Unsurprisingly, the majority of the unlawfully present population—whether through illegal entry or visa overstay—hails from countries with years-long waiting lists for lawful entry. Finally, a rational immigration policy requires practical responses to the existing undocumented population, currently estimated to number 11 to 12 million persons. On this score, immigration reform must at least include the DREAM Act to ensure that undocumented college students and military personnel have the opportunity to remain in and benefit the country.

While mass deportation might be the emotional, knee-jerk response of restrictionist forces, it is clearly fantastical. Further calls for mass deportation will only exacerbate the crisis of legitimacy already plaguing immigration policy. Arizona’s SB 1070 has the potential to criminalize the estimated 400,000 unlawfully present persons in the state. Actual discovery and prosecution of this entire population, and their subsequent removal, is practically impossible. In total, with current resources and capacity, the federal government can only deport a maximum of 400,000 noncitizens per year nationwide. Thus, SB 1070 only widens the gap between law and on-the-ground realities, further increasing the legitimacy crisis in immigration law. In contrast, the suggested comprehensive immigration reforms better match law, reality, and need, thus producing greater fidelity to our nation’s immigration law.

The existence of SB 1070, its copycats, and the general increase in sub-federal immigration regulation, is an indication of the urgent need for this reform. In passing LAWA, then-Governor, now-Secretary of DHS Janet Napolitano, described Arizona as backed into a corner by the lack of federal leadership. She noted that despite the fact that LAWA might be a “business death penalty,” pressing public policy concerns occasioned by unlawful immigration compelled Arizona to take sub-optimal legislative steps. The empirical validity of this claim aside, these types of enactments from across the country are a clear message that federal immigration reform is not just a national priority, it is a national imperative.

Just as undocumented migration is an unchangeable fact in the absence of immigration reform, so too will be sub-federal immigration laws like LAWA and SB 1070. While the United States and advocacy groups are likely to prevail in their suits against these emerging laws, valuable public resources have been squandered both enacting and defending those laws, and subsequently, protesting and challenging those laws. Even if the Court ultimately strikes down SB 1070, it is a virtual certainty that the next generation of sub-federal immigration laws, slightly modified from the original version, will emerge, perhaps from Arizona again. Whiting, U.S. v. Arizona, Lozano, and their ilk are the beginning of an absurd cycle, not its end. The message to the citizenry and elected officials—both federal and sub-federal—is that the sooner we address our immigration concerns through systemic, nation-wide reform, the sooner we can channel resources to other important national priorities.

88 PASSEL & COHN, supra note 16.
90 See Howard, supra note 46.
Perhaps the most striking political development in 2011 is the widespread and aggressive assault on public sector collective bargaining rights. While the most highly publicized and most significant changes have taken place in Wisconsin and Ohio, moves are afoot in a number of states. These changes represent the most radical revisions to labor law in the U.S. in decades, and they have set off a political firestorm.

This brief will argue that these attacks are deeply misguided. They serve no purpose beyond a partisan attempt to weaken a key supporter of the Democratic party and they do not address budget deficits. Instead, they take away a core right that has been recognized in the vast majority of the United States for up to half a century, a right that is considered fundamental in much of the industrialized world, a right that helps individual teachers, firefighters, police officers, and other public employees in their day-to-day lives at the workplace, a right that helps sustain a vital middle class, and a right that helps ensure talented and skilled people will find public service an attractive career option.

This Issue Brief will provide background on the development and functioning of public sector labor laws in the U.S., discuss the current political debates over such laws (including debates over whether public sector workers are “overpaid”), explain some of the most prominent recent legislation in this area (including, but not limited to, laws in Ohio and Wisconsin), and critique the proposed changes.

I. HISTORY AND BACKGROUND OF PUBLIC SECTOR UNIONS AND PUBLIC SECTOR LABOR LAW

A. HISTORICAL UNDERPINNINGS

Public sector labor law in the U.S. developed on a somewhat different track than private sector law. The National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) of 1935 gave private sector workers across the country the right to bargain collectively, but the NLRA excludes public sector workers. This was likely in large part due to constitutional concerns: back then, it appeared unclear whether Congress had the power under the Commerce Clause to pass the NLRA itself, and contemporary Tenth Amendment doctrine would have been a huge challenge to applying a national labor law to the states. Also, fear of strikes by public workers inhibited the development of public sector labor law.¹ The U.S. was unusual in this regard. Notably, in other western democracies...
cies, public sector workers and their unions have long had mostly the same rights as private sector workers.

Despite having no legal rights to bargain collectively before the 1960s, public sector unions organized and represented their members in a variety of ways. Unions of postal workers formed in the late 19th century. Some public sector unions that are prominent today, such as the American Federation of Teachers and the International Association of Firefighters, formed in the first two decades of the 20th century. AFSCME formed in the 1930s. Interestingly, the Building Service Employees Union (the BSEU, which today is the SEIU) has represented many public sector employees since as far back as the 1920s and 1930s.

These unions represented their members in a variety of ways, from lobbying for civil service laws which protected public workers from arbitrary discharge by political machines, to training and educating workers, to actual informal negotiations with public employers. Such negotiations, in the 1930s-50s, produced actual contract-like agreements in a number of cases, even though no law authorized collective bargaining.

The first public sector labor law was passed in Wisconsin in 1959. By that time, the reality of public sector union organizing and activity on the ground was starkly at odds with the lack of any legal rules granting public sector unions any rights. Significantly, the Wisconsin law as passed in 1959 and amended in 1962, dealt with the strike fear by barring strikes through the creation of alternative means to resolve bargaining impasses: mediation, fact-finding, and (this came a bit later) binding “interest” arbitration. By 1967, twenty-one states had adopted some type of public sector labor law authorizing collective bargaining, and soon the vast majority of states had adopted them.

B. PUBLIC SECTOR UNIONS AND MODERN LABOR LAW RULES

Public sector unions became one of the labor movement’s biggest success stories. For some time, the union density rate in the public sector has been around 40 percent, while the private sector rate is now less than 8 percent. Indeed, as of 2009, there were more government employees than private sector employees who were union members.

Public sector labor law is still generally set by state and local laws (the only federal public sector labor laws are those that apply to employees of the federal government), and these laws vary significantly. But the overwhelming majority approach is to grant collective bargaining rights. Today, thirty-one states and the District of Columbia allow public employees generally to bargain collectively; eleven permit some but not all categories of public employees to bargain collectively, and only eight states generally bar public workers from bargaining collectively.

Beyond that, there is some variation in the different collective bargaining laws. For example, of the states that permit collective bargaining, only twelve permit any public employees to strike. Statutes that allow bargaining but not strikes (the most common approach) use varying processes for resolving bargaining impasses, including fact-finding, mediation, and usually ending in some form of binding “interest arbitration.”

---

2 In 2009, 36.8% of public employees were members of unions, and 40.7% were covered by union contracts. See Bureau of Labor Stat., U.S. Dept. of Labor, News Release USDL-11-0063, Union Members – 2010, Table 3 (2010), available at http://www.bls.gov/news.release/pdf/union2.pdf.

3 In 2009, 7.9 million public workers and 7.4 million private sector workers were union members. See id.

Approximately thirty states use some form of interest arbitration. In this system a neutral arbitrator (or sometimes a tripartite board) holds a hearing, evaluates evidence, follows statutory criteria, and makes a binding decision as to the terms of the collective bargaining agreement. Significantly, statutes providing for binding interest arbitration almost always include specific criteria which the arbitrator must consider and evaluate in making the arbitration award. The employer’s ability to pay is a standard factor the arbitrator must consider, as are the pay and conditions of similar employees (often called “comparables”). Other legal rules vary across jurisdictions, notably on scope of bargaining (often somewhat narrower than in the private sector) and coverage of employees (some public sector laws cover supervisors).

Binding interest arbitration is the “quid pro quo” for strike bans. It typically is used after both mediation and fact-finding. These processes for resolving collective bargaining impasses in the public sector have been a success. A recent, careful analysis by labor relations experts concluded that:

The dispute-resolution processes (mediation, fact-finding, and arbitration) put in place as substitutes for the right to strike have performed well in avoiding work stoppages and producing contract settlements that reflect the criteria included in state statutes. . . . Newer “interest-based” approaches for increasing the problem-solving potential of bargaining have been tried in a number of public (and private) sector settings, and offer opportunities for further improvements in negotiations and day-to-day contract administration.

Interest arbitration has worked as intended during the recent economic downturn. Employers have successfully invoked “employer ability to pay” criteria in arbitrations across the country. For example, in a recent interest arbitration case from Minnesota, the arbitrator explained that “the vast majority of cities in the Employer’s comparison group are proposing 0% [wage increases] for 2010 . . . . Some cities and counties are settling at 0% . . . .”

Further, considerable evidence shows that collective bargaining rights with binding interest arbitration reduces strikes. Studies have found that illegal strikes are most likely to occur in states with no collective bargaining rights, as opposed to states with

7 See generally MARTIN H. MALIN, ANN C. HODGES & JOSEPH E. SLATER, PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYMENT: CASES AND MATERIALS (2d ed. 2010); KEARNEY, supra note 5.
bargaining rights. Notably, in Ohio, the number of strikes went down dramatically after Ohio passed its public sector labor law in the early 1980s, even though the Ohio statute permitted most public employees to strike. This is because the Ohio law, like almost all collective bargaining statutes, had effective mechanisms to settle impasses short of strikes (mediation and fact-finding), and the threat of strikes made both sides take these mechanisms seriously.

II. THE 2010 ELECTIONS AND POLITICAL ATTACKS ON PUBLIC SECTOR UNIONS

Despite the data and realities described above, by early 2011 it became clear that some Republican politicians had targeted public sector unions, and thus began attacks unprecedented in modern times. The rhetoric suggested that public sector workers were not sharing the pain that private sector workers felt during the Great Recession that began in 2008. This crisis did, in fact, cause significant cuts in public employment. By the fall of 2010, the number of workers employed by local governments had dropped to the lowest level since October 2006, and the drop in local government employment from August to September 2010 was the biggest one-month decline since 1982. Also, public employers have imposed involuntary furloughs (mandatory days off without pay) as well as staffing cuts, on employees, including unionized employees. Between 2007 and 2009, over half the states implemented mandatory furloughs. In 2010, California and New York ordered furloughs for a combined total of more than 250,000 state employees.

Still, the recession provided an opportunity for some to argue not only that public workers are overcompensated, but also to blame various economic and budget woes on public sector unions and their right to bargain collectively. Thus, for example, a Wall Street Journal editorial last spring made the remarkable claim that “America’s most privileged class are public union workers.” The New Republic titled an article, “Why Public Employees are the New Welfare Queens.” Republican politicians began echoing these sentiments. “We have a new privileged class in America,” said Indiana Governor, Mitch Daniels, who rescinded state workers’ collective bargaining power on his first day in office in 2006. “We used to think of government workers as underpaid public servants. Now they are better paid than the people who pay their salaries.”

---

10 Lewin, et al., supra note 8, at 13-14.
11 Martin H. Malin, Public Employees’ Right to Strike: Law and Experience, 26 U. Mich. J.L. Reform 313, 365 (1993) (finding that there “have been far fewer strikes in Ohio since they were legalized.”).
Taking what in other times might have been considered a politically risky stance, Massachusetts governor Mitt Romney asked, “Why should taxpayers pay for health care for public employees that we don’t have ourselves?”

A. COLLECTIVE BARGAINING RIGHTS ARE NOT CORRELATED WITH STATE DEFICITS

Proponents often claim that because public workers are overcompensated, they are a significant cause of state deficits. But the correlation simply isn’t there. At a recent hearing on this issue, Rep. Mike Quigley observed that states that allow public sector collective bargaining on average have a 14 percent deficit relative to their budgets, while states that bar collective bargaining have 16.5 percent deficits. For example, Texas, which has essentially no public sector collective bargaining and very low levels of unionization, has one of the worst budget deficits in the nation. Nevada, which has no collective bargaining rights for state employees, has one of the largest state budget deficits in the country. In contrast, some states with strong public sector bargaining laws, including those at the center of these debates, have smaller than average deficits. Wisconsin was projected to have a deficit of 12.8 percent of its budget in FY 2010, Ohio 11 percent, and Iowa 3.5 percent. In contrast, North Carolina, which bars all public sector collective bargaining is running a projected deficit of 20 percent in 2012. This is in large part because public employees are not, in fact, overcompensated.

B. PUBLIC EMPLOYEES ARE NOT “OVERCOMPENSATED”

While studies on this point do not all agree, the more careful studies show that, comparing similar workers with similar credentials in similar jobs, public employees are more often paid less than comparable private sector workers.

Studies that find public workers are overpaid tend to look at gross average pay or median pay but do not take into account the different types of jobs in the public sector and, sometimes, the different kinds of workers. Simply looking at aggregate data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics makes it seem as if public workers earn more on average than private workers, but the gap disappears completely when one compares similar workers (including age, experience, and education) in similar jobs. There are many more professional jobs in the public sector, and fewer unskilled service jobs. For example, the federal Office of Personnel Management recently concluded that two of the main studies purporting to show that federal employees were paid more than private sector workers (from the Heritage Foundation and the Cato Institute) were inaccurate. The figures on which Cato and Heritage relied, from the Bureau of Economic Analysis, “look only at gross averages, including retail and restaurant service workers and other entry-level positions that reduce private sector average pay in comparison to

---


21 See id.
the Federal average, which does not include many of these categories in its workforce.” Also, the federal sector includes a significantly higher percentage of highly specialized and professional employees, who are actually paid less than their private sector counterparts.22

Taking such factors into account, many studies have found that public workers are, on the whole, paid less than similar private sector workers doing similar jobs. A recent study from the National Institute on Retirement Security concluded:

Wages and salaries of state and local employees are lower than those for private sector workers with comparable earnings determinants (e.g., education). State employees typically earn 11 percent less; local workers earn 12 percent less . . . . Over the last 20 years, the earnings for state and local employees have generally declined relative to comparable private sector employees . . . .

Benefits (e.g., pensions) comprise a greater share of employee compensation in the public sector . . . . [Still] state and local employees have lower total compensation than their private sector counterparts. On average, total compensation is 6.8 percent lower for state employees and 7.4 percent lower for local workers, compared with comparable private sector employees.23

Also, economists at the Center for Economic and Policy Research studied workers in New England, and found that while the average state or local government employee there earns higher wages than the average private-sector worker, that is because public workers are, on average, older and much better educated. Specifically, over half of state and local government employees in New England have a four-year college degree or more, and 30 percent have an advanced degree. Only 38 percent of private-sector workers have a four-year college degree or more, and only 13 percent have an advanced degree. Also, the typical state and local worker is about four years older than the typical private sector worker. After adjusting for these factors, public sector wages were generally lower than private sector wages. While the lowest paid public workers earned slightly more than their private sector counterparts, for engineers, professors, and others in the higher-paid professional jobs, the wage penalty for being a public worker was almost 13 percent.24

Such studies have been done for states across the nation and for specific public employers. For example, a study from Georgia State University analyzing data from across the nation found that “[h]olding constant education, estimated work experience, occupation, location, race, and gender,” public employees “earned 4 to 6% less

---

22 Laura D. Francis, OPM, NETU Dispute Reports that Feds Paid Twice as Much as Public Sector, 48 GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE RELATIONS REPORTER (BNA) 994 (2010).


than comparable private sector workers in 1990, 2000, and 2005-06.”25 Focusing more narrowly, a study by the chief economist in the office of the New York City Comptroller found that employees in the New York City municipal workforce are paid 17 percent less on average than their private sector counterparts.26

The Economic Policy Institute (EPI) has compared public and private sector compensation in a number of individual states, including Michigan, Ohio, and Wisconsin, states with relatively strong union presence and relatively robust public sector collective bargaining statutes. For Michigan, the study concluded that, after controlling for education, experience, organizational size, gender, race, ethnicity, citizenship, and disabilities, full-time state and local government workers are undercompensated by approximately 5.35% compared to the private sector (2.9% when annual hours worked are factored in).27 For Wisconsin, the study found that public employees are undercompensated by 8.2% (4.8% when annual hours worked are factored in).28 For Ohio, the study found public workers are undercompensated by 5.9% (3.5% when hours are factored in).29

An EPI study made similar findings on a national scale. Looking at public and private workers nationwide, it found a slight undercompensation of public employees on a cost per hour basis, after controlling for education, experience, hours, employer size, gender, race, ethnicity, and disability. On average, full-time state and local employees are undercompensated by 3.7%, in comparison to similar private-sector workers.30

A very recent overview, surveying the research on this issue, concluded:

The existing research, much of which is very current (completed within the past two years), shows that, if anything, public employees are underpaid relative to their private-sector counterparts. While public-sector benefits are higher than private sector counterparts, total compensation (including health care and retirement benefits) is lower than that of comparable private-sector employees. Erosion of public-sector pay and benefits will make it harder for public employers to attract, retain and motivate the workforce needed to provide public services.31


30 The study found a smaller compensation penalty for local government employees (1.8 percent) than for state government workers (7.6 percent). Jeffrey H. Keefe, Debunking the Myth of the Overpaid Public Employee, 1 (Econ. Pol’y Inst., Briefing Paper No. 276, 2010), available at http://epi.3cdn.net/8808ae41b0 85032c6b_8um6bhb3ytp.pdf.

31 Lewin, et al., supra note 8, at 2.
C. PENSIONS

Many of the real and perceived financial problems in public employee compensation involve pension plans. Notably, public sector pension benefits and rules in most states are not set through collective bargaining, but rather through statute and regulation.32 Also, while some state plans have significant underfunding problems, in the aggregate, public sector pension plans currently account for a total 3.8% of state and local spending, which does not seem obviously out of balance.33

It is also crucial to note that while some states with robust collective bargaining laws have serious problems involving pension funding, so do states with essentially no public sector labor laws and very little presence by public sector unions: notably, Mississippi, Louisiana, Virginia and Kentucky.

Still, the problem is real, at least in a number of places. Causes range from stock market declines, to underfunding due to questionable actuarial assumptions and/or political pressure to divert funds to other projects, to some over-generous benefit formulas.

Certainly the stock market declines in recent years contributed to significant underfunding in a number of places. This, in turn, put additional strains on already-weakened public budgets. As Politico explained:

> A recent study from the Pew Center on the States found that states are short $1 trillion toward the $3.35 trillion in pension, health care and other retirement benefits states have promised their current and retired workers, the product of a combination of political decisions and the recent recession.

But the immediate cause of the new spotlight on public sector unions is the collapse in tax revenues that came with the 2008 Wall Street crash, something that union leaders bitterly note is not their fault.34

Further, in some cases, the problems have been exaggerated. A coalition of ten organizations representing state and local government employers issued a “fact sheet” on January 26, 2011 stating that state and local government pension funds on the whole “are not in crisis.” It concluded that “[m]ost state and local government employee retirement systems have substantial assets to weather the economic crisis; those that are underfunded are taking steps to strengthen funding.”35 Another independent study explains that:

> the extent of public pension liabilities varies widely among the states and local governments. Some pension plans are fully funded, while others have seen their funding levels drop below 80 percent. In most cases, pension funding shortfalls are the result of the cyclical nature of the economy, which was particularly severe in the

---

32 See, e.g., IOWA CODE § 20.9 (2009).
34 Smith & Haberman, supra note 16.
In the 2008–2009 period. In a minority of cases, unfunded liabilities can be directly traced to the failure of public officials to properly fund the pension system over a period of many years.36

Also, states have cut back on their contributions to public employee pension plans; one study estimates this has increased the funding shortfall by $80 billion. Public employers did not make all the necessary contributions to pension plans when the stock market was booming, relying on the politically-convenient assumption that these good times would continue.37 One area for potential reform would be to tighten the rules on the actuarial assumptions that can be used in public sector pension financing. Notably, the law that governs private sector pensions on this and other issues, the Employment Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA), does not apply to the public sector.

Further, the benefit levels in many public sector pensions systems are far from overly-generous. State pensions in Massachusetts average less than $26,000 a year.38 Also, nearly a third of all state and local government employees do not earn Social Security retirement benefits. This is because public employment in some states is not covered by Social Security. One survey reported the following average pension benefits:

- California – $2,008 per month or $24,097 per year;
- Colorado – $2,278 per month or $27,339 per year (and no Social Security);
- Florida – $1,468 per month or $17,617 per year; and
- Ohio – $1,961 per month or $23,525 per year (and Ohio is one of the states where Social Security does not cover public employment).39

To the extent real problems exist, they can and have been addressed independently of collective bargaining issues. In the period from January 2010 to September 2010 alone, nineteen states amended their public employee pension statutes. These laws increased employee contributions to retirement plans, reduced benefits, or did both. For example, Illinois passed a law in May 2010 altering benefits for all of the state’s five pension systems, including raising the retirement age, limiting pension raises, capping maximum benefits, and ending public pensions for retirees who work another public job.40 Georgia also made changes to its “re-employment after retirement” rules such that if a retiring employee has not reached normal retirement age on the date of retirement and returns to any paid service, the employee’s application for retirement is nullified.41 In October 2010, California enacted changes to its pension plan for state employees. Under the new law, current employees will increase the amount they con-

---

37 MADLAND & BUNKER, supra note 19, at 7.
38 Crosby, supra note 17.
40 Smith & Haberman, supra note 16; see 2009 Ill. Leg. Service, Public Act 96-325; see e.g., 40 ILL. COMP. STAT. 5/14-103.12 2009 (final compensation).
41 See Tripp Baltz, Facing Long-Term Pension Problems, States Are Turning to Legislative Fixes, 48 GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE RELATIONS REPORTER (BNA) 1156 (2010).
tribute toward their retirements, newly hired employees will have less generous pension benefits, and the pension will be calculated based on the average high three years of salary, not the single highest year. The law also contains transparency provisions that require the California Public Employees’ Retirement System to submit specific information to the legislature, governor, and state treasurer regarding contribution rates, discount rates used to calculate liabilities, alternative discount rates, and various other assumptions.42

III. THE LAWS AND PROPOSED LAWS AT ISSUE

A. WISCONSIN

Prior to the 2011 developments, Wisconsin had two fairly similar public sector labor statutes, one covering local and county government employees, and the other state employees. Ironically, the former was the nation’s first state law permitting public sector collective bargaining in country, enacted in 1959. The bill recently passed and signed by Governor Scott Walker would make sweeping revisions to these laws (except for certain employees in “protective occupations,” mainly police and fire). While the bill is currently enjoined, it would make the following changes, among others.

First, it would eliminate collective bargaining rights entirely for some employees: University of Wisconsin (UW) system employees, employees of the UW Hospitals and Clinics Authority, and certain home care and child care providers.

Second, it would generally limit collective bargaining to bargaining over a percentage of total base wages increase that is no greater than the percentage change in the consumer price index. No other issues could be negotiated.

Third, it would make Wisconsin a “right to work” jurisdiction, meaning that it would be illegal for unions and employers to agree to “fair share” union security clauses.43 Further, the law would make it illegal for an employer to agree to automatic dues deduction for employees who wish to pay dues.

The bill also makes some highly unusual changes. It would enact an unprecedented mandatory recertification system under which every union would face a recertification election every year. And the union would only be recertified if 51 percent of the employees in the collective bargaining unit – not merely those voting – voted for recertification. So, if a bargaining unit had 400 members and the recertification vote was 201 favoring union representation and 100 against, the union would be decertified, because 201 is less than 51 percent of 400. The bill also limits the duration of collective bargaining agreements to one year, which is very unusual in labor law. Further, it requires that employees pay one half of all the required contributions to their retirement system. Previously, the amount of employee contributions was negotiable (e.g., the employer could agree to pay part or all of the employee contributions).

As of this writing, the Wisconsin law has not yet gone into effect, as it was enjoined by Judge Maryann Sumi of the Dane County Circuit Court on March 18, 2011. The injunction was granted on the grounds that the Wisconsin state legislature passed the law in violation of a statutory requirement that 24 hours’ notice must be given before


43 A “fair share” agreement is an agreement between a union and employer that members of a union bargaining unit will be required to pay either regular union dues or, for employees who object, that portion of their union dues which go to activities related to collective bargaining. The most significant activities related to collective bargaining are contract negotiations and grievance and arbitration handling. The most significant activity not related to collective bargaining is political activity.
passing such a law. The case is now pending before the Wisconsin Supreme Court. Other legal challenges are likely, some based on the process and some based on the substance of the law. Some unions and public employers are signing contracts in this period, as contracts in place as of the effective date of the law are not covered by the law. Setting the table for further complications later, defenders of the bill argue that if they prevail in the Wisconsin Supreme Court, the “effective date” of the law will be retroactive to March 25.

The law has prompted considerable political activity, from massive protests in Madison to recall efforts aimed at both Republicans (six currently pending) who voted for the bill and Democrats (three pending) who fled the state in an attempt to block the bill by preventing a legislative quorum. A recent state supreme court justice race between David Prosser and JoAnne Kloppenburg was obviously affected by the politics of this issue (as of this writing, Prosser has a small lead, but there will be a recount).

B. OHIO

Prior to recent amendments, Ohio had a public sector labor law applicable to most public employees. Enacted in the early 1980s, it even allowed most public workers to strike. The new bill recently signed into law, SB-5, was designed to profoundly alter this law. SB-5 may soon be on hold for a referendum process, as described further below. But as passed, it would do the following things, among others.

SB-5 eliminates collective bargaining rights entirely for certain employees, including at least most college/university faculty, lower level supervisors in police and fire departments, and employees of charter schools. It also limits the bargaining rights of some other employees: e.g., regional council of government employees and certain members of the unclassified civil service could bargain only if the public employer elects to do so.

For employees who can bargain, SB-5 would eliminate both the right to strike for public employees who currently have that right (all public employees with the exception of police, fire, and a few other small categories), and the right to binding interest arbitration at impasse for employees who could not strike under preexisting law. SB-5 provides stiff penalties (removal and loss of two days pay for each day striking) for striking or instigating a strike. Encouraging or condoning a strike is also forbidden.

Instead, the parties are left to mediation and fact-finding, and if these do not lead to an agreement, the governing legislative body can simply choose to adopt the employer’s final offer. A majority of the union or the employer can reject a fact-finder’s recommendations (previously, a two-thirds vote was required to reject). If either side rejects the recommendations, the parties’ last best offers will be submitted to the legislative body of the public employer to make a selection. The law requires the public employer’s last best offer to become the agreement if the legislative body fails to choose. For certain employers, if the legislative body selects the last best offer that costs more and the CFO of the legislative body cannot or refuses to determine whether sufficient funds exist to cover the agreement, the last best offers will be submitted to the voters. Unlike the previous law, in which parties could mutually agree to a wide range of procedures to resolve impasses, this is the only impasse procedure SB-5 allows.

SB-5 also bars “fair share” agreements. It also prohibits public employers from agreeing to provide payroll deductions for any contributions to a political action committee without written authorization from the individual employee.

Further, it restricts the scope of bargaining and expands the list of subjects that are inappropriate for collective bargaining. It specifies that the following are not bargain-
able: (1) employer-paid contributions to retirement systems; (2) health care benefits (except the amount of the premium the employer and employees pay, although the provision of health care benefits for which the employer is required to pay more than 85% of the costs is not negotiable); (3) privatization or contracting out of a public employer’s work; and (4) the number of employees required to be on duty or employed. It also permits public employers to not bargain on any subject reserved to the management of the governmental unit, even if the subject affects wages, hours, and terms and conditions of employment. It bars collective bargaining agreements (CBAs) from providing for an hourly overtime payment rate that exceeds the overtime rate required by the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). It also bars CBAs from containing provisions for certain types of leave to accrue above listed amounts or to pay out for sick leave at a rate higher than specified amounts. It bars grievances and arbitrations based on past practice of the parties.

SB-5 further restricts bargaining in education, including a bar on negotiating minimum number of personnel, anything restricting the employer’s ability to assign personnel, and maximum number of students assigned to a class or teacher. Also, employers cannot agree to any restriction on the public employer’s authority to acquire any products, programs, or services from educational service centers.

The bill also gives greater rights for a public employer in a state of fiscal emergency or under “fiscal watch” to terminate, modify, or negotiate the agreement.

The law appears to repeal the “contract bar” rule. And it repeals the provision requiring the public sector labor law to be liberally construed.

SB-5 is also facing challenges. Currently, a petition drive is underway to place repeal of the law on the ballot in November, 2011. If enough signatures are gathered, the law will be, essentially, put on hold until the referendum vote.

C. OTHER STATES

While Wisconsin and Ohio have gotten the most press, other states where Republicans control most or all of state government have also passed bills limiting the collective bargaining rights of public workers.

In Michigan, the recently enacted Local Government and School District Fiscal Accountability Act allows the governor to appoint an “emergency manager” for local governments experiencing a “financial emergency.” The manager can reject, modify, or terminate any terms of CBAs with public sector unions. A pair of Detroit municipal pension funds have filed suit alleging that this violates the Contracts Clause of the Constitution. Also in Michigan, a proposed bill would provide even harsher penalties for striking teachers, including the sanction of suspending or revoking teaching licenses.

On March 30, 2011, the New Hampshire House approved legislation (H.B. 2) that would eliminate the negotiated terms of employment for public workers and make them “at-will” employees at the end of a CBA’s term. Also, on April 20, the New Hampshire Senate passed a “right to work” bill that would apply to both public and private sector unions. Both Houses passed the latter bill by margins exceeding those necessary to override a gubernatorial veto.

Alabama passed a statute making it a crime to arrange for public employee payments “by salary deduction or otherwise” to PACs or organizations including unions that use part of the money for “political activity.” That law has been enjoined by the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Alabama, on the grounds that the statute is overbroad regarding activities the First Amendment protects and/or that it is too vague to provide adequate notice. The state is appealing.
Idaho has recently enacted a series of bills which curtail teachers’ collective bargaining rights. S.B. 1108 limits such bargaining to wages and benefits. It also eliminates teacher seniority protections during layoffs and replaces tenure-track contracts for new teachers with renewable agreements of one or two years. As in Ohio, this bill is facing a campaign for repeal via a referendum.

Indiana passed a statute significantly limiting the scope of bargaining for teachers, e.g., by forbidding the parties to contractually agree to what were formally “permissive” topics of negotiation (those which unions and employers are legally allowed to agree to but are not required to negotiate over unless both sides agree). It also appears to bar arbitration over contract grievances, and substitute fact-finding for arbitration in impasse resolution.

Oklahoma recently repealed a 2004 law requiring cities with populations of at least 35,000 to bargaining collectively with unions. As in Wisconsin, this change does not affect police and firefighters, who, in Oklahoma, are covered by a separate statute. However, a separate bill is pending that would affect the rights of police and fire to binding arbitration.

In all these states, the issues are highly partisan, with Republicans generally backing these moves, and Democrats opposing them. The political battles are not expected to end any time soon. Currently, public opinion seems to favor those opposed to stripping collective bargaining rights from public workers.44

IV. RESTRICTING COLLECTIVE BARGAINING RIGHTS IS BAD PUBLIC POLICY

As shown above, considerable evidence strongly contradicts claims that these laws are necessary to deal with budget problems, or even that they would help with budget problems. Public workers are not “overpaid,” problems in pension underfunding that do exist are generally not related to collective bargaining rights, and there is no real correlation between collective bargaining rights and the levels of state deficits.

Further, many of the adopted rules on their face have no relation to state budgets or employee compensation; instead, they are meant to damage unions as institutions. First, “right to work rules” that bar “fair share” agreements have nothing to do with state budgets or employee compensation. Such rules only go to whether unions can require employees in a union bargaining unit to pay that portion of union dues which go to activities related to collective bargaining. Right to work rules have been criticized in that they permit “free riders,” as unions continue to have a duty to fairly represent employees in a union bargaining unit even if such employees are not paying any dues. But just as importantly, whether employees pay dues to a union or not has no impact on public budgets.

The Wisconsin statute features two additional rules which clearly do not relate to the state budget. First, the bill bars automatic dues deductions for employees who want to pay dues to the union, even if the employer would agree to it. Second, the bill’s onerous and unprecedented provisions for yearly recertification requiring a majority of the entire bargaining unit has no purpose other than to make it very difficult for a union to stay certified. Indeed, when pressed in a Congressional hearing recently,

Wisconsin Governor, Scott Walker, could not justify this rule in terms of the state budget. In labor law generally, once a union has been certified, its status can be challenged if 30% of the members of the bargaining unit request an election to do so, and the union can be de-certified in the election if a majority of those voting choose that option. This long-established rule in both the public and private sectors correctly balances the need for stability in labor relations with the concept that a union should not represent employees if a majority of the employees does not wish it.

The real impetus behind these bills is that some Republicans wish to damage unions institutionally because unions support Democrats more frequently than Republicans. For example, in a fundraising letter, Wisconsin State Senate Majority Leader, Scott L. Fitzgerald, explained that the goal of the Wisconsin legislation was “to break the power of unions . . . once and for all.” Further, in a Fox News interview, Fitzgerald said, “If we win this battle and the money is not there under the auspices of the unions, certainly what you’re going to find is President Obama is going to have a much more difficult time getting elected and winning the state of Wisconsin.”

Often, these bills are not even supported by actual public employers. For example, the executive director of the Wisconsin School Board Association wrote the Wisconsin legislature, while that state's bill was pending, as follows:

> Many [Wisconsin Association of School Board] members are gravely concerned that the changes in the . . . bill limiting the scope of collective bargaining would wipe away the ability of local school boards to use the bargaining process in ways that enhance local control by telling local school boards they are prohibited from deciding whether to enter into a contract on any item other than wages; and would immeasurably harm the collaborative relationships that exist between school boards and teachers and may lead to job actions and other disruptions of educational services that will harm the educational quality in our public schools.

Further, taking away collective bargaining rights is actively harmful. As a recent study by labor relations experts explained:

> Challenges to the freedom of association and the right to bargain collectively places the United States out of sync with established international human-rights principles. Collective bargaining has historically served to increase consumer purchasing power, assure voice in the workplace, and provide checks and balances in society. Models for collective bargaining in the public sector have incorporated alternative dispute-resolution mechanisms to protect the public interest.

As to the first point, Article 23 of the United Nations’ Universal Declaration of Human Rights stresses the importance of collective bargaining rights for all workers,
including public employees. So does the 1998 International Labor Organization Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work (the U.S. is a signatory to this document). In the latter document, the U.S. pledged “to promote and to realize . . . the principles concerning the fundamental rights” defined in the Declaration, the first of which is, “freedom of association and the effective recognition of the right of collective bargaining.” Human Rights Watch and Amnesty International have publically declared that at least some of the legislation described above violates international human rights standards. Human Right Watch has noted that the U.S. also is a party to and bound by its obligations under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which guarantees everyone the right to protect his or her interests through union activity, including collective bargaining.48

Further, contrary to stereotypes, unions do not cause inefficiencies; in fact, they can improve efficiency. Data showing that unions have a positive effect come from sources that range from international surveys to analyses of specific types of employers. In 2002, the World Bank released a report based on more than 1,000 studies of the effects of unions and collective bargaining. This report found that countries with high unionization rates tend to have higher productivity, less pay inequality, and lower unemployment. It found that workers who belong to unions are generally better trained than their non-union counterparts and that unions also help retain workers. Also, having a large number of workers represented by unions tended to have a stabilizing and beneficial effect on a country’s economy.49 On a more specific level, there are studies of particular types of public sector unions in the U.S. For example, evidence shows that unionization of teachers correlates positively with higher student scores on standardized tests and higher graduation rates.50

Freeman and Medoff’s influential industrial relations book, What Do Unions Do?, found that giving workers voice through unions often helped productivity. The higher productivity is due in part to lower rates of turnover, improved managerial performance in response to unions, and cooperative labor-management relations at the plant level. Further, unions promote the ability of individual workers to speak freely, allow workers to deal with management efficiently with one collective voice, gain information for workers, monitor employer behavior, and equalize bargaining power.51

A survey of the literature on unions and efficiency concluded that there “is scant evidence that unions act to reduce productivity . . . while there is substantial evidence that unions act to improve productivity in many industries.”52 While this view is not unanimous, the combined teaching of most studies is that unions can increase productivity in many to most circumstances, and can decrease it in others. In either case,

the effect is usually not great. Further, in recent years, new problem-solving innovations in labor management negotiations have brought new efficiencies to union workplaces: keeping the efficiencies brought by worker voice and a highly-skilled workforce, while eliminating certain types of work rules that may be less appropriate to modern workplaces.

In troubled times such as these, unions can be part of the solution. When New York City was facing dire financial problems in the mid-1970s, unions helped save the city by agreeing to pay freezes, deferrals and cuts, giving back certain fringe benefits, negotiating productivity enhancement provisions in labor agreements, and investing in public employee pension funds. Indeed, the unions in Wisconsin were willing to agree to a series of significant cuts in pension and pay; the unions drew the line, properly, at the very right to bargain collectively.

Most broadly, since the 1930s, unions have been vital in bringing working class Americans into the middle class. It is no secret that the decline of the labor movement in the private sector in the past few decades has been accompanied by an unprecedented increase in wealth and income inequality in the U.S. Indeed, inequality levels in the U.S. today unfortunately much more resemble a third world country than other, first-world democracies. Without unions, workers are far more vulnerable to pressures of other powerful groups.

As professor Matthew Finkin recently explained, “a robust pluralist democracy requires the active participation of all of society’s stakeholders . . . [T]he primary vehicle for the working class to participate in the political process is through organizations of their own choosing in which they actively participate, which means unions,” and “the weakening of unions . . . is unhealthy for American democracy.”

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, public sector labor law as it has existed for decades has worked well. State deficits are not caused by public sector bargaining rights. Multiple studies have shown that, after adjusting for type of worker and type of job, most public sector workers are underpaid compared to their private sector equivalents. While some public sector pension funds have real funding problems, these are not generally the fault of collective bargaining. This is true in part because in the vast majority of states, public sector unions (unlike private sector unions) are not legally permitted to negotiate over pension benefits. It is also true because other factors – notably the stock market crash of 2008 and some questionable actuarial assumptions – are the main causes of the funding problems. The radical and reactionary amendments to public sector statutes some states have adopted will thus not help budgets, but they will hurt working people and public services. And of course, when public workers are harmed, the general public is harmed; for instance, when a teacher is unable to bargain with respect to a reasonable student-teacher ratio, it is students who are harmed. The attacks on collective bargaining are best understood as partisan politics, and that is no justification for removing a longstanding, important right for working men and women.

53 Richard Freeman, Is Declining Unionization of the U.S. Good, Bad, or Irrelevant?, in UNIONS AND ECONOMIC COMPETITIVENESS 156 (Larry Mishel & Paula Voos eds., 1992) (“The majority of studies find that union firms have higher productivity, but there are well-documented exceptions.”).
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When Excessive Public Defender Workloads Violate the Sixth Amendment Right to Counsel Without a Showing of Prejudice

Laurence A. Benner

In his keynote address at the National Symposium on Indigent Defense, Attorney General Eric Holder candidly acknowledged the well-documented fact that public defender offices across the country are overloaded with too many cases.1 About three out of every four county-funded public defender offices have attorney caseloads which exceed nationally recognized maximum caseload standards.2 Caseloads are so excessive that in many jurisdictions, defense counsel are unable to perform core functions such as conducting an adequate factual investigation into guilt or innocence. In Florida, for example, the annual felony caseload of individual public defenders increased to 500 felonies per year while the average for misdemeanor cases rose to an astonishing 2,225.3 In Tennessee, six attorneys handled over 10,000 misde-
meanors annually, spending on average less than one hour per client. The maximum annual caseload recommended by the American Bar Association and the President’s National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals is only 150 felony cases or 400 misdemeanor cases per full time attorney.

The traditional legal remedy for such abridgement of the Sixth Amendment right to counsel, has been an ineffective assistance of counsel claim, made after conviction under *Strickland v. Washington*. A recent study of over 2,500 ineffective assistance of counsel (IAC) claims found, however, that only a tiny fraction (4%) of such claims were successful. To establish a violation of the Sixth Amendment under *Strickland*’s two pronged test, counsel’s deficient performance must be both professionally unreasonable and prejudicial. To establish prejudice a defendant must show there is a reasonable probability that the outcome would have been different. While establishing the “prejudice” prong has always been extremely difficult, the Supreme Court has recently increased the difficulty even further, declaring in *Harrington v Richter* that the “likelihood of a different result must be substantial, not just conceivable.” Demonstrating prejudice because of an excessive caseload is thus problematic. Even if counsel conducted little or no investigation due to an excessive caseload, for example, how does one determine, sometimes years after the event, what a prompt and thorough investigation would have uncovered? Moreover, if favorable evidence is later uncovered, it is often, as one judge candidly admitted, “impossible to know” in a post-conviction proceeding what effect the evidence would have had on the jury.

Attempting systemic reform through post-conviction ineffective assistance of counsel claims is thus not an effective option. Even when successful, the deterrent impact of an individual case is small and further marginalized by the fact that relief is usually granted only after years of protracted litigation.

This Issue Brief discusses a litigation strategy which avoids *Strickland*’s prejudice prong by focusing on the absence of counsel at a critical stage of the proceedings, rather than the ineffectiveness of counsel’s conduct. As *Gideon v. Wainwright* 11 and its progeny established, the Sixth Amendment guarantees the assistance of counsel at each critical stage of the proceedings against an accused. The strategy outlined here is premised upon the argument that the period between arraignment and trial---the investigatory stage---is a critical stage at which the accused is entitled to counsel’s assistance. In sum, the argument is that because excessive caseloads make it impossible for defense counsel to conduct a reasonable investigation into factual innocence and/or mitigating circumstances relevant to punishment, this inability to provide
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4 Id.
7 Benner, The Presumption of Guilt, supra note 1, at 324.
8 *Strickland*, 466 U.S. at 687.
10 Sears v. Upton, 130 S. Ct. 3259, 3264 (2010). In a per curiam opinion the U.S. Supreme Court held that the judge’s failure to “engage with the evidence” was error. *Id.* at n.9. That does not, however, diminish the difficulty judges face in having to make the assessment of prejudice.
“core” assistance of counsel renders counsel constructively absent at a critical stage of the proceedings.

As discussed below, Powell v. Alabama,12 Geders v. United States,13 and the Supreme Court’s recent decision in Kansas v. Ventris,14 (which dealt with the timing of a Sixth Amendment violation) establish that a constitutional violation occurs without regard to any showing of prejudice when counsel is prevented from providing assistance during a critical stage of the proceedings.15 There is thus a completed violation of the Sixth Amendment prior to trial. This is a “structural defect,” rather than a product of erroneous decision-making by counsel in an individual case. Because core assistance by counsel has not been provided, the framework in which the trial proceeds is altered, resulting in a criminal justice system that “cannot reliably serve its function as a vehicle for the determination of guilt or innocence.”16 Therefore, Strickland does not apply and proof of prejudice is not required.17 This strategy makes it possible to bring a cause of action which focuses not on the individual case, but instead on the system as a whole by showing a systemic violation of the right to counsel prior to trial. Because the Sixth Amendment violation is established at the time the inability to investigate arises, this makes class action injunctive relief an appropriate remedy prior to the trial of any individual case.18

I. PROVIDING COUNSEL UNDER CIRCUMSTANCES WHICH PRECLUDE THE OPPORTUNITY FOR INVESTIGATION VIOLATES THE SIXTH AMENDMENT

It has been long established that the failure to investigate factual innocence and circumstances mitigating punishment violates the Sixth Amendment’s guarantee of the right to the assistance of counsel. The Supreme Court first recognized the importance of defense counsel’s duty to conduct a “prompt and thorough-going investigation” in the pathmarking right to counsel case, Powell v. Alabama (1932).19 In that case, six black youths were charged with the rape of two white women, a capital offense in Alabama at that time. Although attorneys were appointed to represent the defendants, the trial commenced almost immediately without giving counsel an opportunity to conduct any meaningful investigation. The Supreme Court held that the

12 287 U.S. 45 (1932).
17 As the Supreme Court explained in Arizona v. Fulminate, 499 U.S. 279 (1991), structural defects “defy analysis by harmless error standards” because they involve speculative inquires into what “might have been.” Id. at 309. Examples of structural defects requiring no showing of prejudice include the absence of counsel, Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963), interference with counsel’s representation at a critical stage, Geders, the improper disqualification of privately retained counsel, United States v. Gonzalez-Lopez, 548 U.S. 140 (2006), and representation by counsel with conflicting interests, Holloway v. Arkansas, 435 U.S. 475 (1978); Cuyler v. Sullivan, 446 U.S. 335 (1980). See Part VI, infra.
19 287 U.S. 45, 58 (1932).
state’s duty to provide counsel in a capital case was “not discharged by an assignment at such time or under such circumstances as to preclude the giving of effective aid in the preparation and trial of the case.”20 The Court emphasized that the time between arraignment and trial was “perhaps the most critical period of the proceedings” because that is when “consultation, thorough-going investigation and preparation [are] vitally important.”21 The fact that counsel were unable to conduct any meaningful investigation was thus central to Powell’s holding that the defendants’ right to counsel was violated.

A. NATIONAL STANDARDS

It was against this constitutional backdrop that the ABA promulgated its Standards for Criminal Justice which marked out the duties of defense counsel. Standard 4-4.1 provides:

Defense counsel should conduct a prompt investigation of the circumstances of the case and explore all avenues leading to facts relevant to the merits of the case and the penalty in the event of conviction . . . . The duty to investigate exists regardless of the accused’s admissions or statements to defense counsel . . . .22

The Supreme Court has relied upon this and other ABA Criminal Justice Standards as evidence of the norms of professional conduct when finding that counsel’s failure to conduct a proper investigation violated the right to effective assistance of counsel. Noteworthy examples include Wiggins v. Smith (2003),23 Rompilla v. Beard (2005),24 and more recently, Porter v. McCollum (2009)25 and Padilla v. Kentucky (2010).26

---

20 Id. at 71.
21 Id. at 57.
23 539 U.S. 510 (2003) (holding that counsel’s failure to investigate defendant’s family and social history which would have uncovered mitigating evidence relevant to penalty phase of a prosecution for capital murder violated the Sixth Amendment).
24 545 U.S. 374 (2005) (holding that counsel’s failure to review a readily available court file which would have led to mitigation evidence in a death penalty case constituted ineffective assistance).
25 130 S. Ct. 447 (2009) (holding that counsel’s failure to investigate defendant’s military records which would have disclosed defendant had received two purple hearts during the Korean War and suffered from PTSD was ineffective assistance). It should be noted that although a per curiam opinion in Bobby v. Van Hook, 130 S. Ct. 13 (2009) stated it was not appropriate to treat the more detailed 2003 ABA Guidelines for the Appointment and Performance of Counsel in Death Penalty Cases as “inexorable commands,” the trial in that case occurred eighteen years before those standards were promulgated. The Court, moreover, reaffirmed the vitality of both Wiggins and Rompilla in Porter.
26 130 S. Ct. 1473 (2010). Padilla held that the failure to investigate the immigration consequences of a felony guilty plea and to advise a defendant of the risk of deportation constituted ineffective assistance.
ABA Criminal Justice Standards also provide that:

Defense counsel should not carry a workload that, by reason of its excessive size, interferes with the rendering of quality representation, endangers the client’s interest in the speedy disposition of charges, or may lead to the breach of professional obligations. 27

In 1973, the National Advisory Commission on Criminal Justice Standards and Goals (NAC) adopted national caseload standards, which were recognized in the ABA’s Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System as a maximum that “should in no event be exceeded.”28 These national standards specify that one full-time attorney should be assigned no more than 150 non-capital felony defendants per year, or 400 non-traffic misdemeanor defendants, or 200 juvenile clients respectively. Because criminal justice systems differ significantly from state to state and even within a state, such national standards undoubtedly are too high in some jurisdictions, given local laws, court structure, logistical considerations, prosecutorial charging and plea bargaining policies, and judicial sentencing norms. Only an actual workload assessment based upon time studies can determine the maximum number of defendants an individual attorney can effectively represent in a given jurisdiction. The National Center for State Courts, for example, undertook a workload assessment for the Maryland Public Defender Office in 2005, and recommended substantially lower caseloads than those set by the national standards.29 Nevertheless the national standards are a reliable barometer of caseload pressure.

B. A CASE STUDY: THE CRISIS IN CALIFORNIA

Having established the first public defender office in Los Angeles in 1914, California has always been regarded as a leader in providing indigent defense services. A recent study for the California Commission on the Fair Administration of Justice, however, found that over half of the institutional public defender offices in that state had caseloads which exceed the national standards.30 Those offices also reported problems in obtaining adequate investigative resources. This is significant because the maximum attorney caseload standards are predicated upon adequate investigative assistance. All (100%) of the responding California offices that employed staff investigators reported having excessive investigator workloads.31 The recommended standard is one investigator for every three attorneys.32 In three counties, there was only one investigator

27 ABA STANDARDS, DEFENSE AND PROSECUTION, supra note 22.
28 ABA STANDING COMM’N ON LEGAL AID AND INDIGENT DEFENDANTS, Ten Principles of a Public Defense Delivery System 2 (2002) (giving commentary on the “Fifth Principle”), available at: http://www.abanet.org/legalservices/downloads/sclaid/indigentdefense/tenprinciplesbooklet.pdf. These standards, approved by the American Bar Association House of Delegates in February 2002, were created to assist governmental officials and “constitute the fundamental criteria necessary to design a system that provides effective, efficient, high quality, ethical, conflict-free legal representation for criminal defendants who are unable to afford an attorney.” Id. at Introduction.
30 Benner, The Presumption of Guilt, supra note 1, at 266 n.4 & 285.
31 Id. at 288.
for every eight attorneys. One of these offices had handled ten death penalty cases during the year. Two rural offices had no investigator on staff and one of those reported having significant difficulty in obtaining court approval for funds to obtain investigative assistance.\textsuperscript{33} Also revealing was the fact that all of these California defender offices reported that they had difficulty interviewing prosecution witnesses. More than one quarter (27\%) classified this problem as “serious.”\textsuperscript{34}

The difficulty created by the lack of adequate investigative assistance was further aggravated by several additional factors. First, virtually all of these offices had no contact with an indigent defendant until they were appointed at the arraignment, several days after arrest. This delay jeopardizes the ability to preserve evidence and makes it more difficult to locate witnesses which may be favorable to the defense. Second, there was substantial evidence that prosecutors were not complying with their statutory and constitutional obligations to provide essential information to the defense through discovery procedures. An overwhelming majority (over 90\%) of both defenders and experienced private criminal defense attorneys reported that prosecutors failed to turn over evidence favorable to the defendant (Brady evidence) and delayed providing even routine information to which the defense is entitled in discovery. Third, and perhaps most importantly, it was documented that felony cases are routinely disposed of at a disposition conference held approximately a week after the arraignment. Where the prosecutor presents a “take it now or lose it” offer at this stage, pressure is thus placed upon the defendant to accept the plea bargain before there has been time to conduct any meaningful investigation.

The failure to have adequate investigative assistance, coupled with systemic factors such as delayed appointment of counsel, inadequate discovery, and pressure to resolve cases early, seriously exacerbates the problem of excessive caseloads. The California experience, unfortunately, is not atypical. In fact, in many jurisdictions, the situation is graver. For county-based public defender offices, 40\% do not have any staff investigators at all. With respect to those that do, moreover, only 7\% have investigator-to-attorney ratios that meet the national standard.\textsuperscript{35}

II. WHEN DOES A VIOLATION OF THE SIXTH AMENDMENT RIGHT TO COUNSEL OCCUR?

A. KANSAS V. VENTRIS

The Supreme Court’s recent decision in Kansas v. Ventris\textsuperscript{36} sheds new light on the timing of a Sixth Amendment violation. Ventris involved a violation of the rule established in Massiah v. United States.\textsuperscript{37} Massiah held that the government cannot use a secret undercover informant to deliberately elicit incriminating statements from an indicted defendant who is represented by counsel. The rationale for the Massiah rule is that the confrontation between a defendant and a government informant seeking to obtain incriminating statements is a critical stage of the prosecution against the accused. Therefore the surreptitious interrogation by the informant deprived the defendant of counsel’s assistance at that critical stage. In Ventris, in an opinion by Justice Scalia, the Supreme Court held that the Sixth Amendment is violated at the time the

\textsuperscript{33} Benner, The Presumption of Guilt, supra note 1, at 289.
\textsuperscript{34} Id.
\textsuperscript{35} Farole & Langton, supra note 2.
\textsuperscript{36} 129 S. Ct. 1841 (2009).
\textsuperscript{37} 377 U.S. 201 (1964).
statement is improperly elicited by the government informant in the absence of counsel, rather than when the statement is admitted at trial.38 Because the right to counsel is violated at the time the uncounseled statement is induced, there is no need to show prejudice.

The Ventris holding is relevant to the excessive caseload problem because it logically follows that a violation of the Sixth Amendment likewise occurs at the time a public defender has such an excessive caseload that he or she is precluded from being able to conduct a prompt investigation. As Justice Scalia recognized in Ventris, the “core” of the Sixth Amendment right to counsel “has historically been and remains today, the opportunity for a defendant to consult with an attorney, and to have him investigate the case and prepare a defense for trial.”39 The window of opportunity for conducting that investigation is thus a “critical stage” of the proceedings.40 Especially in jurisdictions where the majority of felony cases are disposed of by guilty pleas that are entered less than forty-five days after filing,41 the inability of defense counsel to conduct a prompt investigation thus amounts to nonrepresentation at this critical investigative stage.42

Because excessive workloads prevent defense attorneys from fulfilling their “core” investigative function, a substantive violation of the Sixth Amendment occurs prior to trial.43 Following Ventris, the violation occurs at the moment a public defender office

---

38 Ventris was arrested for murder. At trial Ventris took the stand and portrayed himself as a mere bystander. In rebuttal, the prosecutor called a jailhouse informant who had been placed in Ventris’ cell to obtain incriminating statements. The informant testified that Ventris had admitted shooting and robbing the deceased. On appeal it was conceded that the manner in which the jailhouse snitch had been employed violated Massiah. However, the Court held it was permissible to use the defendant’s tainted statements for impeachment. Rejecting the defendant’s argument that his right to counsel was violated by the admission of the statements at trial, the Court held that the right to counsel violation occurred not at trial but “at the time of the interrogation.” Ventris, 129 S. Ct. at 1846. Because the issue was therefore not the need to prevent a violation of the right to counsel at trial, but rather to determine only the scope of the remedy for a past violation of the right, the Court concluded that excluding the statements during the rebuttal stage was not justified because exclusion of the statements from the prosecution’s case-in-chief was already a sufficient sanction to deter future violations.

39 Id. at 1844-55.

40 In Powell v. Alabama, 287 U.S. 45 (1932), the Court recognized that the period between arraignment and trial was “perhaps the most critical period” of the proceedings against an accused. Id. at 57. After Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963), the Court established various “touchstones” for defining what is a critical stage. As Professor LaFave has pointed out, one test is whether “a potential opportunity for benefitting the defendant as to the ultimate disposition of the charge through rights which could have been exercised by counsel” has been lost and whether that “lost opportunity” could be “regained by actions subsequently provided counsel could have taken.” WAYNE LAFAVE, ET AL., CRIMINAL PROCEDURE 599 (5th ed. 2009). When the opportunity for investigation is lost due to appointment of counsel with an excessive caseload, the opportunity to conduct a prompt investigation cannot be regained by subsequent appointment of appellate counsel who may not investigate until many months if not years after the event.

41 See, e.g., CALIFORNIA JUDICIAL COUNCIL, 2010 COURT STATISTICS REPORT: STATEWIDE CASELOAD TRENDS 1999-2000 THROUGH 2008-2009 115-16, 127-28 (disclosing that, during fiscal year 2008-09, disposition of 71% of all felony filings in the state of California occurs in less than ninety days, while 56% are disposed of in less than forty-five days).

42 See White v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 59 (1963). There, the defendant pled guilty at a preliminary hearing without counsel. Although the plea was non-binding and was later withdrawn when counsel was subsequently appointed, testimony revealing the defendant had pled guilty was admitted at his trial. Although the defendant made no objection to this evidence because the defense was insanity not factual innocence, the Court nevertheless reversed, ruling that the entry of the plea was a critical stage and no showing of prejudice was required. Id. at 60.

43 This argument was first presented by the author in a review of Supreme Court cases at the NLADA Annual Conference in Denver. Laurence A. Benner & Marshall J. Hartman, Supreme Court Review, Nat’l
accepts new indigent appointments under circumstances that preclude the ability to promptly investigate the merits of the defendant’s case, both with respect to factual innocence or mitigating circumstances reducing punishment. That inability can be shown mathematically by conducting a Workload Assessment using time studies similar to those designed by the National Center for State Courts to determine when additional judges are needed.

B. USING TIME STUDIES TO MAKE OBJECTIVE WORKLOAD ASSESSMENTS

Using the National Center for State Courts’ methodology, time studies have been employed to create objective data which can translate raw caseload filings into actual workload. By measuring real events such studies accurately reflect the unique practice environment in a particular jurisdiction, including logistical considerations and other operational characteristics that impact defense representation.

To provide a much simplified explanation, one component of the study involves making a determination of the number of hours staff attorneys have available for case related activities and in-court representation. The second component involves recording the amount of time actually spent providing representation for different types of cases.

Analyzing time spent on particular aspects of representation for different types of cases makes it possible to classify cases based upon their complexity, thus creating a more precise tool for measuring the workload created by a given mix of cases. The Workload Assessment conducted by the University of Nebraska’s Public Policy Center for the Lancaster County Public Defender, for example, identified seventeen different case types.44

Dividing the amount of time needed to provide representation for a given annual caseload by the number of hours available from an individual staff attorney determines the number of attorneys needed to handle that caseload. The Workload Assessment can thus be used to support a chief defender’s judgment to declare a public defender office unavailable to take additional cases. Guideline 6 of the ABA’s Eight Guidelines of Public Defense Related to Excessive Workloads specifically states that a public defender “is obligated to seek relief from the court” when alternative options for dealing with an excessive caseload have been exhausted or are unavailable.45 By documenting that the office has inadequate resources to conduct the necessary client interviews and investigations, this data objectively establishes that the acceptance of additional cases will result in a substantive violation of the Sixth Amendment right to counsel’s assistance.

By establishing the number and type of pending cases an individual attorney has open, it can also be shown, using data from such a Workload Assessment, that an individual staff attorney’s excessive workload prevents them from having the ability to meet their constitutional obligation to investigate and prepare for trial if they accept new cases. This data can thus provide an evidence-based method for determining

Legal Aid and Defender Association Annual Conference (Nov. 20, 2009).


45 ABA, EIGHT GUIDELINES OF PUBLIC DEFENSE RELATED TO EXCESSIVE WORKLOADS 3 (2009).
when an attorney has an ethical duty not to accept new assignments, by demonstrating that they would be placed in a position of having a conflict of interest between new and presently existing clients.46

III. WHY STRICKLAND AND THE PREJUDICE REQUIREMENT ARE INAPPLICABLE

It is important to point out that the claim here is one of nonrepresentation, rather than ineffective representation. As the state of New York’s highest court recently held in *Hurrell-Harring v. New York*, a civil action to obtain injunctive relief will lie where “systemic” deficiencies result in the denial of “core” assistance by counsel, despite the nominal appointment of counsel.47 As the court recognized there, the “question presented by such claims … is whether the State has met its obligation to provide counsel, not whether under all the circumstances counsel’s performance was inadequate or prejudicial.”48 Such a lawsuit therefore does not raise the “contextually sensitive claims that are typically involved when ineffectiveness is alleged” because case-specific decisions made by individual attorneys are not at issue.49 Thus, *Strickland* is not applicable.

The complaint in *Hurrell-Harring* alleged that due to inadequate funding and staffing, the indigent defense system was “structurally incapable” of providing legal representation at critical stages prior to trial as required by the Constitution.50 A multitude of systemic deficiencies were identified, including the fact that in some circumstances, misdemeanor defendants were not provided counsel at arraignment.51 Even after counsel was appointed, however, the complaint alleged as independent claims that attorneys had no meaningful contact with their clients and investigative services essential to preparing a defense were not provided.52 One plaintiff, for example, was held in jail awaiting disposition of misdemeanor charges for 148 days and did not see his attorney for four months.53 The Court declared this period between arraignment and trial to be a critical stage at which the absence of counsel “may be more damaging than denial of counsel during the trial itself.”54

The Supreme Court held in *Rothgery v. Gillespie County*55 that the right to counsel attaches when an arrestee is brought before a judicial officer who informs him of the charge and places restrictions upon his liberty by setting bail. This is typically called an arraignment. Where an excessive caseload prevents counsel from being able to meet and confer with a client, undertake necessary legal research and conduct an appropriate factual investigation within a reasonable time after arraignment, the defendant has been deprived of core assistance at a critical stage. As the Supreme Court

---

46 See ABA Formal Opinion 06-441, Ethical Obligations of Lawyers Who Represent Indigent Criminal Defendants When Excessive Caseloads Interfere With Competent and Diligent Representation (May 13, 2006).


48 *Id.*

49 *Id.*


51 *Id.* at 4.

52 *Id.* at 7.

53 *Id.* at 5.

54 *Id.* (quoting *Maine v. Moulton*, 474 U.S. 159, 170 (1985)).

stated in *United States v. Cronic*: “If no actual ‘‘Assistance’ ‘for’ the accused’s ‘defense’ is provided, then the constitutional guarantee has been violated. To hold otherwise could convert the appointment of counsel into a sham . . . . Assistance begins with the appointment of counsel, it does not end there.”56

The Supreme Court has recognized a completed violation of the right to counsel without any showing of prejudice in a number of different contexts. *Gideon* itself did not require a showing of prejudice where counsel is not provided at trial. Other cases include: *Hamilton v. Alabama*57 (counsel not provided at arraignment), *White v. Maryland*58 (uncounseled guilty plea), *Herring v. New York*59 (counsel prohibited from making closing argument), *Holloway v. Arkansas*,60 and *Cuyler v. Sullivan*61 (representation by counsel with conflicting interests). In none of these cases was an actual showing of prejudice demanded because counsel either was not present at all or was prevented from providing assistance and was therefore constructively absent.

In *Geders v. United States*,62 the Court also did not require a showing of prejudice where the trial court prevented counsel from consulting with defendant during an overnight recess that occurred between his direct testimony and cross-examination. As the Court subsequently explained in *Perry v. Leeke*, where it distinguished *Strickland*, the actual or constructive denial of the assistance of counsel “is not subject to the kind of prejudice analysis that is appropriate in determining whether the quality of a lawyer’s performance itself has been constitutionally ineffective.”63

Finally, the Supreme Court has recognized a Sixth Amendment violation of the right to counsel, without any showing of prejudice, when a defendant has been erroneously denied the right to retain private counsel of their choice. In *United States v. Gonzalez-Lopez*, the Court refused to engage in “a speculative inquiry into what might have occurred in an alternate universe,”64 holding, “We have little trouble concluding that erroneous deprivation of the right to counsel of choice, ‘with consequences that are necessarily unquantifiable and indeterminate, unquestionably qualifies as ‘structural error’.”65

The search for prejudice when an indigent defendant is deprived of the assistance of counsel during the investigative stage is likewise “a speculative inquiry” because it is impossible to know, often years later, what witnesses or evidence might have been uncovered had a prompt investigation been conducted. It would indeed turn *Gideon*

---

61 446 U.S. 335 (1980).
63 Perry v. Leeke, 488 U.S. 272, 280 (1989) (citing Strickland v. Washington, 466 U.S. 668, 692 (1984)). *Perry* upheld a trial judge’s order preventing a defendant from consulting with his lawyer during a brief recess immediately after defendant’s direct testimony and before cross-examination. Applying the nondiscussion of testimony rule applicable to all witnesses, the Court held that “when a defendant becomes a witness, he has no constitutional right to consult with his lawyer while he is testifying.” *Id.* at 281. The Court distinguished *Gedders* on the ground that topics discussed during an overnight recess “would encompass matters that go beyond the content of the defendant’s own testimony -- matters that the defendant does have a constitutional right to discuss with his lawyer, such as the availability of other witnesses, trial tactics, or even the possibility of negotiating a plea bargain.” *Id.* at 284.
65 *Id.*
on its head to hold that a rich defendant is not required to show prejudice when de-
prived of counsel of her choice, but a poor defendant must show prejudice when the
government has defaulted in its obligation to provide “core” assistance of counsel at
a critical stage of the proceedings against her.

When the underfunding of indigent defense systems result in such excessive casel-
loads that defense counsel is unable to conduct a “prompt and thorough-going
investigation,”66 the government denies the assistance of counsel to which the defen-
dant is entitled. County officials who cut public defender budgets thus violate the
Sixth Amendment when they deprive defendants of the resources needed to provide
“core” assistance of counsel—that is, a prompt and meaningful attorney-led investiga-
tion into guilt or innocence and mitigating circumstances, in compliance with na-
tional standards. The same is true for county officials who provide indigent defense
services through a system of flat fee contracts awarded to the lowest bidder without
making adequate provision for investigation. By viewing the period between arraign-
ment and trial as a critical stage during which counsel-led investigation is required,
the systemic failure to provide indigent defendants with counsel who have sufficient
time and resources to be able to undertake that investigation gives rise to a cause of
action for systemic relief.

IV. HOW THIS STRATEGY CAN BE INCORPORATED INTO THE
FEDERAL GOVERNMENT’S RESPONSE TO THE INDIGENT
DEFENSE CRISIS

Hurrell-Harring was brought in state court under New York’s civil procedure rules
permitting declaratory judgments.67 28 U.S.C. 2201 also contains a similar authority
for a federal court to provide declaratory relief to parties regarding “any controversy
within its jurisdiction.”68 Pursuant to its authority under §5 of the Fourteenth
Amendment, Congress also has the power to enforce the Sixth Amendment by creat-
ing a federal cause of action for equitable and declaratory relief.69 During the 111th
Congress, Senators Leahy and Franken sponsored Senate Bill 3842, which authorized
the Attorney General of the United States to file a civil action to obtain equitable and
declaratory relief to eliminate any “pattern and practice . . . by government officials .

67 N.Y. C.P.L.R. § 3001 (McKinney 2010).
68 28 U.S.C.A. § 2201 (West 2010) provides:
  In a case of actual controversy within its jurisdiction . . . any court of the United
States, upon the filing of an appropriate pleading, may declare the rights and other
legal relations of any interested party seeking such declaration, whether or not fur-
ther relief is or could be sought. Any such declaration shall have the force and effect
of a final judgment or decree and shall be reviewable as such.
69 “The Congress shall have power to enforce, by appropriate legislation, the provisions of this arti-
cle.” U.S. CONST. amend. 14, § 5. Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U.S. 335 (1963), established that the Sixth
Amendment is a fundamental right incorporated within the rights protected by the Due Process Clause of
the Fourteenth Amendment. See also Fitzpatrick v. Bitzer, 427 U.S. 443 (1976) (upholding law suits brought
under the Civil Rights Act of 1964). Congress’s intent to override sovereign immunity must be clearly ex-
pressed. Quern v. Jordan, 440 U.S. 332 (1979) (holding that Congress did not express such intent with
sufficient clarity in 42 U.S.C. §1983). Official immunity is also no bar to injunctive relief. Pulliman v. Allen,
466 U.S. 522 (1984). While the abstention doctrine may pose an obstacle to such suits, see Younger v.
Harris, 401 U.S. 37 (1971) (holding that a federal court could not interfere in a state criminal prosecu-
tion by restraining the prosecutor from proceeding), the concerns giving rise to that doctrine are muted when
bringing a class action for prospective relief against a pattern and practice of unconstitutional conduct
which Section 5 was clearly meant to address.
with responsibility for the administration of programs or services which provide appointed counsel to indigent defendants, that deprives persons of their rights to assistance of counsel protected under the Sixth Amendment and Fourteenth Amendment.70

The bill died in Committee at the end of the session, but has been reintroduced as S. 250 in the 112th Congress and referred to the Judiciary Committee. This type of legislation is precisely what is needed if federal enforcement of the Sixth Amendment is to become a meaningful reality. Because of the present economic downturn, budget cuts have stripped public defender offices of the resources needed to provide assistance at the critical stage of investigation. Moreover, as has been described in a previous article,71 a disturbing trend has been seen in states like California, where counties are now seeking to abolish institutional public defender offices which have developed a cadre of experienced career professional defense attorneys. To avoid the higher cost of such career professionals, who as county employees often have compensation and benefits on a par with their counterparts in the prosecutor’s office, these counties have sought to privatize indigent defense services by awarding contracts for those legal services to the lowest bidder.

A case in point is Fresno County, California. In fiscal year 2006-2007, the institutional Public Defender had seventy-six staff attorneys and nineteen investigators. Although it was already handling felony and misdemeanor caseloads twice the maximum allowed by national standards, by 2010 the office had been cut to only forty-eight staff attorneys and nine investigators. Because of these severe budget cuts, the Chief Defender, in compliance with ethical standards, declared the office unavailable to accept new cases and the court had to appoint private counsel to some new cases.72 Instead of restoring the Public Defender’s staff, the County responded by putting out an RFP soliciting bids from private contractors to do the work of the public defender’s office.73

In theory, contract defenders can provide competent services if properly regulated by standards and accountability mechanisms to ensure adequate representation by

70 The Justice for All Reauthorization Act of 2010, S. 3842, 111th Cong. (2010), contains a section proposing the “Effective Administration of Criminal Justice Act of 2010,” which provided:

(1) UNLAWFUL CONDUCT- It shall be unlawful for any governmental authority, or any agent thereof, or any person acting on behalf of a governmental authority, to engage in a pattern or practice of conduct by officials or employees of any governmental agency with responsibility for the administration of justice, including the administration of programs or services that provide appointed counsel to indigent defendants, that deprives persons of their rights to assistance of counsel as protected under the Sixth Amendment and Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution of the United States.

(2) CIVIL ACTION BY ATTORNEY GENERAL- Whenever the Attorney General has reasonable cause to believe that a violation of paragraph (1) has occurred, the Attorney General, for or in the name of the United States, may, in a civil action, obtain appropriate equitable and declaratory relief to eliminate the pattern or practice.


73 County of Fresno, Request for Proposal Number 962-4878, Oct. 20, 2010, available at www2.co.fresno.ca.us/0440/Dwnpgitms/962-4878%20Bid%20Notice.doc. The RFP was subsequently withdrawn.
qualified personnel. Recent research, however, indicates this has not occurred, as no enforcement mechanism exists to ensure that greed does not trump justice. One contract defender, for example, explained that he was able to handle an extremely high volume of cases (exceeding by several magnitudes the maximum allowed by national standards) because he pled 70% of the defendants guilty at the first court appearance after spending only about thirty seconds with the defendant to explain the prosecutor’s offer. Obviously no investigation was undertaken in these cases where the contract defender met the defendant for the first time in court. There has also been a race to the bottom as entrepreneurial lawyers engage in bidding wars to gain these government contracts. One contract defender, for example, who operated on a budget that was less than a third of the prosecutor’s budget, was nevertheless replaced, despite support from local judges, after being undercut by a bid almost 50% less than his submission.

When privatization schemes that are concerned only about cost fail to provide representation at the investigation stage, the strategy discussed here for finding that this failure constitutes a completed violation of the Sixth Amendment will allow successful intervention to provide a remedy. The same is equally true with respect to institutional defender offices that have suffered staffing cuts that prevent them from conducting reasonable investigations.

This approach also can be used to justify federal assistance to state indigent defense systems. In addition to providing a means of enforcing the right to counsel through litigation, there ought to be a means to reimburse state and local governments for bringing their indigent defense systems into constitutional compliance. The argument for federal assistance is compelling because it is the federal Constitution that requires providing the assistance of counsel. For over thirty years, there have been demands for such federal assistance in the form of a national Center for Defense Services. In 1977, the American Bar Association’s Standing Committee on Legal Aid and Indigent Defendants, together with the National Legal Aid & Defender Association (NLADA) and the National Clients Council, prepared a “Discussion Proposal” for such a Center. The basic concept underlying the proposal was the cre-

---

74 See Benner, The Presumption of Guilt, supra note 1, at 307 & 347-48 recommending: (1) that contracts based upon a flat fee per case should be prohibited because of the serious danger they present to the integrity of the criminal justice system, and (2) that contract bidders should be required to submit details concerning the number, qualifications and cost of attorneys, staff investigators and other support services they would employ, including the supervisory structure and case management information system necessary to ensure adequate supervision of individual providers and overall monitoring of the contractor’s performance. See also NAT’L LEGAL AID & DEFENDER ASSOCIATION, GUIDELINES FOR NEGOTIATING AND AWARDING GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS FOR CRIMINAL DEFENSE SERVICES (1984), available at http://www.nlada.org/Defender/Defender_Standards/Negotiating_And_Awarding_ID_Contracts#threethree.

75 See Benner, The Presumption of Guilt, supra note 1, at 300-07 reporting examples of contract defenders that have no staff investigators or other support personnel and give inexperienced attorneys extremely heavy caseloads. When a lawyer is paid by the case, the contract can be profitable only if there are few trials. Not surprisingly, contract defenders were much less likely to take a case to trial than institutional public defenders. Id. at 316.

76 Id. at 305.

77 Id. at 306.

ation of an independent federally-funded granting entity constructed upon the following four principles:

(1) federal funding for the improvement of defense services must be structured so as to provide continuity and stability over a significant number of years;
(2) financial support should be instituted through a grant in aid program;
(3) the funding program should contain incentives for local communities to maintain and augment their current efforts; and
(4) the entity administering the program must be independent of any of the three branches of the federal government.79

Based upon these principles federal assistance grants could fund an independent Center for Indigent Defense Improvement in each state requesting such assistance. Recognizing that a one-size-fits-all approach to standards is unworkable given the number and complexity of variables that impact defense representation, the Center’s first task would be to conduct an audit of the indigent defense delivery systems of each county in the state. Using the methodology outlined above for conducting Workload Assessments, the audit would determine the need for additional attorneys, investigators, and other support personnel. Each county would then have its own individually tailored workload standards.

After determining appropriate staffing levels, the Center would then certify that a county is in constitutional compliance when those staffing levels are met.80 Upon satisfaction of these requirements the county would then be reimbursed by federal grants equaling the amount required to bring the county’s indigent defense system into compliance with its own locally established standards. A condition of continued reimbursement would be a requirement that the Center receive from each county basic statistical data sufficient to permit the Center to monitor the health of the indigent defense delivery system. In the event excessive caseloads reappeared and were not corrected within a reasonable period, the Center would have the power to revoke the county’s certification and stop reimbursement. The negative publicity from de-certification, the legal impact this would have on ineffective assistance of counsel claims arising from that county (as well as providing a basis for a lawsuit to order compliance), and of course, the financial impact of withdrawal of federal reimbursement, would provide strong incentives for voluntary compliance with the maximum workload levels established by the Center.

Although obtaining funding for indigent defense will be difficult in the short term, given current economic realities, there are nevertheless many areas in which savings can be realized if we rethink how we spend our criminal justice dollars. The California Commission on the Fair Administration of Justice, for example, concluded that the state could save $126.2 million if the death penalty were to be abolished in favor of life

79 ABA STANDING COMM. ON LEGAL AID AND INDIGENT DEFENDANTS, supra note 78, at 53-54.
80 The author is indebted to Marshall J. Hartman, former National Director of Defender Services for NLADA who originally proposed the idea that defender offices should be accredited the same as police departments and departments of correction. In compliance with national standards, certification would also be conditioned upon the professional independence of the Public Defender being assured. See ABA STANDING COMM’N ON LEGAL AID AND INDIGENT DEFENDANTS, TEN PRINCIPLES OF A PUBLIC DEFENSE DELIVERY SYSTEM (2002). This could be done by creating an independent nonpartisan Board of Trustees to oversee the office.
without parole.81 Reclassifying some non-violent misdemeanor offenses and making them infractions, scaling back mandatory minimum sentences instead of constructing new and costly prisons, and reforming the bail system so that the percentage paid by defendants to a private bail bondsman goes instead to the government, are examples of other alternatives that could also be considered.82

V. CONCLUSION

We often lose sight of the fact that the average American, if accused of a serious crime, does not have the financial resources to obtain quality legal representation and the investigative and other supporting services necessary for an adequate defense.83 All Americans therefore have a stake in ensuring that publically provided defense services deliver representation of the highest quality because anyone’s son, daughter, relative, or friend could become caught up in the web of the criminal justice system and be wrongfully accused. Sadly, Gideon’s promise of equal justice for all, regardless of wealth, remains unfulfilled after almost half a century. By recognizing that the period from arraignment to trial is a critical stage at which an indigent accused must be provided with counsel’s assistance, we take an important first step in turning back the crisis facing the delivery of indigent defense services. In taking that step, we renew our commitment to restoring confidence in the fairness of our criminal justice system.

---


83 More than eight out of ten criminal defendants prosecuted in California Superior Courts, for example, require appointment of counsel. Benner, Presumption of Guilt, supra note 1, at 311. A nationwide poll conducted by Bankrate.com reported that fewer than four out of ten American adults have an emergency savings fund. Laura Bruce, Bankrate Survey: Most Americans Fail the Emergency-fund Test, BANKRATE, June 21, 2006, http://www.bankrate.com/brm/news/sav/20060621a1a1.asp.
The National Voter Registration Act Reconsidered

Estelle H. Rogers*

I. INTRODUCTION

“The Congress finds that: (1) the right of citizens of the United States to vote is a fundamental right; and (2) it is the duty of the Federal, State, and local governments to promote the exercise of that right....”

The right to vote in the United States has been recognized as central to the essence of citizenship. Yet, voting has been encumbered by onerous procedures and gross inequities for many decades. In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, southern states routinely excluded the poor—particularly racial minorities—through a complex web of poll taxes, residency requirements, and literacy tests that often went unenforced against whites. In the north, party bosses, more frequently than laws, effectively controlled the size and color of the electorate.1 Even after the monumental Voting Rights Act of 1965, which addressed some of the most glaring and invidious techniques used to exclude racial minorities, many of the elaborate state laws and administrative rules that discouraged voter registration and voting remained.

Concerned that nearly 44% of the eligible electorate did not vote in the 1992 election, the U.S. House of Representatives felt compelled to act. Although legislation could not address all of the factors that contributed to that discouraging statistic, it was believed that simplifying and improving the voter registration process would eliminate a major barrier to low participation in the future. Congress passed the National Voter Registration Act of 1993 (NVRA) for that purpose.

In 2011, a year that saw unprecedented state legislative activity constricting the rights of voters, it seems that a reconsideration of the efficacy of this important civil rights law is in order. A flurry of laws requiring production of limited types of photographic identification at the polls received the most attention and have frequently been dubbed “the new poll tax.” However, proof of citizenship laws, limits on early voting and Election Day registration, and onerous restrictions on “third-party” voter registration efforts were proposed and passed with regularity as well. Most of these provisions have a particularly damaging impact upon members of minority groups, people
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with disabilities, the elderly, and young people. It is against this backdrop that the NVRA is reconsidered here.²

The NVRA has four stated purposes:

- To increase the number of citizens who register;
- To encourage governments to enhance participation in voting;
- To protect the integrity of the electoral process; and
- To ensure accurate and current registration rolls.³

The primary means Congress chose to accomplish the first and second goals were mandates that voter registration be offered at venues not generally used for that purpose—e.g., motor vehicle offices,⁴ public assistance agencies, and agencies serving persons with disabilities—as well as other offices to be designated by the states; and that a simplified federal mail-in voter registration form be created to make registration widely accessible and easy to accomplish. The integrity of the electoral process and accuracy of the voter roll would be ensured by a duty imposed upon the states to engage in regular list maintenance procedures aimed at “cleaning” the voter list without disenfranchising eligible voters. In addition, the law imposed criminal penalties for intimidation and fraud.

Two caveats should be mentioned. First, the NVRA applies only to federal elections. However, states quickly learned that creating a dual registration system was unduly complicated and costly. Consequently, for all practical purposes, the NVRA is used by the states to govern voter registration across the board. Second, the law does not apply to states that have no voter registration at all (North Dakota) and certain states that have same-day registration for federal elections (Idaho, Minnesota, New Hampshire, Wisconsin, and Wyoming).⁵

While a number of states have challenged Congress’s authority to enact the NVRA, citing the Constitution’s broad grant of authority to the states in the conduct of elections, the courts have consistently upheld the constitutionality of the NVRA under the Tenth Amendment, and grounded it as well in Congress’s authority to enforce the 14th and 15th Amendments.⁶

This Issue Brief surveys some of the NVRA’s successes and failures as a statutory scheme designed to create a national policy on voter registration. It includes an assessment of what has been accomplished, as well as suggestions for what might be done to achieve the level of civic participation envisioned by the statute’s drafters in 1993. After a brief treatment of the historical context of the NVRA, this Issue Brief focuses on two of its most important provisions—voter registration at public agencies, and administration and voter list maintenance—where remedial action could significantly improve voter participation and election administration.⁷ The Brief concludes with a discussion of how increased enforcement could further the aims of the NVRA.

² Litigation challenging some of these laws under the NVRA are in preparation at this writing but are beyond the scope of this Issue Brief.
⁴ A small number of DMVs had already offered voter registration services.
⁷ Two other significant sections of the statute do not receive extensive discussion here. Nevertheless, they should be noted briefly. First, Section 5, which gives the NVRA its popular name, requires motor ve-
The NVRA has significant untapped potential to solve many of the problems we continue to experience in our voter registration system, problems that have profound consequences on Election Day. Although statutory reforms are one important way to address these problems, it would be prudent for policy makers and civic reformers to make full use of the law we already have, even as they consider other more elaborate and comprehensive proposals to totally revamp voter registration in the future.

II. AGENCY REGISTRATION (SECTION 7)

“Each state shall designate agencies for the registration of voters in elections for Federal office.”

Without question, the least obeyed mandate of the NVRA is the requirement that social service agencies and offices serving the disabled provide voter registration services similar to motor vehicle offices. While this requirement was a promising way of reaching out to citizens who did not interact with DMVs, such as those too impoverished to drive or own cars, the reality has not measured up to the promise. This disappointing track record is due to widespread non-compliance with the mandates of Section 7 and an overall failure of enforcement by the Department of Justice, not due to any lack of clarity in the statute itself.

In 1995-1996, although the NVRA was not fully implemented in all states, the 43 states and the District of Columbia that reported to the Federal Election Commission (the relevant agency at that time), managed to register 2.6 million new voters through public assistance agencies. But by 2005, that number had plummeted to 540,000, a drop of 79%. This lack of compliance and a concomitant lack of enforcement have perpetuated the disparities the statute sought to correct. According to data published by the U.S. Census Bureau, an adult American citizen in the lowest income quintile was 20% less likely to be registered to vote at the time of the 2008 presidential election than an adult citizen in the highest income quintile. In 2008, 85% of adult citizens in households reporting incomes of more than $100,000 per year were registered to

---

8 A note about the numbering of the NVRA’s sections: Each is numbered in the statute as 1973gg-#, such as 1973gg-5. Each section of the NVRA, however, is numbered two greater than its “gg” equivalent. Thus, 1973gg-5 is the same as “Section 7” of the NVRA.

9 Unfortunately the public agency registration provision did not mirror the simple one-step DMV process, as advocates had hoped. A legislative compromise (which was necessary in order to avoid a gutted agency registration provision or no agency registration at all) created the more cumbersome multi-step process in Section 7. See H. R. REP. No. 103-66, at H.2082 (1993) (Conf. Rep.).

vote.\textsuperscript{11} As income levels dropped, so did voter registration.\textsuperscript{12} Compared with the 85% registered in the highest income quintile, only 65% of adult citizens in households earning less than $25,000 per year were registered at the time of the 2008 election.\textsuperscript{13}

In jurisdictions where agencies have been serious about voter registration, dramatic numbers of newly registered voters have been reported. In contrast, in states that fell out of compliance, the numbers dropped precipitously. For example, at the time several civil rights organizations filed suit against Ohio in 2006,\textsuperscript{14} the number of voter registration applications originating from Ohio’s public assistance agencies had sunk to an all-time low of just over 42,000 for the two year period, 2005-2006,\textsuperscript{15} from the initial figure of over 100,000 for the first two years of NVRA implementation, 1995-1996.\textsuperscript{16} The settlement of the case in late 2009 and the subsequent implementation of a compliance agreement resulted in hundreds of thousands of low-income Ohio citizens applying to register to vote through the Department of Job and Family Services. Ohio processed over 246,000 applications through public assistance agencies in 2009-2010, a nearly six-fold increase from pre-lawsuit levels.\textsuperscript{17} When Missouri public assistance agencies instituted an NVRA compliance plan in the wake of a similar lawsuit followed by a court order requiring compliance,\textsuperscript{18} agency voter registration numbers rose dramatically from 15,568 in 2005-2006\textsuperscript{19} (pre-lawsuit) to over 121,000 applications in 2009-2010\textsuperscript{20} (post-settlement), almost an eight-fold increase.

While no state laws directly prevent or impede the participation of state agencies in voter registration programs, the fact that the state’s chief election official, usually the secretary of state, does not exercise power over the heads of agencies is a structural problem that contributes to non-compliance. This problem was pointed out starkly in the trial court opinion in \textit{Harkless v. Blackwell}\textsuperscript{21} where the court found that the secretary of state could not be held responsible for the failure of agencies to offer voter registration in compliance with the NVRA. However, the Sixth Circuit reversed the trial court’s decision, making it clear that the coordination function assigned by the NVRA to the state’s chief election officer includes ensuring that state agencies


\textsuperscript{12} However, the gap between rich and poor—though still sizable and disconcerting—narrowed considerably when it comes to which voters actually cast a ballot. In 2008, for example, 83% of those registered from households earning less than $25,000 per year cast a ballot, compared with 94% of registered voters from households earning over $100,000 per year. \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{13} \textit{Id.}


\textsuperscript{17} \textit{See U.S. Election Assistance Comm’n, The Impact of the National Voter Registration Act on the Administration of Elections for Federal Office, 2009-2010 tbl.2a (2011) [hereinafter EAC, 2009-2010].}

\textsuperscript{18} \textit{ACORN v. Scott}, No. 08-CV-4084-NKL, 2008 WL 5272059 (W.D. Mo. Dec. 17, 2008), \textit{settled sub nom. ACORN v. Levy.}

\textsuperscript{19} \textit{See EAC, 2005-2006, supra note 15, tbl.2b.}

\textsuperscript{20} \textit{See EAC, 2009-2010, supra note 17, tbl.2a.}

comply with the statute. To the extent that there are shortcomings in state law regarding the chief election officer’s responsibilities, those could be addressed by amendments to state statutes.

Many states have been lax in complying with Section 7, and the registration figures from agencies reflect wide swings from year to year, county to county, and agency to agency. In addition, the reporting requirements have been widely disregarded. Consequently, even the degree to which states comply or are successful in registering new voters is largely unknown. State officials often reveal ignorance of the law, and training materials are inadequate.

In the early years of the NVRA, several states challenged the agency registration requirement in lawsuits testing the constitutionality of the NVRA generally, as well as more narrowly focused litigation to construe the meaning of particular terms in the statute (“offices,” “public assistance,” and “primarily engaged”). Advocacy groups sued several states for failing to provide agency registration. In ACORN v. Miller, for example, the governor of Michigan had issued an executive order prohibiting state agencies from registering voters until the federal government paid the state’s expenses for administering the program. The courts soundly rejected the state’s position. In general, the upshot of the legal challenges from both directions was the validation of the constitutionality of agency registration and a broad reading of the language of Section 7.

By and large, it has not been the courts that have stood in the way of agency registration programs but the agencies themselves, as well as both state and federal recalcitrance to enforce the law. Missouri, where a federal court issued an injunction ordering the state’s largest public assistance agency to provide registration materials and assistance to its clients, provides a clear example of the importance of Section 7 and the immediate impact of compliance. Missouri agencies registered over 26,000 voters in the first six weeks, and a total of over 79,000 Missourians in the six and a half months following the court’s order, compared to only 15,568 registered by all Missouri public assistance agencies in all of 2005-2006.

In United States v. Tennessee, the parties entered into a consent agreement whereby Tennessee agreed to (1) implement uniform procedures for the distribution, collection, transmission and retention of voter registration applications; (2) implement mandatory, annual NVRA training programs for all counselors and employees whose

---

22 Brunner, 545 F.3d at 452.
23 11 C.F.R. § 9428.7 (2009).
24 Four states, Iowa, Massachusetts, New Mexico, and Virginia, failed to report any data for publication in the 2009-2010 EAC Report. In addition, at least seven states (California, Delaware, Iowa, Maine, Missouri, Ohio and Virginia) misreported the number of voter registration forms received from public assistance agencies. See EAC, 2009-2010, tbl.2a (2011).
29 United States v. Tennessee, No. 3-02-0938 (M.D. Tenn. 2002).
responsibilities included providing Tennessee driver’s licenses, public assistance, or services to residents with disabilities; and (3) ensure the timely collection of voter registration applications and transmittal to the appropriate county election officials. After signing the consent decree in 2002, agency registrations in Tennessee immediately shot up more than five-fold. Tennessee has been a national leader in public agency registrations ever since, registering at least 120,000 low-income voters biennially and ranking among the top three states in each EAC report since the consent decree. Tennessee reported 124,709 voter registration applications at public assistance offices in 2009-2010.31

A. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SECTION 7

The failure of Section 7 has largely been a failure of leadership. In general, state election officials have failed to notify agencies that they are not in compliance, let alone exercise any regulatory authority over them. Similarly, state agency directors have not made registration a priority with their employees. Many state offices admit to having no registration forms on hand for several years running; many employees do not even know they are required to offer registration. Even agency directors are often in the dark. Compounding the problem has been the Justice Department’s lax enforcement of Section 7. Given the recent spate of restrictive state voting legislation, federal enforcement efforts—of all of the voting rights laws—are more critical than ever. The following are five suggestions that would ensure that Section 7 would function as Congress intended:

1. Fix Agencies’ Administrative Procedures.

Many of the roadblocks to Section 7 compliance are due to administrative procedures within the agencies themselves. At a minimum, each agency should appoint an accountable NVRA coordinator to ensure that personnel are trained, that voter registration is consistently offered, that forms are properly transmitted, and that data is kept and reported to the Election Assistance Commission. Agencies should also institute improvements to their registration processes. For example, requiring that a receipt be given to anyone filling out an application with a number to call in case the registration card doesn’t arrive creates a “paper trail” showing an application was filed. Those voters might then be able to avoid voting by provisional ballot on Election Day.32 Obviously, a “paperless” system, whereby the form is transmitted electronically to the election office while the client is in the agency, is the ideal.

2. Increase Department of Justice Enforcement of Section 7.

The Department of Justice must commit to energetic enforcement of Section 7. There was almost no enforcement activity during the first decade of this century. Thus far, even in the current administration, DOJ has initiated only two Section 7 cases, both in 2011: first in Rhode Island,33 a case including both Section 5 and Section 7

---

31 See EAC, 2009-2010, tbl.2a.
claims, and then in Louisiana, two months after Project Vote, and the NAACP Legal Defense Fund (along with New Orleans attorney Ronald Wilson) filed a similar lawsuit against Louisiana. (In contrast, during the same period, advocacy organizations, Project Vote, Demos, and the Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights Under Law, filed suits against Georgia, Indiana, and New Mexico, as well as the Louisiana case mentioned above.)

Despite its infrequency over the past decade, there is no doubt that enforcement action by the Department of Justice gets results. For example, before DOJ’s intervention in 2002, public agency voter registrations in Tennessee had fallen by more than 60% from the early years of implementation to only 49,636 for 1999-2000. The results of the consent decree in that lawsuit were immediate and dramatic, as noted above (p. 6), with more than 120,000 registrations for each biennial period since.

While the pace of the DOJ Voting Section’s NVRA litigation has been slow, the Civil Rights Division did issue comprehensive guidance to states on their obligations under the NVRA in 2010. The “FAQ” document is “designed to provide information and guidance” to election officials and the general public as to what is required by each section of the NVRA. This document is a major step forward by the Justice Department, which is finally sending the message that the NVRA is an important civil rights statute that merits serious attention by the states.

3. Expand the Number of Agencies that Offer Voter Registration.

The limited number of agencies that offer voter registration should be greatly expanded. The President should commit his administration to this goal, and issue an Executive Order, if necessary. It is possible that autonomous federal programs, such as the Veterans Administration and Social Security, could simply be directed to offer voter registration. Other agencies, operating in partnership with the states, could be ordered to agree to designation as voter registration sites. In recent years, attempts by several voting rights organizations to expand registration through a painstaking process of agency-by-agency advocacy have borne little fruit, though talks with the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Service (USCIS), with the goal of having voter registration offered at naturalization ceremonies, have been encouraging.

In addition to expansion at the federal level, the NVRA gives the states wide latitude to designate additional agencies, including both private and federal entities, with their consent. This power has not been widely used, and states should be encouraged to think creatively to reach out to programs that interact with the public, particularly traditionally disenfranchised groups. Unemployment agencies and job training sites, for example, would be opportune venues to reach many low-income citizens.

4. Clarify that Each State’s Chief Election Officer is Responsible for Implementing Section 7.

The states’ chief election officers must be accountable for Section 7 compliance, and indeed for NVRA compliance generally. While the statute makes this explicit in

38 One bill presently pending in Congress, S. 1264, the Veteran Voting Support Act, would permit the facilities of the Department of Veterans Affairs health care system to be designated as voter registration agencies.
Section 10 by making the chief election official “responsible for the coordination of State responsibilities,” the courts have sometimes absolved them of real responsibility, apparently finding that “coordination” is something less than “responsibility.” The Department of Justice FAQs, cited above, make it clear that the chief state election official is fully responsible for NVRA compliance, and even suggests that the state might appoint a dedicated state official for this purpose (Question 41).

5. Make Use of Technological Advances to Improve the Registration Process.

Improvements in technology have made the efficient, simultaneous registration process more realistic for agencies, as well as DMVs. As states upgrade their information systems, their obligations (and opportunities) to offer voter registration should be kept in mind. The DOJ FAQ document makes it clear that states should integrate voter registration into agency protocols whenever they are upgrading their technological systems (Question 24). Delaware has been at the forefront of such efforts, and Colorado and Washington are not far behind.

III. ADMINISTRATION AND LIST MAINTENANCE (SECTION 8)

“Each state shall insure that any eligible applicant is registered to vote… and conduct a general program that makes a reasonable effort to remove the names of ineligible voters.”

A. SUBMISSION AND ACCEPTANCE OF FORMS

Section 8 sets a number of standards for the administration of federal elections that are widely misunderstood or ignored. First, it makes clear that forms filed through motor vehicle offices (Section 5) or state agencies (Section 7) are deemed submitted when given to such agencies, not when received at the state election office. Consequently, a lag in the transmission of forms by a state agency should not prejudice the voter. Nevertheless, if the agency were to be so late that a form did not arrive at the election board prior to the election, presumably the voter would be required to vote provisionally. Given the wide variances in states’ and counties’ rules for counting provisional ballots, the voter should not be forced into this risky position.

A related “administration” issue was raised in ACORN v. Edgar, one of the early tests of the efficacy of the NVRA as a whole. Plaintiffs challenged, among other things, Illinois’s regulation requiring that anyone submitting the federal registration form must also file an Address Verification Form before the registration could be effective. The court held that this provision violated Sections 8(a)(1) and 8(b)(1) of the NVRA.

…[W]hat controls here is that [the Illinois regulations] are indeed invalid because they violate [NVRA] §§ 8(a)(1) and 8(b)(1) by imposing a requirement that is not authorized by those provisions. If any question existed in that respect (and it does not), both H.Rep. 14 and S.Rep. 30 expressly provide that an applicant’s “registration is complete” when the application form alone is tendered to the appropriate office (or on the postmark date if the application form is mailed).

In other words, the state is precluded from imposing additional formal requirements because 8(a)(1) defines registration as complete upon acceptance of a “valid voter registration form,” and 8(b)(1) requires state activities to protect the integrity of the electoral process to be uniform and nondiscriminatory.

Section 8 also requires the state to send the voter a notice of the disposition of his registration application.40 We have seen widespread violation of this law in recent years, when voter registration drives have submitted hundreds of forms at a time. Election officials in some jurisdictions, perhaps overwhelmed by the processing job ahead of them, have been known to hand forms back to the registration workers and tell them to correct real or perceived errors in the forms by contacting the applicants. This is not the responsibility of the registration workers, and is indeed inconsistent with the law.41 Nonetheless, it continues to occur, and given the recent growth of registration drives, will likely happen with increasing frequency in the future.

It is also important to note that there is no federally-imposed time limit on the mailing of disposition letters, and some offices, particularly when faced with heavy registration, leave this task to the last minute, preventing any meaningful opportunity for the voter to correct errors or omissions.

B. VOTER LIST MAINTENANCE

Often referred to as “purging,” the removal of a voter from the roll may only be accomplished under certain narrowly defined circumstances. This may be the least understood and most contravened subsection of the NVRA as a whole. Several provisions have proven especially problematic for local election officials.

A general “list cleaning” program (to remove ineligible voters on the grounds of change of address) may not be conducted within 90 days of a primary or general election. Such a program must be “uniform, nondiscriminatory, and in compliance with the Voting Rights Act.”42 For example, a mailing only to a particular zip code, or only to Spanish-surnamed voters, is not permitted.

In addition, the failure of a registered voter to actually vote cannot be, by itself, a ground for removal from the voter roll.43 Nevertheless, there is a popular misconception that non-voting justifies purging. In 2008, a bill introduced in the Mississippi legislature would have required voters to “re-register” if they registered prior to October 1, 2008 and failed to vote in any election between November 3, 2008 and December 31, 2009.44 Fortunately, this provision was later dropped from the bill, but the fact that a state senator could have seriously proposed it, in light of the obviously contrary federal law, is alarming.

One of the legitimate grounds for removal of a voter from the rolls under most states’ laws is a felony conviction.45 The embarrassing case of Florida’s felon list in 2000 provides an important object lesson in just how complicated the application of this seemingly simple procedure can be. In matching the Florida Voter Registration Database (VRD) to a national list of felons, the process matched the first four letters of the first name, middle initial, gender, and last four digits of the Social Security

---

45 Pending federal legislation, the Democracy Restoration Act (H.R.2212), would set a uniform minimum standard for felon re-enfranchisement with respect to federal elections.
number (when available), and used approximate matches for last name (matching on 80 percent of the letters in the last name) and date of birth. Certain name variations were also explicitly taken into account (Willie could match William; John Richard could match Richard John). The result of this flawed “match” was that approximately 15 percent of the names removed from the VRD were not felons at all and were improperly removed.46

It is incumbent upon the state periodically to send “felon lists” to the Board of Elections, but based upon the Florida experience, several safeguards should be implemented. First, the lists must contain enough data, matched exactly, to ensure that the felon cannot be confused with any other voter of the same or similar name. Second, the state’s rule for re-enfranchisement (if any) must be well publicized to the prison authorities and the prison population. Upon exiting the penal system, the prisoner must be fully informed of his voting status, including what, if any, steps he may take to have his voting rights restored. An affirmative duty must be imposed on parole and probation officers to review these rules with their clients at appropriate junctures. In the razor-close Washington governor’s race in 2006, for example, it became clear that many former felons had never been apprised of their rights. The legislature subsequently acted to require authorities to brief all prisoners leaving the system.47

The removal of a voter based on a change of address is the most complicated part of the statute. Of course, any voter may request to be removed, but this occurs rarely. People who move are apt to notify several government agencies, commercial entities, and friends before they ever think of the Board of Elections. Their failure to notify, therefore, is unlikely to have a nefarious motive—such as the intention to vote in two different jurisdictions. Overwhelmingly, it is due to inadvertence.

Fortunately, the NVRA provides safeguards to ensure that the board of elections removes a voter’s name only where it can be certain that she has left the jurisdiction. The law requires that removal of the voter from the voter roll on the ground of a change of residence can only occur (a) if the voter confirms in writing that she has changed address, or (b) if she fails to respond to a forwardable notice and then does not vote or appear to vote in the next two federal general elections after the notice is mailed.48

In other words, the law requires both an attempt by the state to directly communicate with the voter and the passage of a substantial period of time thereafter in order to be satisfied that she has moved elsewhere. Unfortunately, as discussed below, the application of this process has been widely misconstrued by state and local election officials.

C. HAVA AND DATABASE MATCHING

The protocol that is required before a voter may be removed from the roll (mandated by NVRA Section 8 (c)(1) and outlined above) has been further undermined as an unintended consequence of the state database requirement of the Help America Vote Act (HAVA).49 Now that states are required to create and maintain an electronic statewide database of registered voters, some states have attempted to match a new registrant’s data with existing databases of drivers’ license numbers, state identification numbers, or Social Security numbers, and deny registration to an applicant whose

47 WASH. REV. CODE § 29A.08.520 (2009).
data does not match. This use of databases is inconsistent with the HAVA requirement, which contemplated database matching as a “shortcut” for the voter who registered by mail who, if matched, would not be required to present ID at the polling place when voting for the first time. (HAVA Sec. 303(b) provides that, ordinarily, a first-time voter who registered by mail must present ID at the polling place.) As the court in Washington Association of Churches v. Reed emphasized, “the language of this section makes clear that HAVA requires matching for the purpose of verifying the identity of the voter...but not as a prerequisite to registering to vote.”

In another variation on the misuse of the state database, some states have formed regional compacts to share voter registration information, with the object of rooting out duplicate entries—voters who have moved from one state to another without canceling registration in the prior state. Again, it is important to note that the overwhelming majority of these duplications occur through inadvertence and not criminal intent. It is also obvious, in this mobile society, that there are bound to be duplicate registrations of the same voter, giving rise to the inference that the voter has changed residence. But that inference is only the beginning of the process. Two states that suspect they each have the same person on the rolls cannot unilaterally (or bilaterally, as the case may be) cancel the voter’s registration in the state where he registered first. Rather, the first state is obligated by the NVRA to send a forwardable letter to the voter and follow the procedure set out in §1973gg-6(d). Instead, some states are simply dropping voters from the rolls in the mistaken assumption that their interstate matching process is a substitute for the NVRA.

Despite frequent violations of Section 8, it has been litigated relatively rarely. In those instances where cases were filed, the litigation yielded mixed results. In United States v. Pulaski County, for example, the parties entered into a consent decree in 2004, whereby the county, without admitting liability, agreed to take certain corrective actions that ensure compliance with the list maintenance requirements of section 8. The specific actions included an agreement not to remove a registrant from the list of eligible voters (1) except at the registrant’s request; (2) as provided by Arkansas law by reason of criminal conviction or mental incapacity; or (3) as provided in the NVRA at Section 1973gg-6 [Section 8]. Defendants agreed to provide the United States with a list of all registrants listed as inactive in the county and to send confirmation cards to each registrant on the list, postage prepaid by forwardable mail, as part of a process intended to restore to the active list any voter who had been improperly purged and to prevent future improper removal from the voter rolls. The decree also required Defendants to conduct certain pre-election mailing and media campaigns to provide information on registration and polling locations. Finally, the parties agreed that


51 The compact states include Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, and Nebraska in one agreement, joined later by South Dakota and Minnesota; and another spearheaded by Kansas, and including Arizona, Arkansas, Colorado, New Mexico, Oklahoma, and Texas. Louisiana, though not participating in any ongoing compact, did inquire of a number of far-flung jurisdictions soon after Hurricane Katrina, to determine whether displaced Louisianans had registered to vote in other states.

52 Louisiana’s process is especially problematic and clearly illegal. Instead of invoking the state equivalent of NVRA Sec. 8, the state has applied a different state statute explicitly intended for cases of suspected fraud, which provides a truncated notice process, for those voters identified as “matches” with the jurisdictions sharing registration data with Louisiana after Hurricane Katrina—many of them merely temporary residences for these “refugees.”

53 No. 4-04-CV-389 SWW (E.D. Ark. 2004).
Defendants would take actions on Election Day to ensure that poll workers had the tools to help voters to vote in their correct precinct, correct their registration address and vote a regular ballot, or, failing that, to vote a provisional ballot.

Not all Section 8 litigation has had such a positive outcome. For example, the issue in *United States v. Missouri* turned on whether the state or local election officials have authority over the list maintenance process. Under Missouri law, the court held that the state was not responsible for enforcement of the NVRA as against local election authorities. However, the degree of local compliance would be a factor to be weighed in assessing whether the state is reasonably conducting a general list maintenance program. Needless to say, this decision casts doubt on the import of the NVRA’s requirement that the state designate a responsible “chief election official,” and potentially requires aggrieved parties to mount lawsuits against multiple local governmental entities to ensure statewide compliance. (However, the more recent DOJ FAQ document, at Question 41, clarifies that state NVRA responsibility is indeed centralized and multiple lawsuits should not be necessary.)

Some jurisdictions cancel a registration if the letter notifying the applicant of its disposition comes back as undeliverable. Michigan, Maryland, and Colorado statutorily require cancellation under those circumstances. The court in *Miller* held that Michigan’s statute to that effect was consistent with Section 8 (a)(1). In doing so, the court failed to recognize that an eligible voter’s identification card might be returned for reasons other than ineligibility. Such a voter, who has no way of knowing of the non-delivery, may show up at the polls on election day and have no recourse, no matter what the reason for the non-delivery. However, the U. S. District Court for the Eastern District of Michigan issued a preliminary injunction against the same practice in *United States Student Assn. Fd. v. Land*, and the Sixth Circuit refused to issue an emergency stay of the injunction, holding, among other things, that the state was unlikely to prevail on the merits. The District of Colorado took a contrary position in 2010, when it held that Colorado’s bounced back mail provision did not violate Section 8(d) of the NVRA.

Although Section 6(d) of the NVRA provides that a non-deliverable disposition notice “may” be followed by the protocol described in the list maintenance section (Section 8) of the NVRA, well-intentioned voters are shut out of the process routinely. If the “may” in this section is really intended as a “must,” as would better serve the intent of the statute as a whole, then the statute should be amended accordingly.

The impact of procedural hurdles for “movers” is felt most acutely by certain demographic groups, notably young, low income, and minority voters. Florida led the way in implementing a procedure to alleviate this problem when it enacted “permanent portable” registration, whereby a voter registered anywhere in the state may simply update his registration upon voting if he moves anywhere else in the state. This reform was applauded as a boon to election administration by county officials of both parties. Unfortunately, it was a casualty of 2011’s omnibus election reform law in
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Florida. Now, only movers within the same county may update at the polls, and others must file new paperwork.\textsuperscript{61}

\textbf{D. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR SECTION 8}

The administration of registration provisions of Section 8 are, for the most part, drafted clearly but nevertheless have been widely ignored. Significantly increased awareness and enforcement of these provisions is necessary to fulfill the potential of Section 8. The Department of Justice guidance goes a long way toward clarifying the mandates of the statute, but the Department has rarely gone to the next level, filing lawsuits against states and counties that violate it. In addition, certain portions of Section 8, including the list maintenance provisions (Section 8 (b)-(d)), have been so widely misunderstood that they may need to be amended if improved enforcement efforts fail to yield a concrete change in states’ practices.

1. Ensure Applications are Forwarded in a Timely Manner.

Receipt of an application at a motor vehicle or other designated agency is deemed to be the date of application, irrespective of when (or if) it is received by the appropriate election office, and this provision should be enforced if violated. In addition, the statute should be amended to provide a remedy in this situation, so that a voter is not unfairly penalized and forced to vote by provisional ballot, which may or may not be counted. Instead, if the voter affirms under penalty of perjury that she applied at a specific office on a specific date, and affirms that she meets all of the eligibility requirements, she should be permitted to vote by regular ballot.

2. Enforce States’ Obligation to Send Applicants Disposition Notices.

Second, the statute charges the “appropriate State election official” with sending a disposition notice to the applicant.\textsuperscript{62} As noted earlier, some election authorities have flouted this duty by handing registration forms back to those who submitted them on behalf of applicants. This is clearly prohibited by the law, and must be enforced against state or county election officials. Further, there is no time limit imposed by the statute on the duty to send a disposition letter, sometimes rendering a letter useless to the voter if she is out of time to fix or complete her application.

3. Monitor Compliance with the Narrow Circumstances Permitting Removal of Voters from the Rolls.

Election authorities are constrained from removing the name of a registrant except under certain limited circumstances—either at the request of the registrant, under state law by reason of criminal conviction or mental incapacity, or under a general list maintenance program to remove names because of death or change of residence.\textsuperscript{63} The Department of Justice has now issued clear guidance (Question 29) as to the meaning of “uniform, nondiscriminatory” list maintenance programs to give notice to election administrators as to what the law requires. It is too early to tell if this has been sufficient to change state practice.

\textsuperscript{61} Currently in the preclearance process pursuant to Section 5 of the Voting Rights Act: Florida v. United States, No. 1:11-cv-1428 (D.C. Cir. filed Aug. 1, 2011).


4. Ensure Accurate Lists of Felons.

Section 8 should impose an explicit, affirmative duty upon states to provide adequately detailed felon lists to the election board and regularly to supply lists of prisoners exiting the system (in states where re-enfranchisement is possible). Given recent experience with significant error rates in “felon purges,” the same 90-day rule applicable to purges based on address changes should be applied to felon purges as well. In other words, any list cleaning process designed to systematically remove felons may not be conducted within 90 days of a federal election. Upon release, all prisoners must be informed of their right to be re-enfranchised, where applicable, and the process for achieving that status. (In light of the importance of voting rights in the prisoner’s re-integration into society, administrative burdens to accomplish re-enfranchisement should be kept to a minimum. Unfortunately, even amending the NVRA will probably have no impact on this state-law issue.)

5. Clarify that a Failure to Vote is Not Grounds for Removing a Voter from the Rolls.

The Department of Justice FAQ (Number 30) goes a long way toward clarifying the circumstances under which purging is (and is not) allowed. However, the Department should not shy away from initiating litigation against jurisdictions that fail to comply with the law. The relevance of one’s failure to vote in two federal elections is misconstrued by the public at large, and frequently by election officials, as if it were an independent basis for removal from the rolls rather than a delineation of a time period. For example, in 2008 in Miami-Dade County, a number of African American voters who had not voted in many years and had not moved in all that time were told they were not on the rolls. This is a particularly important clarification demanded by the past 18 years’ experience with the NVRA, and the statute may need to be amended to clarify this provision if increased enforcement does not remedy the problem.

6. Make the Purge Protocol Mandatory When Mail is Returned as Undeliverable.

As noted previously, the NVRA should be amended to require that the Section 8 purge protocol be observed when a disposition letter or voter registration card is returned as undeliverable. Currently, election officials “may” use this process but are not required to.

7. Enforce the Purge Protocol Against States that Purge on the Basis of Matching Lists.

The practice by election administrators of rejecting registrations or purging voters on the basis of the matching of lists—both intrastate and interstate—is in clear contravention of the NVRA. Unfortunately, the DOJ FAQ fails to address this problem directly. If enforcement efforts fail to curb these practices, new language should be added to the NVRA or to HAVA to clarify the legally permissible uses of the match process.

8. Require an Exact Match and Provide Meaningful Notice.

Finally, it is essential that there be an exact match, using adequate data fields, before anyone is removed from the voter roll, whether on account of death, felon status, or change of residence. In addition, meaningful notice to the voter must be required before removal. The right to vote is too important, and the opportunities to correct such errors too limited, to permit anything less. Experience has shown the match pro-
cesses used by some states to be too error-prone to allow them to continue, and the law should be clarified and, if necessary, amended in light of this experience.

IV. ENFORCEMENT OF THE NVRA

Although it is tempting to conclude that the dearth of litigation under the NVRA over the past 18 years is evidence that the statute’s meaning is clear and its goals are being attained, that is far from true. Instead, particularly in the last decade, the Department of Justice has shown little will to enforce the law against the states, despite widespread and obvious violations. Nor have the states done much to keep their own houses in order. To cite only one glaring example, agency and DMV registration in many localities have suffered from a lack of oversight across the board, and the states’ chief election officials must be held accountable for NVRA implementation, as the statute requires. It is also noteworthy that the Department of Justice has never used the criminal penalties of Section 12, which provides for fines and imprisonment in cases of intimidation or fraud perpetrated upon voters, even though instances of such conduct have been documented.

Further, the private right of action provided in Section 11 has been shown, as a practical matter, to be a highly imperfect vehicle for enforcing the law. (It is important to note here that the Department of Justice may sue on behalf of the United States, without a private plaintiff, making the Department’s role even more indispensable in vindicating violations of voting rights under the law.) Individual plaintiffs are almost impossible to identify until it is too late for them to achieve a meaningful remedy—the ability to register and to vote. Often, an individual who has been harmed by an NVRA violation will not know it until she appears at the polling place and is told she is not on the roll because, for example, her form was never sent from the disability agency to the election board. Conversely, an individual who eventually registers successfully is, arguably, no longer injured by an earlier violation of the NVRA, and would no longer have standing to sue under the statute.

As a way of circumventing the difficulty of finding individual plaintiffs, some organizations—such as unions or civic groups—have sued on behalf of their members. However, this strategy has also been far from universally successful. For example, in ACORN v. Fowler, the Fifth Circuit upheld the Louisiana District Court’s judgment that ACORN lacked standing to enforce the NVRA list maintenance provisions on behalf of its members against the state because it could not demonstrate it had suffered any harm as an organization or as a representative of its members that was


65 See, e.g., PEOPLE FOR THE AMERICAN WAY AND THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE, THE LONG SHADOW OF JIM CROW: VOTER INTIMIDATION AND SUPPRESSION IN AMERICA TODAY (2004); Bob Herbert, Opinion, Suppress the Vote?, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 16, 2004; Garance Franke-Ruta and Harold Meyerson, The GOP Deploys, THE AMERICAN PROSPECT, Feb. 1, 2004; Judge Limits Some S.D. Poll-Watcher Activity, ASSOCIATED PRESS, Nov. 2, 2004; Judy Normand, Controversy Greets Early Voting, PINE BLUFF COMMERCIAL, Oct. 22, 2002; Kevin Duchschere, Callers Question Registered Minnesota Voters’ Eligibility, STAR TRIBUNE, Oct. 29, 2004. In 2006, for example, Project Vote contacted the FBI in Dallas to report an incident in which an intimidating postcard was sent to a voter, threatening him with incarceration if he was a victim of voter fraud or was brought to the polls by a political group suspected of voter fraud. The FBI declined to investigate, much less prosecute the offense. A subsequent complaint to the Department of Justice Office of Professional Responsibility, dated April 21, 2008, has never been answered. A copy of the letter may be found at http://www.projectvote.org/images/publications/Justice%20Department%20Correspondence/OPR_Complaint.pdf.

traceable to the actions of the defendant election official. Similarly, in *Diaz v. Hood*, the union plaintiff was dismissed by the District Court on the grounds that it had failed to identify any member who was personally aggrieved by the conduct complained of. Eventually, however, the appellate court reversed this decision.

In *Harkless v. Blackwell*, the trial court held that ACORN did not have standing to make a Section 7 claim because it “failed to allege anything except ‘a setback to its abstract social interests.’” Fortunately, the Sixth Circuit reversed this decision, but without substantively addressing the organizational standing issue.

Clearly, the combination all of these factors constitutes a “perfect storm” to deny meaningful relief for NVRA violations. If the Department of Justice fails in its duty to enforce the law, and organizational standing is denied, and individual plaintiffs are difficult to identify until they have been irrevocably deprived of their rights—the promises of the NVRA are hollow indeed. Surely, some remedial action must be taken.

V. CONCLUSION

The National Voter Registration Act was heralded as a landmark law that would usher in a new era of universal, or nearly universal, enfranchisement and political participation. Yet registration problems were widely believed to be the most important issue of the 2008 election, as hanging chads were in 2000 and long lines in 2004. Clearly, the promise of the NVRA is a long way from fulfillment.

Without reiterating the recommendations included above, we note that there are several categories of improvements that would greatly enhance the efficacy of the NVRA, and thus the enfranchisement of previously unreached voters.

The President of the United States, himself a former voter registration organizer and NVRA litigator, has extensive executive authority to breathe new life into the NVRA by exercising leadership over the Department of Justice and over other cabinet-level departments whose programs are or should be voter registration agencies. Even without addressing the contours of the president’s power to issue Executive Orders to expand the number of voter registration agencies, he could accomplish a great deal merely by convening the relevant agency and program directors and making it clear what the law requires of them right now. He should also direct additional agencies to accept designation as voter registration sites by states—something the Veterans Administration, under the previous administration, refused to do.

The Department of Justice, in particular, is key to the success or failure of the NVRA, and should provide much-needed enforcement of Sections 7 and 8. The Department has the duty to sue states that are out of compliance, and, to date, lawsuits have been few and far between. The Department’s issuance of the FAQ guidance explains what is expected of the states under the law, elucidates the standards that will
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be used in assessing compliance, and sets out best practices. This document has been an important step forward, but only a step. Were the Department to take full advantage of its powers, including its unique ability to initiate litigation on behalf of the people of the United States, the registration and list maintenance procedures set forth in the NVRA could be fully enforced, to the benefit of the voters.

Many state election officials have likewise taken a rather passive approach to their responsibilities under the NVRA. Each state’s chief election official must ensure that the state’s registration form is easy to use, that election administrators do not impose unreasonable restrictions on registration drives, and that motor vehicle, disability, and social service agencies consistently fulfill their duties under the NVRA. In addition, some states have not fully complied with their obligation under the NVRA to designate additional state, federal, and private agencies as voter registration sites, and they should do so. Experience has shown that entities that serve low-income and minority citizens can be very effective voter registration agencies when they are committed to compliance with the law. This program can and should be expanded.

Finally, legislative changes could give the law more clarity—and more teeth. There are specific sections of the NVRA that, experience has shown, would benefit from clarified language. However, a caveat is in order. Legislation is generally a long, hard road, and its outcome is often unexpected, and sometimes unwelcome.

The debate that seemed so urgent after the 2008 election, including “universal registration,” “automatic registration,” and “internet registration,” has not yet materialized. Whether because of a lack of political will, the ascendency of other pressing issues, or for other reasons, Congress has yet to address the many ambitious proposals to expand enfranchisement and streamline the process. In the meantime, the NVRA remains a powerful tool that should not be ignored. If it were—finally—vigorously enforced and faithfully interpreted, this 18-year old statute could well be the transformative law that its authors envisioned.
The Standardless Second Amendment

Tina Mehr* and Adam Winkler**

It is often said that there are 20,000 gun control laws in the United States. In District of Columbia v. Heller1 and McDonald v. City of Chicago,2 the Supreme Court held that the Second Amendment guaranteed individuals a right to possess firearms for personal protection—rulings that called into question the constitutionality of many of those laws, whether enacted by federal, state, or local governments. Predictably, the two Supreme Court decisions triggered a wave of lawsuits across the nation. But the lower courts have discovered that the Supreme Court failed to give them adequate guidance on how to resolve gun control controversies. As a result, courts have used a variety of divergent standards and approaches in Second Amendment cases. Second Amendment doctrine is profoundly unsettled.

Ironically, the only consistency in the lower court cases is in the results. Regardless of the test used, challenged gun laws almost always survive. Since Heller federal and state courts have ruled on Second Amendment challenges in over 200 cases, with the government successfully defending gun control in nearly every case. Only the two bans on handguns in Washington, D.C. (Heller) and Chicago (McDonald) have been invalidated on Second Amendment grounds. One other provision of federal law, which bans gun possession as a condition of bail in child pornography cases, has been invalidated on procedural due process grounds.3

In this Issue Brief, we examine this dichotomy in the lower courts and explain how Heller and McDonald failed to provide sufficiently clear standards for the resolution of Second Amendment questions. We also analyze the implications of today’s unsettled doctrine for the next major set of controversies to confront the courts: whether the Second Amendment right extends beyond the home and, if so, what restrictions on that right are permissible.

I. THE LACK OF SUPREME COURT GUIDANCE

The Supreme Court’s landmark rulings in Heller and McDonald clarified that the right to keep and bear arms was an individual right unrelated to service in state militias. The opinions, which were long on the history of the Second Amendment (guaranteeing an individual right) and the Fourteenth Amendment (incorporating the Second Amendment right to apply to the states), provided limited guidance about how to differentiate gun laws allowed by the Constitution from those that are not.
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Traditionally, the Supreme Court articulates a standard of review for lower courts to apply to laws burdening fundamental rights. In *Heller* and *McDonald*, however, the Supreme Court declined to establish a clear standard or test for the Second Amendment.

The Court did suggest some outer limits to the Second Amendment. In *Heller*, the Court invalidated Washington, D.C.’s ban on handguns in the home because such firearms were in “common use” by “law-abiding” individuals. While the Court did not articulate a standard for determining whether a weapon is in common use, it did distinguish “dangerous and unusual” weapons like machine guns. The implication is that some firearms or firearms characteristics can be restricted, like plastic guns, large capacity magazines, and perhaps even assault weapons (semi-automatic, military-style guns). Ordinary rifles and shotguns, which are in many places more commonly owned than handguns, are likely protected. The Court also invalidated Washington, D.C.’s requirement that lawfully owned firearms be disassembled or locked at all times in the home, making self-defense with a gun impossible. From these two holdings, *Heller* makes clear that the Second Amendment guarantees a right to possess a functional handgun (and probably a rifle or shotgun) in the home.

The Supreme Court also emphasized that the arms right is “not a right to keep and carry any weapon whatsoever in any manner whatsoever and for whatever purpose.” Recognizing that “gun violence is a serious problem,” the Court held that the right “is not unlimited”:

> [N]othing in our opinion should be taken to cast doubt on long-standing prohibitions on the possession of firearms by felons and the mentally ill, or laws forbidding the carrying of firearms in sensitive places such as schools and government buildings, or laws imposing conditions and qualifications on the commercial sale of arms.9

These laws—which one lower court termed “well-rooted, public safety-based exceptions”—are, the Supreme Court explained, “presumptively lawful.” Moreover, the Court explicitly stated that this list of presumptively lawful gun controls “does not purport to be exhaustive.” In *McDonald*, the Court reiterated this list of public safety exceptions.

Because not all gun laws fit comfortably within the public safety exceptions recognized by the Court, the lower courts would benefit from a generally applicable standard of review or test. But even though the question of the appropriate standard was extensively briefed in both *Heller* and *McDonald*, all the Court would say was that two particular methods were inappropriate. First, the Court rejected rational basis review because that standard, which bars arbitrary and capricious laws, already ap-
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plies to all legislation and would render the Second Amendment irrelevant. Second, the Court rejected what it called the “freestanding ‘interest-balancing’ approach” endorsed by Justice Stephen Breyer’s dissent in *Heller*, which would ask whether the burden on the individual is disproportionate to the law’s benefits. The majority did not reject ordinary standards of review like intermediate or strict scrutiny, even though such standards are occasionally referred to, somewhat erroneously, as interest balancing tests. The majority explicitly noted that Justice Breyer’s formulation was distinct from “the traditionally expressed levels” of review and the majority stated that “no other enumerated constitutional right” was subject to such a test. Of course, intermediate and strict scrutiny are widespread in constitutional doctrine.

Finally, as discussed below, the Court also indicated that prohibitions on concealed carry of firearms in public were likely constitutional. But while the Court did offer some guidance, the Court’s unwillingness to articulate a generally applicable standard of review or set of guidelines poses a considerable challenge to the lower courts. Scores of gun control laws have been challenged and the lower courts, confronted with a newly recognized right, do not know how to decide whether or not those laws are constitutionally permissible.

II. THE CONFUSION IN THE LOWER COURTS

In the absence of adequate guidance from the Supreme Court, the lower courts take widely divergent approaches to determining the constitutionality of gun control. Regardless of the approach, however, courts tend to give lawmakers considerable leeway to regulate guns given the importance of the underlying government interest in minimizing gun violence.

A. CATEGORICAL APPROACH

The most common approach adopted by the lower courts is what might be termed “categorical”: the courts articulate various categories of activity that are within the scope of the Second Amendment (and thus protected) or outside the scope of the Amendment (and thus unprotected). To determine what categories of gun laws are constitutionally permissible, lower courts usually look to the public safety exceptions listed out in *Heller* and repeated in *McDonald*. In approximately 80% of the more than 200 post-*Heller* cases, the courts upheld gun control by arguing that the challenged law was among those public safety exceptions or was sufficiently similar. Reasoning by analogy to *Heller*’s list, the courts have upheld, for example, bans on possession by substance abusers, illegal aliens, and people convicted of domestic violence misdemeanors.

*Heller* characterized the ban on possession by felons and the mentally ill as “long-standing,” which could be read as an independent requirement for possession bans under the Second Amendment. The lower courts, however, have not read this language to be so
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limiting. Bans on possession of firearms by people involved in domestic violence are not longstanding yet the courts have uniformly upheld the federal law imposing this burden. Indeed, not even the felon and mentally ill possession bans themselves are truly longstanding; the federal ban on possession by even nonviolent felons and the mentally ill was enacted in 1968—less than a decade before Washington, D.C.’s invalidated ban on handguns.

In several cases, the courts have upheld laws that restrict guns in “sensitive places.” Although the Supreme Court did not clarify what made a place too sensitive for guns, lower courts have held that airports, National Parks, and post office parking lots can be made off limits. As one court explained, sensitive places are “where large numbers of people, often strangers (and including children), congregate for recreational, educational, and expressive activities.” Such reasoning would be equally applicable to restaurants, movie theatres, university campuses, public transportation, stadiums, playgrounds, shopping or commercial districts, parking lots, and potentially even sidewalks in densely populated areas.

B. STRICT SCRUTINY

Given that the Supreme Court held that the Second Amendment protected the “fundamental right” to possess arms in defense of the home, some courts have reasoned that strict scrutiny should apply to gun laws. These courts usually argue that fundamental rights automatically trigger strict scrutiny. Descriptively, the courts are wrong; in numerous areas of constitutional doctrine the Supreme Court has held that a right is “fundamental” but that some other, lesser standard of review applies. Although nearly all of the Bill of Rights has been applied to the states on the grounds that the rights involved were “fundamental,” strict scrutiny is only applied in cases arising under the First and Fifth Amendment in the Bill. Strict scrutiny is not applied in cases arising under the Fourth, Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth, or Tenth Amendments. Even in the First and Fifth Amendments, strict scrutiny is only used selectively, with less demanding standards applied to, among other things, restrictions on commercial speech, content-neutral speech laws, sex discrimination, generally applicable laws burdening the free exercise of religion, and takings of property.

Although strict scrutiny is often called “strict in theory and fatal in fact,” to date no court applying strict scrutiny under the Second Amendment has invalidated a
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gun control law. The underlying governmental end of nearly all gun laws is public safety, which is clearly a compelling government interest. The narrow tailoring prong of strict scrutiny, which is often the greatest hurdle for challenged laws elsewhere in constitutional doctrine, has not proven to be a significant barrier for gun control yet. In some cases, the courts merely conclude the law satisfies the narrow tailoring requirement without much analysis. In other cases, narrow tailoring is satisfied by the fact that the challenged laws are not applied broadly to the public at large but target a narrow class of gun owners. In United States v. Erwin, for example, the district court explained that prohibitions on possession by people subject to a domestic violence restraining order are narrowly tailored because the ban only applies after a court determines someone is a “credible threat to the physical safety” of an intimate partner or child.\(^{31}\) As a result, the federal law imposed “narrowly crafted limits on when a citizen may possess a firearm.”\(^{32}\) Other courts reason that because the Supreme Court acknowledged the validity of felon possession bans even though many felonies do not involve violence, any law more precisely tailored than the felon ban satisfies strict scrutiny’s fit requirement.\(^{33}\)

### C. INTERMEDIATE SCRUTINY

Some courts have held that intermediate scrutiny is the appropriate standard for Second Amendment challenges.\(^{34}\) One factor influencing these courts is that the public safety exceptions recognized in Heller would not have satisfied a higher level of review.\(^{35}\) Felon possession bans are not really narrowly tailored because nonviolent felons, like people convicted of perjury or obstruction of justice, are disarmed. In addition, by calling the public safety exceptions “presumptively constitutional,” Heller appeared to reject strict scrutiny, which presumes that challenged laws are unconstitutional.

Heller v. District of Columbia (Heller II)\(^ {36}\) is illustrative. The district court upheld multiple provisions of Washington, D.C.’s strict gun laws, which were revised in the wake of the Supreme Court’s decision striking down the District’s handgun ban. Rejecting strict scrutiny, the court held that burdens on the “core Second Amendment right” must be “substantially related to an important government interest.”\(^ {37}\) Under intermediate scrutiny, legislatures are permitted “to paint with a broader brush” than required by strict scrutiny.\(^ {38}\) The court found that District’s detailed registration re-
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quirements, which among other things mandated applicants to submit to fingerprinting, firearms training, and a vision test, satisfied this standard.

After recognizing the “levels of scrutiny’ quagmire,” the Seventh Circuit, ruling en banc in United States v. Skoien, also applied intermediate scrutiny. The court explained that the interest underlying the federal law banning gun possession by individuals convicted of a domestic violence misdemeanor—“preventing armed mayhem”—was “an important governmental objective.” Given that domestic violence involving a gun poses significant dangers, the court also held that there was a “substantial relation between [the law] and this objective.”

Under intermediate scrutiny, one question is how much evidence is necessary to support the challenged laws. In Heller II, the court stated that “quantum of empirical evidence needed . . . [varies] up or down with the novelty and plausibility of the justifications raised.” In that case, the evidence was mainly testimony offered in legislative hearings before the Council of the District of Columbia; the court asked whether the lawmakers had sufficient evidence to conclude that the restrictions substantially furthered public safety. In Skoien, the court relied instead on empirical social science studies that showed the danger of firearms in domestic violence incidents. The court did not require that those studies be irrefutable or require that the challenger have the opportunity to counter them with studies of his own. Indeed, it is not even clear that the government should bear any burden of proof. The Supreme Court said that its examples of public safety exceptions were presumptively lawful, suggesting the burden should be placed on the challenger to prove the laws go too far.

**D. HYBRID SCRUTINY**

In a handful of cases, courts have held that the standard of review varies depending on the nature of the burden on Second Amendment rights. These courts generally hold that when a law burdens the “core” right of self-defense in the home with a firearm, a higher standard of review applies than when a law burdens more peripheral elements of the Second Amendment. In United States v. Chester, for example, the circuit court held that strict scrutiny was appropriate for laws that limited the core right recognized in Heller but intermediate scrutiny applied to other burdens on gun rights. In other cases, courts hold that burdens on core Second Amendment rights only trigger intermediate scrutiny and some lesser standard (or none at all) applies to the rest. Heller II was of this latter sort: the district court applied intermediate scrutiny to registration and training requirements because they impacted the core right to possess a firearm in the home.

In distinguishing core Second Amendment rights from peripheral ones, the courts hold that most gun laws only impact the outer edges of the Second Amendment. No state or major city still bans handguns or otherwise prohibits a person from having a functional firearm in one’s privately owned home—the basic core right in Heller.
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41 Heller II, 698 F. Supp. 2d at 191 (quoting Nat’l Ass’n of Mfrs. v. Taylor, 582 F.3d 1, 15 (D.C. Cir. 2009)). See also United States v. Miller, 604 F. Supp. 2d 1162, 1172 (W.D. Tenn. 2009) (“Also, because the government objective is exceptionally compelling in this area, Congress must have wider latitude to combat the great social harm inflicted by gun violence.”).
42 Id. at 5-6.
43 United States v. Chester, 367 F. App’x 392, 398-99 (4th Cir. 2010).
44 Heller II, 698 F. Supp. 2d at 191.
Among those laws held not to impact core Second Amendment rights are laws banning assault weapons and large capacity magazines and laws banning possession of firearms with obliterated serial numbers. Still other courts have looked to whether the law in question amounted to a “substantial” or “direct” burden on the right to bear arms. If so, then a heightened form of scrutiny may apply. If the law is only an “incidental and minimal” burden, however, the law will be upheld. This type of reasoning—often termed “undue burden” analysis—is found elsewhere in constitutional law, most notably in cases involving the right to marry, abortion, religious freedom, and expressive association. In the Second Amendment context, courts have held that laws regulating guns and the manner in which they are possessed are not substantial burdens on the right. For example, the Indiana Court of Appeals recently asked whether a gun law was a “material burden on a core value.”

E. REASONABLE REGULATION

Prior to , state courts interpreting state constitutional provisions on the right to bear arms consistently adjudicated gun laws under a “reasonable regulation” standard. In fact, this has been the preferred standard under state law since the 1800s, and no state traditionally applied strict scrutiny or even intermediate scrutiny to gun control. The reasonable regulation standard asks whether a law effectively destroys or nullifies the ability of law-abiding people to possess firearms for self-defense. If so, the law is unconstitutional; if not, the law is deemed to be only a regulation, not a prohibition, of the right.

There is considerable confusion in the courts about the nature of this test, which is easily confused with rational basis review. Under rational basis, even a complete ban on all civilian firearms might be constitutional because a legislator could rationally believe that the prohibition furthers the government’s legitimate objective of reducing gun violence. Under reasonable regulation, however, a complete ban on firearms would be unconstitutional because it effectively destroys, rather than merely regulates, the right. Reasonable regulation requires that law-abiding people have some ability to access firearms to use for self-defense. Compared to rational basis, reasonable regulation is a heightened form of review.

Even in the wake of , state courts continue to use the reasonable regulation standard. One of the questions posed by is whether this well-established state constitutional law jurisprudence will be completely displaced by the Second Amendment. If the courts hold that a more stringent form of review applies to gun control under the Second Amendment, lawyers will eventually stop raising challenges

45 Id. at 195.
on the basis of state law. The case law developed in more than 40 states over the course of the past century would be rendered irrelevant. So far, however, the difference is only procedural given that lower courts continue to uphold gun control regardless of the standard applied.

III. THE RIGHT OUTSIDE OF THE HOME

The confusion in the lower courts makes it difficult to know how one should analyze the most important questions that remain open after *Heller* and *McDonald*: does the Second Amendment right extend beyond the home and, if so, what limits on public possession of firearms are constitutionally permissible?

Because both *Heller* and *McDonald* only addressed the constitutionality of laws banning private possession of handguns in the home, the Supreme Court did not believe it necessary to determine if individuals have a right to bear arms in public. Indeed, the Supreme Court in *Heller* stressed the importance of self-protection in the home throughout its opinion, leading lower courts to read the right recognized in that case narrowly. This was part of the reasoning behind one court’s decision to uphold a ban on loaded firearms in vehicles traveling in National Parks. *See United States v. Masciandaro, 648 F. Supp. 2d 779, 790-91 (E.D. Va. 2009).* A California appellate court also held that a gun owner did not have a Second Amendment right to possess firearms in his own driveway because that area of his property was “accessible to the public.” *See People v. Yarbough, 86 Cal. Rptr. 3d 674 (Ct. App. 2008).*

Yet there remains considerable controversy. Some language in *Heller* might be read to suggest a right to possess a weapon in public. For example, the Court referred to the “individual[’s] right to possess and carry weapons in case of confrontation.” *District of Columbia v. Heller, 128 S. Ct. 2783, 2797 (2008).* The text’s reference to “bear” arms also might imply a right to possess arms in public, although guns can be borne and carried within the home for self-defense.

Whether individuals have a right to possess a firearm outside the home is currently being litigated most prominently in a series of cases filed since *McDonald* challenging restrictions on concealed carry of firearms, including in New York and California. Restrictions on concealed carry are among the oldest, most longstanding restrictions on firearms. First enacted in the early 1800s, limits on hidden firearms have been commonplace ever since. *See CLAYTON E. Cramer, CONCEALED WEAPON LAWS OF THE EARLY REPUBLIC: DUELING, SOUTHERN VIOLENCE, AND MORAL REFORM (1999).* As the *Heller* Court itself recognized, “the majority of the 19th-century courts to consider the question held that prohibitions on carrying concealed weapons were lawful under the Second Amendment or state analogues.” *Heller*, 128 S. Ct. at 2816. This language appears to condone outright prohibitions on concealed carry—far more burdensome than most current state laws, which allow concealed carry conditioned on a permit. It is no surprise therefore that lower courts since *Heller* have upheld restrictions on concealed carry without a permit. *See United States v. Hall, No. 2:08-00006, 2008 WL 3097558, at *1 (S.D. W. Va. Aug. 4, 2008) (“[T]he prohibition, as in West Virginia, on the carrying of a concealed weapon without a permit, continues to be a lawful exercise by the state of its regulatory authority notwithstanding the Second Amendment.”); Swaitt v. Univ. of Neb., No. 8:08CV404, 2008 WL 5083245, at *2 (D. Neb. Nov. 25, 2008); People v. Flores, 86 Cal. Rptr. 3d 804 (Ct. App. 2008).*
Even if states or cities completely ban concealed carry, it is possible that the courts will require that individuals be allowed to carry firearms openly as an alternative method of armed self-defense in public. Some of the nineteenth century cases relied upon in *Heller* reasoned that concealed carry bans were acceptable because individuals could still open carry. Yet by the beginning of the twentieth century, several states barred both open and concealed carry without any constitutional difficulty.\(^{58}\)

Licensing for concealed carry presents the courts with another challenge. While courts have uniformly upheld licensing for possession of firearms generally since *Heller*, some licensing policies for concealed carry give government officials, typically the chief of police, discretion to determine whether an applicant has sufficiently good reason or cause to carry. These laws continue a long tradition of conditioning gun rights on a public showing of trustworthiness and reliability. Colonial governments, for example, disarmed persons unwilling to swear an oath of loyalty to the Revolution. In the early twentieth century, many states enacted the Uniform Firearms Act, promoted by the National Rifle Association, which limited permits to suitable persons. States like Missouri and North Carolina restricted gun permits to people “of good moral character.”\(^{59}\) Still, if the right to carry a weapon in public is constitutionally protected—a question that remains far from clear—laws providing a government official unfettered discretion to issue licenses are problematic. Such discretion is subject to abuse and states should at a minimum provide adequate avenues to appeal the rejection of an application in a timely and inexpensive manner.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

Justice Breyer’s dissent in *McDonald* pointed to the many difficult questions left unanswered by the Court’s two Second Amendment decisions:

> Consider too that countless gun regulations of many shapes and sizes are in place in every State and in many local communities. Does the right to possess weapons for self-defense extend outside the home? To the car? To work? What sort of guns are necessary for self-defense? Handguns? Rifles? Semiautomatic weapons? When is a gun semi-automatic? Where are different kinds of weapons likely needed? Does time-of-day matter? Does the presence of a child in the house matter? Does the presence of a convicted felon in the house matter? Do police need special rules permitting pat-downs designed to find guns? When do registration requirements become severe to the point that they amount to an unconstitutional ban? Who can possess guns and of what kind? Aliens? Prior drug offenders? Prior alcohol abusers? How would the right interact with a state or local government’s ability to take special measures during, say, national security emergencies?\(^{60}\)

His prediction of disorder in the courts has come true: the lower courts are struggling with Second Amendment cases, using a wide variety of approaches to determine

\(^{58}\) See, e.g., Wyo. Comp. Laws ch. 52, § 1 (1876) (prohibiting anyone from “bear[ing] upon his person, concealed or openly, any fire arm or other deadly weapon, within the limits of any city, town or village.).


the constitutionality of gun control. Nevertheless, even in the absence of sufficient
guidance about how to analyze Second Amendment controversies, the lower courts
have consistently read *Heller* and *McDonald* to permit lawmakers wide latitude to
protect public safety through gun laws.
The Slow, Tragic Demise of Standing in Establishment Clause Challenges

Steven K. Green

Sometimes dramatic shifts in Supreme Court jurisprudence come about suddenly and with little warning; witness the abrupt changes that took place with the Court’s holdings in *United States v. Lopez* (effectively gutting sixty years of deference to regulations under the Commerce Clause) and *Employment Division v. Smith* (reconfiguring the standard of review in Free Exercise jurisprudence).¹ More commonly, though, change comes gradually. Even the most significant case of the twentieth century, *Brown v. Board of Education*, was preceded by a series of decisions that chipped away at the doctrine of “separate but equal.”² Gradual doctrinal change is the preferred alternative as it allows for buy-in by stakeholders, including constitutional lawyers and scholars, even if they disagree with the ultimate outcome. But sometimes, stakeholders feel they are mere observers of an incremental tidal wave of seemingly inevitable change, as if they are minor players in a fatalistic Greek tragedy in which the eventual outcome has already been determined.

Possibly I overstate matters for effect, but recent holdings by the Supreme Court and the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals (among others) concerning the standing doctrine in Establishment Clause cases suggest we may be witnessing the slow death of taxpayer standing for challenges to government funding of religion, as well as the whittling away of non-taxpayer “injury” standing for many non-funding challenges to the Establishment Clause (e.g., those concerning government sponsored religious displays).³ To an extent, the changes should not be surprising, as both the taxpayer exception and the generous definition of injury for non-economic violations have always had shaky foundations. These were artificial rules designed to get around equally artificial aspects of the Court’s general standing jurisprudence. Still, this demise of the Court’s own standing doctrine has not been pretty to watch. The once stable rule from *Flast v. Cohen*—finding an exception to the ban on taxpayer standing for Establishment Clause challenges—is being carved up like a Thanksgiving turkey, such that before long, only the bones and a few unpalatable portions of standing will remain.⁴ One is almost drawn to jump on board the wagon of Justices Antonin Scalia

---

and Clarence Thomas who advocate a quick, though not merciful, end to the doctrine. But the stakes are too high to drink such poison. Not only will these changes keep otherwise qualified plaintiffs out of court and make bringing an Establishment Clause challenge more difficult, but conservative members of the Court seem intent on immunizing certain branches and functions of the government from any judicial review of some “establishing” practices. By deciding not to decide certain classes of challenges, courts will effectively be throwing Establishment Clause questions, such as the constitutionality of the National Motto “In God We Trust,” to the politically elected branches. Political expediency, rather than constitutional futility, will become the rule of law, and Justice Robert Jackson’s immortal statement about withdrawing questions of constitutional rights from “the vicissitudes of political controversy” and placing them “beyond the reach of majorities and officials” will be stood on its head.

What follows is an analysis of the recent holdings on Establishment Clause standing, with my own observations of why such changes were inevitable given the way in which the Court had constructed the doctrine. I close by arguing for a reevaluation of the core understanding of injury for Establishment Clause purposes.

I. A BRIEF PRIMER ON STANDING

Standing requirements are essentially a form of self-imposed judicial restraint that serve what Professor Mark Rahdert has called a “dispute resolution aim:” to ensure that the matter before the court is capable of proper and effective adjudication. Standing asks the parties to demonstrate “adversariness.”

It also asks whether the record the parties are likely to develop will be sufficient to illuminate the legal issues, allow authoritative resolution, facilitate relief, and enable confinement of resulting precedent to an appropriate range of similar settings. And it asks whether the parties involved possess the kind of interest in the outcome that will ensure an adequate precedential basis for determining the rights of others who might become involved in similar disputes.

When a court dismisses a case or claim for lack of standing, it essentially declines to hear an otherwise cognizable constitutional claim because the party bringing the action is not sufficiently vested in the matter (i.e., not personally or uniquely injured), or the claim exists at a level of abstraction such that it lacks a sufficient connection to an action by the defendant or undermines the court’s ability to afford meaningful relief. Related to the standing doctrine are the courts’ twin aversions to announcing advisory opinions or trespassing on the realms of the other branches of government. Still, implicit within the standing rules, and consistent with the Court’s assertion that it remains the ultimate arbiter of the meaning of the Constitution, is the assumption that some appropriate party does (or should) exist to bring a focused claim to enable the
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5 Hein, 551 U.S. at 618 (Scalia, J., concurring).
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Court to fulfill its role of judicial review. Unfortunately, as scholars and constitutional lawyers have frequently charged, courts apply standing rules inconsistently, if not arbitrarily, which suggests that decisions may turn as much on the judges’ view of the merits of a conflict, rather than on its justiciability.9

Many standing determinations come down to the issue of injury, termed “injury-in-fact,” i.e. whether the plaintiff has suffered a “concrete and particularized” injury (not a hypothetical one) that exists currently or in the near future. The purpose of this inquiry, the Supreme Court has oft noted, is to ensure that this particular plaintiff has a stake in the lawsuit and can hone the issues for the court’s resolution. The assumption is that a direct and particularized injury will steel the party’s resolve to litigate vigorously the case in a way that a party suffering less direct harm will not.10 The Court has contrasted these positions as being “particularized” versus “generalized” injuries, but it has never adequately explained why one suffering an injury shared by many cannot assume the role of a vigorous litigant, other than to blindly characterize shared injuries as always being abstract in nature.11 In a sense, the rule against hearing generalized interests is counterintuitive, as adjudicating a claimed injury shared by many, rather than addressing it piece-meal, would be a better use of judicial resources.

This distinction between particularized injuries and generalized grievances explains the Court’s general rule against taxpayer standing, i.e. standing asserted by a taxpayer in a case challenging government expenditures on the grounds that taxpayer funds are being used for unconstitutional purposes. The Court has been highly skeptical of such standing on the grounds that an interest of a taxpayer is one shared by the public at large, and such interest is “too indeterminable, remote, uncertain and indirect to furnish a basis for [a challenge to an] expenditure.”12 In addition, the argument is that a taxpayer’s connection to any particular government expenditure “is comparatively minute and indeterminable” such that an injury is impossible to trace. This sounds closer to a *de minimus* rule rather than one abhorring generalized injuries (“interest in the moneys of the treasury . . . is shared with millions of others”), but the result is the same.13

II. ESTABLISHMENT CLAUSE STANDING

A. THE BASIC RULES

In 1952, in *Doremus v. Board of Education*, the Supreme Court applied its rule prohibiting taxpayer standing to turn back a challenge to a state law authorizing teacher-led Bible reading in the public schools. At the same time that it determined that the taxpayer’s financial interest was too indeterminate, the justices also minimized the significance of the plaintiffs’ non-pocket book injury as being only a psychic affront over a religious difference.14 But applying the taxpayer standing prohibition strictly would have prevented the enforcement of a central aspect of the

---


10 *Flast*, 392 U.S. at 101 (noting the purpose of standing is to ensure that the dispute “will be presented in an adversary context and in a form historically viewed as capable of judicial resolution.”).


14 See *Doremus*, 342 U.S. at 434.
Establishment Clause—ending the practice of non-preferential financing of religious ministries—where government expenditures for religion would harm all citizens equally. And so, in Flast the Court carved an exception to allow taxpayer challenges to government expenditures where the litigant could demonstrate a connection between the legislative enactment authorizing the expenditure and the purported constitutional violation. As a result of Flast, any taxpayer could allege that a legislative appropriation on behalf of religion violated the Establishment Clause, regardless of her own connection to the entity or institution receiving the government funds. Armed with this weapon, individuals and groups such as the ACLU, Americans United for Separation of Church and State, and the Freedom From Religion Foundation were able to mount a host of successful challenges to funding programs.

Fourteen years after Flast, in Valley Forge College v. Americans United for Separation of Church and State, the Court qualified the taxpayer standing exception to emphasize that the exception applied only to expenditures made pursuant to Congress’ Article I, §8 taxing and spending powers. The aid to religion in Valley Forge—a transfer of government property to a religious college—occurred via congressional authority under the Property Clause, Article IV, §3. The Court’s reading of Flast was technically correct, though it elevated that aspect of the holding over others (the Flast Court’s emphasis on Congress’ taxing and spending authority was chiefly due to the facts that were before them, and the Court left open the question of whether “other specific limitations” existed). Besides its narrow reading of Flast, Justice Rehnquist’s Valley Forge opinion evinced hostility toward the exception, generally, by noting that the alleged government wrong-doer in the case was not Congress but a federal agency (a distinction the Court had not made in Flast), and the nature of the plaintiffs’ injury was of a generalized gripe (the plaintiffs’ injury was only “psychological,” and such “injury [was not] sufficient to confer standing . . . even though the disagreement is phrased in constitutional terms. . . . [T]he Establishment Clause does not provide a special license to roam the country in search of governmental wrong-doing.”). As such, Valley Forge emphasized that the Flast exception to taxpayer standing prohibition was in fact that, an exception to the default rule, and Valley Forge reiterated that the way to evaluate taxpayer interests with respect to Establishment Clause claims was to look for their injury-in-fact.

The question of plaintiff injury has also arisen in the context of challenges to another area of Establishment Clause litigation: those involving government-owned or sponsored displays of religious items and symbols, such as Christmastime crèches and Ten Commandments monuments. Since Valley Forge, a tension has existed within the injury segment of standing analysis. Valley Forge stated that regardless of the intensity of one’s beliefs, a psychological offense caused by government conduct does not amount to a concrete injury sufficient to confer standing. However, in Lujan v. Defenders of Wildlife, the Court subsequently acknowledged (grudgingly, via Justice

Scalia) in a non-Establishment Clause context that a more particularized injury of an aesthetic or psychological nature may suffice.19 A desire and some future plan to access a site for recreational use, for example, can serve as a noneconomic injury that confers standing.20 As a result, lower courts have struggled over what is a sufficient noneconomic injury to bring a challenge to a religious display on government property or to a government proclamation endorsing religion. Courts have generally determined that plaintiffs have alleged a sufficient personal injury if they have some direct contact with the offending item/action or if they alter their behavior to avoid coming into such contact. In essence, if the religious display impairs the plaintiff’s potential enjoyment of the property, she has alleged sufficient noneconomic injury, even if she has incurred minimal costs, experienced minimal distress or inconvenience, or has yet to encounter the offending item. Although a potentially unlimited number of people may share the plaintiff’s situation, provided she can allege her own contact, inconvenience, etc., she has a particularized injury.21 Although this generous interpretation of noneconomic injury varies slightly between the circuits, until recently, all circuits have recognized this distinction from the Valley Forge “mere psychological” rule. Even the Supreme Court accepted this level of injury in its early religious display cases, and only recently, in Salazar v. Buono, has this accepted form of injury been questioned.22

B. THE PROBLEM WITH THE RULES

Like standing rules applied to other types of constitutional claims, the rule requiring a particularized injury has the effect of weeding out less desirable plaintiffs and claims in the Establishment Clause context. But a tension has always existed in applying a standard injury requirement to Establishment Clause cases. The overarching problem is that a focus on demonstrating a particularized injury highlights only one aspect of the Clause’s purpose—to prevent government coercion or favoritism with respect to matters of faith—to the detriment of an equally important value—that of reaffirming jurisdictional boundaries between the Church and the State. Several scholars have referred to this as the “structural” function of the Establishment Clause—to disable the government of all authority to act religiously. Unlike other potential constitutional violations, the injuries that flow from many Establishment Clause wrongs are inherently “generalized,”23 “the damage, broadly speaking, accrues to society as a whole rather than to individuals as such.”24 Professors Chip Lupu and Bob Tuttle have argued that:
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21 See Suhre v. Haywood County, 131 F.3d 1083 (4th Cir. 1997); Harris v. City of Zion, 927 F.2d 1401 (7th Cir. 1991); Foremaster v. City of St. George, 882 F.2d 1485 (10th Cir. 1989); Saladin v. City of Milledgeville, 812 F.2d 687 (11th Cir. 1987); ACLU v. Rabun County Chamber of Commerce, 698 F.2d 1098 (11th Cir. 1983).


The Establishment Clause occupies a unique role within the Bill of Rights. As constructed over the past half-century, it frequently involves questions of government voice and structure, as well as more conventional constitutional concerns about individual coercion. Where the Clause is seen as a structural limitation on government, the question of what constitutes an “injury” takes on a different coloration than under other Bill of Rights provisions, where the relevant injury is individuated, material, and more visible. . . . The concerns at stake in most Establishment Clause cases are public, not private . . . .

In essence, with respect to claims that the government is funding religion in a non-preferential manner, such that no religious body is preferred or excluded from receiving benefits, the Establishment Clause injury is shared by all of us, equally, or by none of us.

The same “generalized” injury exists with many instances of governmental expropriation of religious imagery and symbolism for its own purposes. So, for example, where the government’s endorsement of religion is ecumenical—such as with a presidential call for nonsectarian prayer—the offense is to the structural restraint on the government’s use of religion more than it is to a generally held offense at the action. Therefore, in both funding and symbolism cases, requiring a particularized injury is inapposite to the constitutional wrong. By resting the ability to challenge an Establishment Clause violation upon the necessity of demonstrating an injury, the Court in Flast set the standing inquiry down a particular path, one that may have now reached a dead end.

III. RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN TAXPAYER STANDING

One could argue that the demise of the Flast taxpayer exception is not of recent making; that it suffered a near-mortal wound in Valley Forge in 1982 and has been living on borrowed time ever since. Yet Valley Forge, when read narrowly, excluded only a small segment of potential claims and claimants: those wishing to challenge a financial benefit to religion that did not originate through a legislative appropriation. The vast majority of challenges to funding programs, e.g., teacher salary supplements, educational equipment and supplies, tax deductions and credits, tuition vouchers, faith-based social services, have involved a legislative appropriation and have not been affected by the holding in Valley Forge. In fact, in 1988 in Bowen v. Kendrick, the Court (surprisingly, via Chief Justice Rehnquist) appeared to blunt the force of Valley Forge’s “congressional versus executive action” distinction by noting that most programs administered by executive agencies receive authorization through a congressional appropriation. Still, the Valley Forge decision stood as a boundary, and a warning, to potential litigants and claims.

The hostility to permissive standing, generally, and within the Establishment Clause context, in particular, as the Court’s conservative wing demonstrated in Valley Forge, came to full flower in 2007. In Hein v. Freedom From Religion Foundation, members of the Wisconsin-based organization relied upon taxpayer standing tochal-

lenge aspects of President George W. Bush’s “Faith-Based Initiative,” particularly the use of White House and Executive Branch monies to fund various faith-based offices within federal agencies and departments, and conferences where, allegedly, administration officials endorsed religion in promoting the program. The Seventh Circuit, in an opinion written by noted conservative jurist Richard Posner, held that Flast controlled and the plaintiffs had standing. A five-justice majority of the Supreme Court reversed and dismissed the case, ruling that FFRF lacked taxpayer standing to bring a challenge because the alleged expenditures came through an administrative action, rather than via a congressional appropriation. A three-justice plurality read narrowly the Flast holding that taxpayer standing was allowed to challenge an appropriation arising under congressional taxing and spending authority. It decided that because the funds came out of a $53 million general appropriation to fund the Executive Branch’s “day-to-day activities,” and because there was no congressional direction as to their use, the expenditure was not “undertaken pursuant to an express congressional mandate.” For the plurality, Flast had created only a “narrow exception” to the rule against taxpayer standing, and this claim fell outside that rule. The plurality also implied that the claim was barred under the Valley Forge holding that taxpayers lack standing to challenge “discretionary Executive Branch expenditures” generally (seeming to resurrect the congressional versus executive distinction downplayed in Kendrick).

As the dissenters asserted, the plurality’s opinion represented a crabbed reading of Flast and the purposes behind the taxpayer exception. The “psychic injury” that taxpayers experience when their government funds religious activities remains as great regardless of which branch disburses the check. As the dissent explained, “[w]hen executive agencies spend identifiable sums of tax money for religious purposes, no less than when Congress authorizes the same thing, taxpayers suffer injuries.” And the injury is as great—and possibly worse due to transparency concerns—when the decision to expend money is discretionary rather than mandated by a statute. Separation of powers concerns about reviewing discretionary executive decisions are also no greater than the similar threat presented by judicial evaluation of congressional action, Justice Souter noted. The effect of Hein is to immunize a potentially large amount of Executive Branch action from judicial review which, “for the purposes of justiciability, makes neither conceptual nor functional sense.”

Two other aspects of Hein are as troubling as its holding. First, the plurality opinion, written by Justice Alito, purported to affirm Flast, but did so only grudgingly. Because the desired result could be reached through a formalistic reading of Flast,
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27 551 U.S. 587 (2007). The Faith Based Initiative was the Bush Administration’s expansion of “Charitable Choice”—a series of laws enacted during the Clinton presidency which encourage the government to contract with religious based charities to provide social services. See Jo Renee Formicola et al., Faith-Based Initiatives and the Bush Administration: The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly (2003).
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stare decisis directed the plurality’s approach (“We do not extend Flast, but we also do not overrule it. We leave Flast as we found it.”). But as frequently happens when justices claim they are merely adhering to precedent, the holding just followed now looks slightly different. Justices Scalia and Thomas agreed with the dissenters that the plurality’s distinction was wooden, but urged that Flast should be overruled. Only Justice Kennedy in the majority embraced Flast (“the result reached in Flast is correct”). This bodes ill for the future of the Flast exception. Despite Kennedy’s defense of Flast, he could soon be convinced by Scalia’s argument that to remain logically consistent, Flast (as now interpreted) must either be expanded or gutted.36

The other troubling aspect of Hein was Justice Souter’s cautious defense of taxpayer standing. Disappointingly, Souter put the constitutional interest at stake squarely within a traditional notion of an injury-in-fact. The interest was “a personal constitutional right not to be taxed for the support of a religious institution,” Souter argued. James Madison’s infamous “three pence implicates the conscience,” he wrote, and “the injury [results] from Government expenditures on religion.” By so arguing, Souter sought to maintain the conceptual rationale for allowing challenges to government violations of nonestablishment within the traditional parameters of an injury-in-fact. By so doing, Souter kept the concept of taxpayer standing on a collision course with usual notions of injury, rather than seizing the opportunity to explore other rationales for allowing funding challenges, such as whether the Establishment Clause imposes a structural limitation on the government’s action, irrespective of any particularized injury.37

The fall-out from Hein only confirmed that “Flast’s rule appears to be hanging by a thread over the fires of probable judicial damnation.”38 Only weeks following the decision, the Justice Department asked the Seventh Circuit to dismiss a taxpayer challenge to a Veterans Administration policy regarding chaplains serving in VA hospitals.39 And just a few months later, the Seventh Circuit dismissed a challenge by taxpayers to a practice of religious invocations in the Indiana House of Representatives. Relying on Hein, the court ruled that the minor internal expenditures by the Indiana House that supported the prayer practice were insufficient to implicate any taxpayer injury.40 Such quick developments have caused litigating organizations such as the ACLU, Americans United, and FFRF to reevaluate their litigation plans.

This past term the Supreme Court took another step toward dismantling taxpayer standing with its decision in Arizona Christian School Tuition Organization v. Winn.41 The case, brought by Arizona taxpayers, challenged a state law that gives tax credits for personal and corporate contributions to private “school tuition organizations” which in turn award tuition grants to students attending private schools, including religious schools. The program was likely to be held constitutional based on the Court’s decision in Zelman v. Simmons-Harris, but rather than ruling on the merits, the Court accepted the petitioners’ argument—supported by the Obama Justice Department—that the plaintiff/respondents lacked taxpayer standing. The opinion,

36 Hein, 551 U.S. at 615-16.
37 See id. at 641-42 (Souter, J., dissenting).
38 Rahdert, supra note 8, at 1045.
39 See Freedom From Religion Found. v. Nicholson, 469 F. Supp. 2d 609 (W.D. Wis. 2007), vacated, 563 F.3d 730 (7th Cir. 2008). Prior to Hein, the Justice Department had conceded the plaintiffs’ standing and was defending the claim on the merits.
40 Hinrichs v. Bosma, 400 F. Supp. 2d 1103 (S.D. Ind. 2005), reversed, 506 F.3d 584 (7th Cir. 2007).
written by Justice Kennedy, again reaffirmed Flast but again narrowed its effect. Kennedy wrote that the interest of taxpayers (and their injury) is limited to legislative appropriations of tax money for religion—the “‘injury’ alleged in Establishment Clause challenges to federal spending” is connected to “the very extraction and spending of tax money in aid of religion.” Kennedy acknowledged, as he was forced to by Justice Kagan’s blistering dissent, that “tax credits and governmental expenditures can have similar economic consequences.” However, Kennedy declared, in a feat of syllogistic logic, that when the government declines to tax, “there is no such connection between [the] dissenting taxpayer and [an] alleged establishment.”

Justice Kagan easily dismantled Kennedy’s faulty economic analysis: “[c]ash grants and targeted tax breaks are means of accomplishing the same governmental objective—to provide financial support to select individuals or organizations. . . . Either way, the government has financed the religious activity.” As Kagan noted, in five previous cases the Court had considered the constitutionality of tax exemptions/deductions/credits in suits brought by taxpayers. The Court’s facile distinction sets up a catch-22 where a tax break may advance religion but no one is able to bring a challenge. Any continuity between substance and justiciability is destroyed. Kagan also put the Court’s “arbitrary distinction” between direct and indirect expenditures in its larger light. The holding was yet another “end-run [around] Flast’s guarantee of access to the Judiciary.” Building on Hein, the Winn decision may lead to “the effective demise of taxpayer standing,” which “will diminish the Establishment Clause’s force and meaning.”

The cumulative effect of Valley Forge, Hein and Winn is that the alleged funding violation must flow not merely from a congressional appropriation to a program administered by an executive agency, but that Congress must expressly intend and mandate the particular expenditure. And the expenditure must be in cash (forget the “tax” part of Flast’s “tax and spend” requirement where it involves tax mechanisms that are used in lieu of a cash grant). Actions that may be clearly “establishing” in appearance and effect to a first year law student—such as a discretionary cash grant to build a house of worship or a dollar-for-dollar tax forgiveness for a religiously owned business—are now potentially immune from challenge.

IV. DIMINISHED NON-ECONOMIC STANDING

The judicial attack on non-economic standing for Establishment Clause challenges has not been as overt as that on taxpayer standing. Nonetheless, there is a growing hostility to allowing plaintiffs to bring suits alleging psychic injuries from their exposure to government endorsements of religion, such as through a state-sponsored religious display or official proclamation endorsing religion.

42 Id. at 1446.
43 Id. at 1447.
44 Id.
45 Id. at 1450 (Kagan, J., dissenting).
46 Id. at 1452-53.
47 Id. at 1450-51.
As noted above, standing was not an issue in the Court’s leading holdings concerning challenges to government sponsored religious displays. So in *Lynch v. Donnelley* (crèche in city park), *Allegheny v. ACLU* (crèche in county courthouse), *McCreary County v. ACLU* (Ten Commandments in courthouses) and *Van Orden v. Perry* (Ten Commandments on grounds of state capital), the justices accepted that the plaintiffs had alleged sufficient injury through their encounters with the allegedly unconstitutional items. For example, in *Van Orden*, the plaintiff’s allegation that he regularly passed by the Ten Commandments monument on his way to the Texas State Law Library drew no comment or challenge. Implicitly, the Court accepted that the plaintiffs’ alleged injury was more than the psychic or abstract offense it had decried in *Valley Forge, Richardson* and *Schlesinger*. The ripple effect of *Hein* and *Winn*, however, soon impacted this area as well.

An early sign that several justices were eager to reconsider the availability of non-taxpayer standing occurred in the 1996 denial of certiorari in a case challenging the depiction of a Latin cross in a city seal. In *Robinson v. City of Edmond*, the Tenth Circuit held the plaintiff had standing where he had observed the seal but had not altered his conduct to avoid its encounter. Three justices dissented from the certiorari denial (Rehnquist, Scalia, and Thomas) expressing their desire to consider whether standing should be afforded on nothing more than direct exposure to the offending religious symbol.

By the time the Court heard *Salazar v. Buono*, a challenge to the maintenance of a Latin Cross on the Mojave National Preserve, *Hein* had been decided. The Ninth Circuit, in an opinion by Judge Alex Kozinski, rejected the government’s characterization of the plaintiffs’ injury as being merely ideological, and not an in-fact injury. Before the high court, the government—now the Obama Administration—asserted the standing challenge, claiming that Buono lacked a personal injury to challenge the display because he was merely offended at the presence of the cross on public land. Justice Kennedy, speaking for the plurality, side-stepped the government’s challenge by noting that the present appeal involved only a question of enforcing a final judgment (which the government had attempted to avoid complying with by transferring the land around the cross to the Veterans of Foreign Wars), an action that Buono had standing to bring as the prevailing party. Still, the plurality reversed the lower court’s issuance of an injunction respecting the land transfer, opining that the Court could not assume illicit motives on the part of Congress, and noting as an aside that the government’s use of a sectarian symbol may serve valid purposes (“[t]he Constitution does not oblige government to avoid any public acknowledgment of religion’s role in society.”). In their concurrence, Justices Scalia and Thomas echoed the plurality’s hostility to Buono’s claim on the merits, but argued that his injury-in-fact was still a relevant question. Conflating questions of standing and substance, Scalia argued that Buono would experience no injury if the cross remained on land now purportedly owned by the VFW, though managed by the government. Although the ultimate
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52 *Id.* at 1818 (citing *Lee v. Weisman*, 505 U.S. 577, 598 (1992)).
53 *Id.* at 1826-27 (Scalia, J., concurring).
holding and impact of Buono are convoluted, the decision signals an increasing willingness by conservative justices to reconsider questions of standing, particularly with merits claims they find lacking, such as challenges to religious displays.

The fall-out of this trend can be seen in the recent holding of the Seventh Circuit denying plaintiffs standing to challenge presidential prayer proclamations. Relying chiefly on Valley Forge, Richardson and Schlesinger, Chief Judge Frank Easterbrook held that the plaintiffs raised only a generalized grievance and thus lacked any personalized injury (“the President’s proclamations are addressed to plaintiffs, in common with all citizens”).54 Easterbrook declared that the plaintiffs merely had “hurt feelings” and “fe[lt] slighted” by the President’s declining to comply with their view of the Constitution, but that a psychological disagreement “is not an ‘injury’ for the purpose of standing.”55 To that extent, the holding was consistent with the above trio of cases.

But two other aspects of the holding are worrisome. Relying on Valley Forge, Richardson, Schlesinger, and now Hein, Easterbrook reaffirmed that some constitutional claims might simply be immune from judicial review by virtue of the actor: “If anyone suffers injury . . . that person is the President, who is not complaining.”56 And though the court dispatched the plaintiffs’ standing using current rules, Easterbrook opined that the courts “may need to revisit the subject of observers’ standing.”57 Indeed, Freedom from Religion Foundation v. Obama affirms what several commentators have observed recently: in light of the cut-back in taxpayer standing in Establishment Clause cases, courts will logically be reexamining the previously permissive rules governing non-taxpayer injuries as well.

V. THE FUTURE

It is likely that we are witnessing a sea change in judicial thinking about how the standing doctrine applies to Establishment Clause challenges. It is also likely that this change is motivated in part by the conservative majority’s general view of Establishment Clause claims. The Hein plurality’s “utterly meaningless distinction[]”58 between legislative and executive expenditures, and the Winn Court’s “novel distinction”59 between appropriations and tax expenditures, can only be explained by an underlying hostility to the Flast exception. And it is clear that “the effective demise of taxpayer standing—will diminish the Establishment Clause’s force and meaning.”60

Blame for the demise of taxpayer standing—and the diminishing of non-taxpayer standing—should not rest solely on the judicial activism of the conservative Supreme Court majority. Equal blame lies with the Court’s Establishment Clause standing jurisprudence generally, and specifically with the initial decision to characterize violations of the Clause as personalized injuries. With some Establishment Clause claims—such as those involving religious discrimination, coercion, or preferences—personalized injury-in-fact exists, and it makes sense to apply traditional standing rules. But other forms of Establishment Clause violations involve infringements that are of a structural nature—where the government has appropriated money in support

54 Freedom From Religion Found. v. Obama, 641 F.3d 803, 806 (7th Cir. 2011).
55 Id. at 807.
56 Id. at 805.
57 Id. at 807.
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of religion in a non-preferential manner or has appropriated religious discourse for its political goals. “Injury” in such cases is not personalized but a violation of a constitutionally endowed group right, one that guarantees that the government cannot assume authority over religious matters. With such claims, there is no reason that a committed individual or group, such as the ACLU, cannot serve as a proxy for us all. There is little risk that such plaintiffs cannot vigorously litigate the case or hone the legal issues for adjudication. Where there have been violations of the structural limits imposed by the Establishment Clause, the rights to be vindicated are of a public, rather than a private nature.61

*Flast* started the Court down the wrong road by characterizing the interest of citizens to challenge an appropriation as an injury to taxpayers. The question, the Court stated, was whether a federal taxpayer had a “personal stake and interest.” Her injury was that “h[er] tax money [was] being extracted and spent in violation” of the no-establishment mandate. In other places, the majority called it an infringement on “religious liberty,” whereas Justice Stewart’s concurrence called it “a personal constitutional right.”62 On one level, the justices could be forgiven for these characterizations, as they were struggling with the legacy of *Frothingham* and *Doremus*, which had already described the required interest as being one of an injury. Yet despite characterizing the interest as such, the *Flast* Court was not firm that a personal injury was the only constitutional interest at stake. It also suggested that the Establishment Clause serves a structural function as well: the Clause “was designed as a specific bulwark against such potential abuses of government power,” Chief Justice Warren wrote, and it represents “a specific constitutional limitation” on congressional power.63 Justice Fortas, while concurring with the majority, also opined that “the vital interest of a citizen in the establishment issue . . . would be acceptable as a basis for this challenge” “without reference to his taxpayer’s status.”64 And Justice Harlan, while dissenting from the Court’s finding of standing, also observed that the true “interests [a citizen] represents, and the rights he espouses, are, as they are in all public actions, those held in common by all citizens.” It made no sense to Harlan to “describe those rights and interests as personal.”65 Thus despite the holding, the justices in *Flast* did not reduce the interest in preventing government funding of religion to solely the injury a taxpayer experiences when his extraction is used to support another’s religion. The question before the Court, however, was whether an exception existed to the *Frothingham* and *Doremus* rules against taxpayer standing, and the Court ruled that one did.

Any ambiguity over whether the interest in government fealty to the Establishment Clause was a personal right or a structural interest was settled in *Valley Forge*, which clearly put the interest in the former category. This should not be surprising. In seeking to limit the scope of the *Flast* exception, the conservative majority was inclined to emphasize that standing, for Article III purposes, requires a traditional understanding of injury, which (conveniently) did not exist in that case. The plaintiffs—staffers of Americans United for Separation of Church and State—had sought to vindicate an interest shared by society as a whole: to prevent the transfer of valuable government property to a religious entity to be used for religious education. This was a structural
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interest, but one will look in vain in Justice Rehnquist’s opinion for any discussion of such an interest as occurred in Flast. Rather, by relying chiefly on the generalized grievance holdings of Schlesinger and Richardson, Rehnquist effectively closed the door to viewing the constitutional guarantee against religious funding as a corporate right.66 After Valley Forge, the dye had been cast, such that even liberal justices like Justice Souter in Hein would agree that the injury citizens experience by government funding of religion is of a personal nature. And by applying a strict notion of injury-in-fact in funding challenges, judges are invited to do the same with noneconomic claims, particularly where the plaintiffs’ offense seems more generalized than personalized.

Unfortunately, the opportunity to reconfigure the justices’ thinking about standing in Establishment Clause challenges may have passed. Rather, the Court’s majority is moving in the opposite direction to emphasize traditional notions of injury-in-fact while building on Valley Forge’s formalistic compartmentalizing of government functions. In its unwillingness to concede that a similar injury exists to a taxpayer when the expenditure occurs under the authority of the Executive Branch, or that a tax relief measure is as subsidizing of religion as a cash grant, the Court is exacerbating a widening gulf between justiciability and substance.67 Claims with equal constitutional merit will go unheeded. The result of “the effective demise of taxpayer standing,” as Justice Kagan noted, “will diminish the Establishment Clause’s force and meaning.”68

---

67 See Lupu & Tuttle, supra note 25, at 136.
I. INTRODUCTION

Mortgage securitization, subprime lending, a persistently weak housing market, and an explosion of residential mortgage defaults—today’s homeowners and banks face a new and challenging landscape. Recently, courts in several states have issued decisions that alter the terrain for mortgage foreclosures. In Massachusetts, New Jersey, and New York, among other states, courts have dismissed foreclosure actions on the basis of what might seem to be highly technical deficiencies in the pleading or proof. The most well-known—and controversial—in this cluster of cases is *U.S. Bank National Ass’n v. Ibanez,*¹ decided by the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts this year. In *Ibanez,* the court held that two assignee banks failed to obtain legal title to foreclosed properties because they failed to prove that they held valid assignments of the foreclosed mortgages at the moment that the foreclosure proceedings were begun.

The apparent attitude of the courts in these cases can be best summarized by the statement of a New York judge in a comparable context: that courts will not be mere "automatons mindlessly processing paper motions in mortgage foreclosure actions[,] most of which proceed on default."² Rather, in these cases, courts have held banks, other lenders, and securitized trusts to strict proof of what might otherwise seem to be fairly inferred facts and contractual obligations.

Are these decisions best seen as misguided attempts to temporarily save homeowners (and others) from the pain of foreclosure actions—delays that waste judicial and litigants’ time—when we consider that these foreclosures will, in any event, eventually occur? Or are they justified decisions which establish substantive norms that the real conditions of real estate financing in the twenty-first century demand?

In this Issue Brief, we maintain that the decisions in these cases are not extreme examples of judicial hyper-technicality run amok. Rather, they are attempts to address the radically new foreclosure realities in the age of mortgage securitization and subprime lending—realities that existing laws, on many levels, are inadequate to address.

II. THE CASES IN QUESTION: IBANEZ AND OTHERS

The *Ibanez* case was actually two cases, consolidated for hearing. Both dealt with foreclosure actions against homeowners whose mortgages were securitized, prior to foreclosure, through a series of complicated transactions.

¹ 941 N.E.2d 40 (Mass. 2011).
In the first case, Antonio Ibanez borrowed $103,500 for the purchase of a home in Springfield, Massachusetts. The lender was Rose Mortgage, and the loan was secured by a mortgage which listed Ibanez as the mortgagor and Rose as the mortgagee. The mortgage was recorded with the local registry of deeds.\(^3\)

Several days later, Rose executed an assignment of this mortgage in blank—that is, with no specification of the party to whom it would be transferred. At some point, the name “Option One Mortgage Corporation” was stamped in the blank space, as the assignee. This assignment was recorded. After the stamping, but before recording, Option One executed an assignment of the mortgage in blank. According to U.S. Bank, the mortgage was eventually assigned to: Lehman Brothers Bank, FSB; then to Lehman Brothers Holdings Inc.; then to Structured Asset Securities Corporation; and, ultimately pooled with approximately 1,220 other mortgage loans and assigned to U.S. Bank as trustee for the Structured Asset Securities Corporation Mortgage Pass-Through Certificates, Series 2006-\(Z\). This transaction effectively converted the mortgages into mortgage-backed securities that were sold to investors (a process known as securitization).\(^4\)

On July 5, 2007, U.S. Bank foreclosed on the Ibanez property through a statutorily granted power of sale. Under Massachusetts law, a mortgage holder does not have to obtain judicial authorization to foreclose on a mortgaged property, if the power to foreclose is granted by the mortgage itself.\(^5\) The entity holding the mortgage need only publish notice of intent to foreclose and send notice by registered mail to the property owner of record. At the foreclosure sale, U.S. Bank purchased the Ibanez property for itself. The purchase price was significantly less than the amount of the outstanding debt and the estimated market value of the property.\(^6\)

In September, 2008—more than a year later—U.S. Bank brought an action in court to quiet title to the Ibanez property. In particular, U.S. Bank sought a declaration that any right, title, or interest of the mortgagor (Ibanez) had been extinguished by the foreclosure sale, and that title was vested in the Bank.\(^7\)

The case that was consolidated with Ibanez for hearing followed a similar pattern. In that case, Mark and Tammy LaRace gave a mortgage for property in Springfield, Massachusetts to Option One Mortgage Corporation on May 19, 2005. The mortgage was security for a $103,200 loan. The mortgage was recorded in the local registry of deeds on that day. One week later, Option One executed an assignment of the LaRace mortgage in blank. It was later claimed that the mortgage was assigned to Bank of America on July 28, 2005, as part of a flow sale and servicing agreement. Bank of America was later claimed to have assigned it to Asset Backed Funding Corporation (ABFC) in an October 1, 2005 mortgage loan purchase agreement. ABFC later pooled the mortgage with others and assigned it to Wells Fargo as trustee for the group of now securitized mortgages.\(^8\)

On July 5, 2007, Wells Fargo foreclosed on the LaRace mortgage, using the same statutory power of sale as used in the Ibanez case. At the foreclosure sale, Wells Fargo

\(^3\) *Ibanez*, 941 N.E.2d at 45-46.

\(^4\) *See id.* at 46.

\(^5\) *See id.* at 49; MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 244, § 14 (2011).

\(^6\) *See Ibanez*, 941 N.E.2d at 44, 47.

\(^7\) *See id.* at 44.

\(^8\) *See id.* at 47-48.
purchased the LaRace property for itself. The purchase price was more than the outstanding debt, but significantly less than the property’s estimated market value.9

In October of 2008—more than year after the foreclosure sale—Wells Fargo brought a quiet title action, requesting a court declaration that any right, title, or interest that the LaRaces had in the property was extinguished, and a declaration that title was vested in Wells Fargo.10

In both cases, the mortgagors—Ibanez and the LaRaces—did not initially answer the complaints in the quiet title actions, and U.S. Bank and Wells Fargo moved for entry of default judgments against them. At a case management conference, a judge of the Massachusetts Land Court raised the issue of whether U.S. Bank and Wells Fargo were entitled to foreclose on the properties in view of the fact that the assignments of the mortgages to them were not executed or recorded until after the foreclosure complaints were filed and the foreclosure sales were held.11 In other words, although U.S. Bank and Wells Fargo represented in the notices for the foreclosure sales that they were the mortgage holders, they—in truth—had not yet been assigned the mortgages. The assignment to U.S. Bank was executed more than one year after the foreclosure sale in the case of the Ibanez property, and the assignment to Wells Fargo was executed ten months after the foreclosure sale, in the LaRace case. (The court found that this was true, even though the La Race assignment to Wells Fargo declared a date that preceded the foreclosure sale.) The explanation for this state of affairs in both cases was that “the use of post-sale assignments was customary in the industry.”12

The legal question, thus, was whether an entity which claimed that it was the legal holder of a mortgage at the time of foreclosure, but—in fact—could not prove that it was, could foreclose because the mortgage was proven to have been later assigned to it. The appellate court held that it could not. Stressing the power that the statutory scheme grants to mortgage holders—i.e., the power to foreclose without judicial oversight—the court held that “one who sells under a power [of sale] must follow strictly its terms”.13 The court noted that “[o]ne of the terms of the power of sale . . . is the restriction on who is entitled to foreclose.”14 Only a party who is a present legal holder of a mortgage, or his agent, may exercise the power of sale. “Any effort to foreclose by a party lacking ‘jurisdiction and authority’ to carry out a foreclosure under these statutes is void.”15

For U.S. Bank and Wells Fargo “to obtain the judicial declaration of clear title that they [sought] . . . they had to prove their authority to foreclose under the power of sale and show their compliance with the requirements on which this authority rests.”16 Having failed to do so, they failed to demonstrate that they acquired good title to the properties.17

What is not apparent from this bare-bones narrative is the state of the real estate paperwork in these cases. In the Ibanez case, among other facts, the assignment of the mortgage to U.S. Bank was claimed to have occurred pursuant to a trust agreement,
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which was not in the record. A 273-page private placement memorandum (offering mortgage-backed securities to potential investors) was produced, but U.S. Bank could not produce any mortgage schedule identifying the Ibanez loan among the mortgages included. In addition, U.S. Bank never furnished any evidence that the entity allegedly assigning the mortgage to U.S. Bank—the Structured Asset Securities Corporation—ever held the mortgage. In the LaRace case, there was no document in the record reflecting an assignment of the LaRace mortgage by Option One, the original entity, to Bank of America. There was an unexecuted copy of a mortgage loan purchase agreement, which purported to transfer the pooled mortgages from Bank of America to ABFC. However, although the agreement makes reference to a schedule listing the assigned mortgage loans, that schedule was not a part of the trial court record. Wells Fargo submitted a schedule that it represented to identify the assigned loans, but it contained no property addresses, names of mortgagors, or any number that corresponded to the loan number or servicing number of the LaRace property.

Two concurring justices wrote of the “utter carelessness with which the plaintiff banks documented the titles to their assets.” The justices did not call into question the fact that the mortgagors of the properties in question had defaulted on their obligations. However, the justices expressed that prior to commencing a foreclosure action:

the holder of an assigned mortgage needs to . . . ensure that his legal paperwork is in order. Although there was no apparent actual unfairness here to the mortgagors, that is not the point. Foreclosure is a powerful act with significant consequences, and Massachusetts law has always required that it proceed strictly in accord with the statutes that govern it.

The justices noted that this is particularly true in a state such as Massachusetts, which permits foreclosure without judicial supervision.

A second case of this type, Bank of New York v. Raftogianis, was decided by the Superior Court of New Jersey last year. The Bank of New York brought an action to foreclose on a mortgage taken out by Michael Raftogianis and Roman Krywopusk, who had borrowed $1,380,000 from American Home Acceptance, with the debt memorialized by a note and mortgage executed on September 30, 2004. The mortgage described the “Lender” as American Home Acceptance. There was also mention of the Mortgage Electronic Registration System (“MERS”), which is a private corporation which administers a national electronic registry of mortgage interests and servicing rights in mortgage loans. In the mortgage, MERS was described as “a separate corporation that is acting solely as a nominee for Lender and Lender’s successors and assigns.” The mortgage was recorded with the county clerk on October 20, 2004.
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American Home Mortgage subsequently sold its interests in a group of mortgage loans to American Home Mortgage Securities, LLC. The Mortgage Loan Purchase Agreement that effectuated this transaction contemplated an additional transfer of these mortgage loans to the American Home Mortgage Investment Trust 2004-4 Mortgage Backed Notes, Series 2004-4. The court found that the note and mortgage were securitized without notice to the borrowers.26

The court’s description of this transaction, and the documents that accomplished it, presents a picture of complexity that makes the foreclosure process essentially inaccessible to many mortgagors. The description also suggests confusion and lax procedures operating to the detriment of mortgagors.

In or about December 2004, a group of mortgage loans held by American Home Acceptance were securitized. While the court is now satisfied that defendant’s loan was among that group . . . , that was not at all clear from the documents initially submitted by plaintiff . . . . The securitization of the loan was not referenced in the [foreclosure] complaint, or even in plaintiff’s initial motion for summary judgment. (Judges and lawyers who regularly handle foreclosure litigation would probably recognize that the matter involved a loan which had been securitized just from the description of plaintiff in the complaint, such as “The Bank of New York as Trustee for American Mortgage Investment Trust 2004-4 Mortgage Backed Notes, Series 2004-4.” There is no apparent reason, however, why a layperson not familiar with the securitization process would recognize that.) . . .

The documents provided in this case are typical of those presented in other matters involving the securitization of mortgage loans. Those documents are lengthy, complex, and difficult to understand. Included in the materials ultimately provided was a Mortgage Loan Purchase Agreement, an Amended and Restated Trust Agreement, an Indenture, and a Servicing Agreement. (The Indenture in this case is in excess of 100 pages, without attachments. An attachment which simply defines the terms used in the Indenture itself contains fifty-five pages.) . . . The transfers or assignments of the underlying mortgage loans involve other complexities.27

Raftogianis and Krywopusk defaulted on the mortgage in October, 2008. The complaint to foreclose was filed on February 9, 2009. The complaint stated that the Bank of New York became owner of the note and mortgage “before the . . . complaint was drafted.” The complaint did not refer to the securitization of the loan, any of the entities involved in the securitization process, or any transfer from either American Home Acceptance or MERS. The complaint also provided no information as to who was then in physical possession of the note. Krywopusk filed an answer, counterclaim,

26 See id. at 443, 437.
27 See id. at 443.
and cross claim on May 6, 2009. After the complaint to foreclose was filed, an "Assignment of Mortgage" was executed from MERS to the Bank of New York, as Trustee. The assignment referred to the mortgage securing the Raftogianis/Krywopusk note.

The Bank of New York moved for summary judgment in January, 2010. “The motion was based on a certification from plaintiff’s counsel providing copies of the note, the mortgage, and the February 2009 [post-complaint] assignment.” The subsequent struggle to determine the rudimentary facts of the chain of transactions was described by the court:

Defendant filed written opposition, challenging the validity of the MERS assignment. Plaintiff responded with a certification executed by a supervisor for American Home Mortgage Servicing Inc., the servicer for the loan. While that . . . recited that the note and mortgage had previously been sold to plaintiff, it did that in conclusory terms. No additional documentation was provided. Neither plaintiff’s motion nor plaintiff’s reply to defendant’s opposition addressed the securitization of the debt, or the transfer or negotiation of the underlying note. The court then required the production of the documents executed as a part of the securitization process. The motion was adjourned.

The court’s subsequent frustration with Bank of New York’s inability to document the relevant transactions continued, amidst a flurry of document production and conflicting claims about the possibility of producing relevant documentation. In the end, the Bank of New York never established that it had possession of the Raftogianis/Krywopusk note as of the date that the foreclosure action was filed.

Since physical possession of the note was required (under New Jersey law) to commence a foreclosure action, the court held that the Bank of New York failed to establish that it had the right to initiate the action. It further held that establishment of later possession could not retroactively rectify the situation. The court emphasized that “[t]he date of filing can affect substantive rights, and those involved should have the ability to confirm that filing was proper.” For instance, under New Jersey law, “a debtor’s right to cure a default with respect to a residential mortgage, without being responsible for the lender’s fees and costs, will end when the complaint is filed. . . . Similarly, . . . [New Jersey law] provides that certain borrowers facing foreclosure have the right to a six month forbearance, effective with the filing of a foreclosure complaint.”

The court held that “[p]laintiff was required to establish one basic fact—that as of the time the complaint was filed, it or its agent did have possession of the note on which the action was based.” The burden of proof on this issue rested with the Bank.
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of New York. Having failed in its proof, the foreclosure complaint was dismissed without prejudice. Any new complaint would have to be accompanied by a certification confirming that the Bank of New York was then in physical possession of the original Raftogianis/Krywopusk note.36

In a later case, Wells Fargo Bank v. Ford,37 the Superior Court of New Jersey ruled against a purported assignee of a mortgage on similar facts. In that case, Sandra Ford borrowed $403,750 from Argent Mortgage Company and gave a mortgage on her residence in Westwood, New Jersey, to secure the loan. Five days later, Argent purportedly assigned the mortgage and note to Wells Fargo Bank. When Ford allegedly stopped making payments about one year later, Wells Fargo brought a court action to foreclose on the property. Ford, appearing pro se, responded that Argent committed predatory and fraudulent acts in connection with the loan and mortgage, and that the assignment to Wells Fargo was invalid.38

Wells Fargo subsequently brought a motion for summary judgment. Ford filed a cross motion for summary judgment, alleging that documents produced by Wells Fargo in the litigation were forgeries, and that she had been overcharged more than $20,000 in closing costs at the time of closing.39

The Superior Court held that Wells Fargo failed to establish its standing to pursue the foreclosure action. Under New Jersey law, “[a]s a general proposition, a party seeking to foreclose a mortgage must own or control the underlying debt.”40 In this case, Wells Fargo could produce no endorsement of the Ford note by Argent to Wells Fargo. In addition, there was no certification by a Wells Fargo officer that, on the basis of personal knowledge, Wells Fargo was the holder and owner of the note. A purported assignment of the mortgage which was produced “was not authenticated in any manner; it was simply attached to a reply brief.”41 Absent such proof, Wells Fargo could not foreclose.

The final case in this cluster was decided by the Supreme Court of New York last year. In this case, Deutsche Bank National Trust Co. v. McRae,42 Terry McRae borrowed $45,000 from First Franklin, a Division of National City Bank of Indiana, in July, 2006. This debt was memorialized by a note and was secured by a mortgage on McRae’s real property in Almond, New York.43

McRae allegedly defaulted on the loan and Deutsche Bank commenced a foreclosure action on January 21, 2009. Deutsche Bank made an application for an order of reference, which was denied by the Supreme Court. The ground cited was Deutsche Bank’s “fail[ure] to submit evidence of the proper assignment or delivery of the Mortgage and/or Note.”44

36 See id.
38 See id. at 328.
39 See id.
40 See id. at 329 (quoting Raftogianis, 13 A.3d 435).
41 See id. at 331.
43 See id. at 720.
44 See McRae, 894 N.Y.S.2d at 721. See also N.Y. REAL PROP. LAW § 1321 (Consol. 1963) (allowing plaintiff to request an Order of Reference in the event that a defaulting borrower does not file an appearance within the time allotted, which sends the foreclosure case to a referee to determine the full amount owed by the borrower, if the property can be sold as one parcel, etc.).
The court described how, under New York law, a plaintiff in a foreclosure action “must establish the existence of the mortgage and mortgage note, ownership of the mortgage, and the defendant’s default in payment . . . .”45 “A mortgage can be assigned in two ways—by the delivery of the bond and mortgage . . . to the assignee with the intention that all ownership interests [are] thereby transferred, or by a written instrument of assignment.”46 Neither was demonstrated in this case. There was no proof offered that Deutsche Bank held the note and mortgage when the action was commenced. In the alternative, the written assignment on which Deutsche Bank relied was defective. Although the assignment purportedly assigned the mortgage, it did not assign the underlying obligation. When the court indicated that this situation was insufficient, Deutsche Bank submitted a new copy of the note, “which for the first time contained an endorsement by First Franklin . . . to First Franklin Financial Corporation, and an endorsement in blank by First Franklin Financial Corporation.” However, this endorsement in blank was undated. “In stark contrast,” the court wrote, “the copy of the Note attached to the complaint bears no such endorsements. Obviously, the endorsements were made in response [to the court’s order] . . . , which post-date the commencement of this case . . . , and are ineffective” to ground the filing of the action.47

In dismissing the case, the court explained the policy reasons for its action:

[t]oday, with multiple (and often unrecorded) assignments of mortgage obligations and multiple securitizations often related to the same debt, the courts should carefully scrutinize the status of parties who claim the right to enforce these mortgage obligations. For the unrepresented homeowner, the issues of standing and real party in interest status of the foreclosing party are never considered. Without such scrutiny, there is a risk that the courts will give the judicial ‘seal of approval’ to foreclosures against unrepresented homeowners who have little, if any, understanding of these issues, much less the legal significance [of them] . . . .48

III. POINTLESS PROCEDURAL HURDLES OR THE PROTECTION OF SUBSTANTIVE RIGHTS?

Before assessing the desirability of the Ibanez decision and the others like it, we posit several preliminary points. First, in none of these decisions were the foundational legal principles on which they turned anything surprising or new. In each case, the court simply applied long established principles—such as the idea that a foreclosing party must have a present legal right to do so—in reaching the decision that it reached. In no area of the law can a party bring an action, claiming breach of a contract under which it has no present legal rights. Requiring that claimed mortgage assignees or securitization trustees must actually possess the mortgage interests that they assert is simply the implementation of a routine legal principle.

Second, the fact that traditional legal rules support a particular result does not, of course, mean that those rules cannot be altered in particular contexts by courts. That

45 Id. at 722.
46 Id.
47 Id. at 723 (emphasis deleted).
48 Id. at 724.
is, essentially, what the foreclosing parties in these cases requested. Although decades of law might require—on its face—the dismissals of these actions, the foreclosing parties argued that the complexities of mortgage securitization and multiple assignments in blank require flexibility in the enforcement of what are essentially hyper-technicalities in this context. The law in these states might require that the foreclosing party have a written assignment or actual, physical possession of the mortgage or indebtedness note. However, there was no real dispute in any of these cases that the foreclosing parties were—with the exception of some missing paperwork—the parties who were entitled to do so.

Finally, there was no evidence in any of these cases that the property owners had not, in fact, defaulted. In all of these cases, the property owners implicitly conceded that they had stopped making payments, often for substantial periods. If there was unfairness in the bringing of these foreclosure actions, it was not rooted in the factual question of default.

Indeed, one could argue, all that was accomplished in these cases was a temporary delay of the inevitable. In each of these cases, the complaint was dismissed by the court without prejudice, meaning that the case could be re-filed. The foreclosing parties could simply cure the technical defect—obtain the written assignment or find the missing documents—and file for foreclosure again.

Are there—therefore—any valid reasons for the decisions in these cases?

There are, in fact, several important principles that these decisions embody—principles that are critical to the law in this area, and broader questions of public policy.

A. A HOME MORTGAGE DEALS WITH SHELTER; AS A RESULT, IT IS A PARTICULAR KIND OF CONTRACT THAT IS IMBUED WITH PARTICULARLY IMPORTANT SOCIAL ISSUES AND IMPERATIVES.

In the Ibanez case and at least one other, the mortgages that were threatened with foreclosure were on the debtors’ homes. The individual and societal importance of individuals’ homes has always been recognized in American law and policy. It is recognized in bankruptcy laws, income tax laws, property tax rates, federal mortgage lending standards, and a myriad of other contexts. In the Ibanez case, the court explicitly recognized this factor. It stressed that the securitization of mortgages does not justify carelessness in foreclosure procedures; those mortgages still convey “legal title to someone’s home or farm, and must be treated as such.” In the McRae case, the court cited mortgage reform legislation in New York in support of its decision. This legislation stated, explicitly, that “it is the expressed policy of the state to preserve and guard . . . the social as well as the economic value of home ownership.”

The foreclosure crisis of the past three years has certainly intensified awareness of the importance of fairness in residential loans, and the individual and societal costs of loss of home ownership. However, the underlying principle—of the importance of human shelter—has long informed our nation’s public policy, and the law’s treatment of foreclosure.

49 See Ibanez, 941 N.E.2d at 46, 47, 52; Ford, 15 A.3d at 328.
50 Ibanez, 941 N.E.2d at 51-52.
51 McRae, 894 N.Y.S.2d at 721 (quoting N.Y. Real Prop. Law § 265-a(1)(b) (Consol. 2007)).
B. IN FORECLOSURE ACTIONS—PARTICULARLY THOSE THAT INVOLVE MULTIPLE ASSIGNMENTS AND SECURITIZED LOANS—THE BURDEN OF PROOF REGARDING THE RIGHT TO FORECLOSE MUST BE PLACED ON THE FORECLOSING PARTY.

The Ibanez and similar cases discussed here all illustrate two basic truths: (1) complex real estate transactions with multiple (and often undocumented) assignments and the securitization of thousands of mortgages are beyond the assumed understanding of any layperson; and (2) as a result, proof of these transactions, and the claimed right to foreclose, must lie with the foreclosing party.

The complexities of the transactions involved in this cluster of cases, and the seemingly attitude (of the financial institutions involved) that property owners need not be made aware of them, are not unique; they are currently rife throughout the industry. During the past decade, when mortgage lending became a scramble for quick profits by loan originators who had no intention of holding and servicing loans, documentation of the millions of assignments and securitizations involved has been by-and-large abysmal. The problems that were present in these cases—missing documents, assignments in blank, unrecorded assignments, post-transaction documentation, and others—have been discovered in foreclosure challenges in many states, and have been the subject of many critical court opinions.

With such rampant problems, the approach that was taken in Ibanez and the other cases is the only one that is sensible: the burden of proving the right to foreclose must be placed on the foreclosing party. If a remote assignee or securitization trustee claims the right to foreclose, it must prove the legal basis for that claim. It cannot be the case that a remote party can claim the right to foreclose, with the property owner then forced to disprove its entitlement to that action. All of the documents and other knowledge of complex transactions are (to the extent that they exist) in the possession of the foreclosing party. As a result, as a practical matter—as well as a matter of fairness—the burden of proving the right to foreclose must be borne by the foreclosing party.

Granting the property owner an entitlement to proof of the transactions involved is, of course, only as good as his ability to enforce it. This leads to the third important principle in this context:

C. IN CASES INVOLVING MULTIPLE ASSIGNMENTS AND/OR SECURITIZED LOANS, JUDICIAL OVERSIGHT OF THE FORECLOSURE PROCESS IS CRITICAL.

In mortgage foreclosure cases involving multiple assignments and securitized loans, a property owner who receives notice of foreclosure from a remote third party or securitization trustee is placed in an impossible situation. Is this party, from whom notice is received, the one actually (legally) entitled to foreclose? If not, and the foreclosure proceeds, the property owner might well remain liable (under the terms of the loan) to the legally entitled party. With whom should the property owner deal, in raising defenses or seeking modification of loan terms under state or federal mandatory mediation or foreclosure protection programs?

To ensure answers to such questions, and to implement mandatory mediation laws, judicial oversight of the foreclosure process is critical. For instance, in response to the foreclosure crisis, several states have enacted statutes that mandate negotiations between property owners and mortgage holders in an attempt to avert foreclosure. In New York, a new statute requires that a court hold a mandatory conference before foreclosure on high-cost or sub-prime home loans, with the purpose being “to allow
the parties to reach agreement on an alternative to foreclosure.” In Maine, recent legislation has created the Foreclosure Mediation Program, which provides a defaulting borrower with the opportunity to enter into negotiations with the lender, supervised by a trained and impartial mediator, in which loss-mitigation strategies and the possibility of avoiding the foreclosure action are discussed.

Attempts by property owners to negotiate settlements and avoid foreclosure have been stymied repeatedly by the claims of remote third parties and loan servicers who claim that they have no authority to negotiate. To force production of proof of the right to foreclose, and to require good faith participation by lenders in negotiation, judicial oversight is critical. In addition, the obligation to invoke judicial oversight of the foreclosure process should rest with the foreclosing party. The property owner, with generally little information and less expertise, should not be in the position of having to hire a lawyer to stop the foreclosure process and invoke the court’s protection. If a remote assignee or securitization trustee desires to foreclose, it should be required to file a court action to do so.

The logic behind this principle is obvious in those jurisdictions that require judicial supervision and approval of all foreclosure actions. However, it is not traditionally a part of the law in those jurisdictions that do not require a claimed mortgage holder to submit to the judicial process. In the approximately 29 “non-judicial foreclosure” states, a mortgage holder is empowered to proceed to foreclosure and sale if the mortgage grants the lender that power. Since “non-judicial sale” is a mortgage term that homeowners are very unlikely to appreciate, or feel that they can negotiate, it is safe to assume that most mortgage loans in those states grant lenders that power. Indeed, in the cases of the Ibanez and LaRace loans, the properties were foreclosed and sold prior to any judicial involvement. Judicial scrutiny of the foreclosures in those cases occurred only because months after the sale—the purported mortgage holders chose to initiate quiet title actions. Had they not done so, it is highly unlikely that proof of the right to foreclose, required by the Ibanez court, would ever have been required.

“Non-judicial foreclosure” statutes are based on the assumption that mortgage foreclosures are relatively simple affairs between two contracting parties, with relatively simple facts about payment. This might have described most residential mortgage transactions twenty years ago. However, in the world of real estate financing in the twenty-first century, this model reflects none of the realities of most transactions. To give claimed mortgage holders the right to foreclose and sell the properties—unless homeowners can guess that the foreclosing party is unauthorized, and know that they

---

52 See McRae, 894 N.Y.S.2d at 249 (discussing N.Y. C.P.L.R. § 3408 (Consol. 2008)).

53 See 14 ME. REV. STAT. tit. 14, § 6321-A, 6322 (2009). Pursuant to Maine’s Foreclosure Mediation Program, if the borrower chooses to initiate the mediation process, no judgment authorizing the foreclosure and sale of the property can be entered until the mediator’s report is completed and filed with the court. If the parties are unable to come to come to terms with a strategy to avoid further proceedings during mediation, the ensuing mediator’s report reflects that an agreement could not be reached and the court may then enter a judgment of foreclosure in favor of the lender. Similar legislation has been enacted in several other states. See, e.g., N.Y. C.P.L.R. § 3408 (Consol. 2008); MASS. GEN. LAWS ch. 244, § 35A (2008); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 46:10B-30 (2009).

54 In Massachusetts, a solution has been sought for at least one subset of loans, sub-prime loans. The Massachusetts Attorney General and Massachusetts courts have attempted to force pre-sale negotiation in the case of sub-prime loans for individual homes, by labeling them “presumptively unfair” and the product of deceptive trade practices in violation of general consumer protection statutes. See Commonwealth v. Fremont Inv. & Loan, 897 N.E.2d 548 (Mass. 2008).
have the right to negotiation, and can afford to hire an attorney to file in court—is unrealistic in today’s world and represents poor public policy.

Naysayers will point out that long foreclosure delays characterize the current situation in some states which require judicially approved foreclosures. Because of the spiraling number of defaults on mortgage loans in the past three years, delays in accomplishing foreclosures in New Jersey and New York, for instance, now exceed an average of three years. This has, in turn, depressed prices for the sales of non-distressed properties and created blocks of blight in some cities. Judicial review of foreclosures is, however, only part of the problem; other causes include the disorganization of assignment and securitization records, and uncertainty about foreclosure rules on both the state and federal levels. In addition, disputes about responsibility for deteriorating homes in the process of foreclosure mirrors problems in the foreclosure process itself. In Los Angeles, the City has sued Deutsche Bank, “one of the country’s largest trustees of mortgage-backed securities, seek[ing] hundreds of millions of dollars in penalties.” The Bank is accused of “illegally forcing out tenants, allowing others to live in deplorable conditions and letting scores of empty homes devolve into havens for gang members, squatters and drug dealers.” The Bank’s defense? The City has sued the wrong party. “Loan servicers, not Deutsche, which is the trustee for the properties, are responsible for the maintenance of the properties, said [a Deutsche] spokesman . . . .”

There are potential costs to any course of action. The question is whether the efficiency of non-judicial foreclosures in moving foreclosed properties justifies the costs that come with rapid, non-supervised foreclosure powers exercised by alleged third-party assignees and securitization trustees. The better answer is that it does not.

IV. CONCLUSION

Neither Ibanez, nor any of the other cases discussed here, forbids mortgage securitization, multiple mortgage and note assignments, or other complex real estate financing transactions. Indeed, the Ibanez court itself stressed that a securitization trustee could be shown as a proper assignee if there is a trust agreement which clearly and specifically identifies the mortgage at issue as among those assigned to the trust. The issue is not the blanket forbidding of complex transactions; it is the protection of all rights, including those of the property owner, when default and foreclosure are claimed.

56 See id.; see also Brady Dennis, There Goes the Foreclosed-on Neighborhood, THE PORTLAND PRESS HERALD, July 1, 2011, at A2.
57 See Schmit, supra note 55.
58 See Dennis, supra note 56.
59 See Ibanez, 941 N.E.2d at 53.
Academic Freedom and the Public’s Right to Know: How to Counter the Chilling Effect of FOIA Requests on Scholarship

Rachel Levinson-Waldman*

Every state has a mechanism that entitles citizens to request and obtain records produced in the course of official acts. The state statutes enabling this access to public documents—often referred to as state Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) statutes—are intended to make the actions of public employees and representatives transparent, and to foster accountability and debate. The statutes generally do not ask for the requester’s reason for wanting the documents; rather, they assume that the government’s operations should be open to the public, and proceed upon that presumption in favor of transparency.

Recently, several groups have used state FOIA statutes to demand materials developed by faculty members as well as emails exchanged among scholars. By potentially squelching debate rather than encouraging it, however, these requests threaten to undermine the purpose of freedom of information laws. Indeed, they pose a significant risk of chilling academic freedom by making scholars reluctant to discuss and explore controversial issues or to collaborate with each other, thereby constraining one of the primary services offered by publicly funded colleges and universities. Moreover, not only does judicial treatment of FOIA requests vary significantly from state to state, but the analysis of requests for documents under these state statutory schemes can diverge substantially from the treatment of requests for the same documents as part of litigation or pursuant to other statutory regimes.

In light of the inconsistent treatment of similar requests by different states or under different circumstances, as well as the potentially competing interests in freedom of scholarly exchange on the one hand and full public disclosure on the other, an approach that harmonizes the handling of these document demands and balances these interests would be of significant value to courts, academics, university administrators, and outside parties alike. This paper proposes several methods by which to regularize the responses to document requests, provide guidance to various stakeholders, and ensure that the significant interest in public access—upon which scholars themselves often rely—does not automatically take precedence over the equally significant interest in open academic exchange.

* Senior Counsel, American Association of University Professors (AAUP). The views expressed are solely those of the author and not necessarily those of the AAUP. This Issue Brief was first released by ACS in September 2011.


2 Although state statutes go by a variety of names—sunshine acts, public records acts, and open records acts, among others—this paper will refer to them generally as state FOIA statutes.
I. THE ISSUE IN CONTEXT: RECENT FOIA REQUESTS

A. UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA

In January 2011, the American Tradition Institute Environmental Law Center (ATI), a libertarian, pro-individual rights environmental think tank, joined forces with a Virginia state delegate to serve a records demand on the University of Virginia (UVA). The group requested a wide array of materials related to a former UVA professor, Michael Mann. Professor Mann, now on the faculty at Pennsylvania State University, is best known as the climate scientist who developed the “hockey stick” model of global warming, demonstrating that the Earth’s temperature has increased during the industrialized era. Emails to and from Dr. Mann were at the heart of what became known as “Climategate,” in which climate change skeptics misinterpreted emails released from a hacked server at the University of East Anglia to suggest that global warming was, essentially, a hoax. Although multiple bodies concluded that neither Dr. Mann nor his colleagues engaged in research fraud, the emails nevertheless continued to serve as a flashpoint for climate change deniers, who remained convinced that they revealed a scientific conspiracy.

Citing to “Climategate” and a “cloud of controversy” surrounding the hockey stick model, the ATI and Republican Virginia Representative Bob Marshall served a FOIA request for an exhaustive range of documents, including all correspondence and related materials between Dr. Mann and any of 39 other scientists, all documents referencing any of those people, and all emails to or from Dr. Mann; a wide array of grant-related records; and his computer programs and source codes. UVA initially asserted that at least some of the materials sought were exempt from disclosure under Virginia’s FOIA statute, but after ATI filed a motion urging the court to compel the university to produce the documents, UVA and ATI reached an agreement that UVA would share all of the requested documents with ATI. Under the agreement, ATI’s access to documents that UVA asserts are protected will be subject to a protective or-

---


der that prohibits ATI from using or revealing the documents further. In addition, ATI can ask the court to issue a ruling on any exemptions claimed for the documents. This agreement was reached in the midst of a challenge by UVA to an almost identical civil subpoena served on the university last year by Virginia Attorney General Kenneth Cuccinelli, related to the Attorney General’s allegations that Dr. Mann had committed fraud on the taxpayers by relying on science with which the Attorney General disagrees. Now that UVA has agreed to produce the documents in response to ATI’s FOIA request, it is unclear whether Cuccinelli’s litigation will continue or if he will elect to withdraw the subpoena, which was served pursuant to a state statute that requires some showing of fraud to proceed.

B. UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

Two other recent FOIA requests arose out of the thus far successful efforts in Wisconsin to roll back state law enabling public employees to engage in collective bargaining. First, in mid-March 2011, the Wisconsin Republican Party requested the email records of William Cronon, a professor of history, geography, and environmental studies at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. The request targeted all of Professor Cronon’s 2011 emails using the terms “Republican,” “Scott Walker” (the Wisconsin governor), “recall,” “collective bargaining,” “rally,” or “union,” as well as the names of two public employee unions, the Wisconsin Speaker of the Assembly, the state Senate Majority Leader, or any of eight state politicians who had become the subjects of recall efforts. The request followed closely on the heels of a blog posting by Professor Cronon that outlined the role of the American Legislative Exchange Council, or ALEC, in a variety of conservative state legislative efforts.

Wisconsin has one of the strongest open records laws in the country, as well as a robust tradition of academic freedom. The University of Wisconsin is well-known for a quote that appears on the entrance to one of its main buildings: “Whatever may be the limitations which trammel inquiry elsewhere, we believe that the great state university of Wisconsin should ever encourage that continual and fearless sifting and

---

7 Letter from UVA president Teresa Sullivan to coalition groups in response to a letter expressing concern regarding academic freedom interests at stake in the ATI case (Apr. 21, 2011), available at http://www.ucusa.org/assets/4-21-11-Letter-from-UVA-to-Coalition-Orgs.pdf (indicating that UVA intends to use “all available exemptions” in responding to the FOIA request). Among other categories of information, the state statute exempts from disclosure “data, records or information of a proprietary nature produced or collected by or for faculty or staff of public institutions of higher education . . . in the conduct of or as a result of research on medical, scientific, technical or scholarly issues . . . where such data, records or information has not been publicly released, published, copyrighted or patented.” VA. CODE §2.2-3705.6 (2010).

8 For a timeline of Attorney General Cuccinelli’s document demand and lawsuit against the University of Virginia, see Timeline: Legal Harassment of Climate Scientist Michael Mann, UNION OF CONCERNED SCIENTISTS http://www.ucusa.org/scientific_integrity/abuses_of_science/va-ag-timeline.html (last visited Jun. 23, 2011). The American Association of University Professors (AAUP) submitted several amicus briefs in that litigation in partnership with the ACLU of Virginia, the Thomas Jefferson Center for the Protection of Free Expression, and the Union of Concerned Scientists.


winnowing by which alone the truth can be found.” With that commitment to academic freedom in mind, Chancellor Biddy Martin indicated that the university would respond to the records request by undertaking a balancing test, “taking such things as the rights to privacy and free expression into account.” The chancellor continued: “Scholars and scientists pursue knowledge by way of open intellectual exchange. Without a zone of privacy within which to conduct and protect their work, scholars would not be able to produce new knowledge or make life-enhancing discoveries.” She also highlighted the threat to the integrity of the state’s system of higher education if faculty communications were vulnerable to disclosure, warning that “[h]aving every exchange of ideas subject to public exposure puts academic freedom in peril and threatens the processes by which knowledge is created.”

The university’s formal response to the request identified several specific categories of records that would not be produced, including “intellectual communications among scholars.” Echoing Chancellor Martin’s words, the letter from the general counsel’s office explained: “Faculty members like Professor Cronon often use e-mail to develop and share their thoughts with one another. The confidentiality of such discussions is vital to scholarship and to the mission of this university. Faculty members must be afforded privacy in these exchanges in order to pursue knowledge and develop lines of argument without fear of reprisal for controversial findings and without the premature disclosure of those ideas.” The university concluded that “the public interest in intellectual communications among scholars . . . is outweighed by other public interests favoring protection of such communications.” The state Republican Party has stated that it does not intend to appeal the decision.

C. UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN, MICHIGAN STATE UNIVERSITY, AND WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY

15 The counsel’s office also explained that it had reviewed Professor Cronon’s emails for any evidence of use of the university’s resources for political or other improper purposes, and had found none. See id.
16 See Doug Lederman, Wisconsin Stands Up for Professor, INSIDE HIGHER ED (Apr. 4, 2011), http://www.insidehighered.com/news/2011/04/04/wisconsin_chancellor_cites_academic_freedom_in_shielding_e-mails_from_records_request. In early May, the Wisconsin Republican Party served another FOIA request, this time on the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh. See Letter from Wisconsin Republican Party Executive Director Mark Jefferson to Chancellor Richard Wells of the University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh requesting documents under the state’s FOIA statute (May 5, 2011), available at http://www.wisgop.org/sites/default/files/5.5.11_ORR.pdf. The request arose out of an incident in which a criminal justice professor allegedly urged his students during class to sign a petition to recall a state senator. The request asks for emails to or from the professor that refer to Scott Walker, any of several state senators who are the targets of recall petitions (and the treasurer of one of the recall movements), “collective bargaining,” “rally,” “recall,” “petition,” “Republican,” “Wisconsin Progress PAC,” “Democratic Party of Wisconsin,” “Solidarity PAC,” “WEAC” (the Wisconsin Education Association Council), or “AFSCME.” The chancellor of that campus has indicated that the university intends to respond to the request, and has already made the professor’s disciplinary record and a number of underlying emails public—see, e.g., Documents relating to Professor Stephen Richards, http://www.uwosh.edu/chancellor/communications/documents-relating-to-professor-stephen-richards—but has not yet responded formally to the request.
Finally, in March 2011, the Mackinac Center, a libertarian public policy think tank in Michigan, served a set of FOIA requests on the labor studies departments at the University of Michigan, Michigan State University, and Wayne State University. After a public outcry, the Mackinac Center explained that it had filed its request because pro-labor resources appearing on the websites of the labor studies centers (particularly at Wayne State) suggested that faculty members may have illegally used university resources for partisan political purposes. The Center proposed that the Michigan state legislature should scrutinize the use of state tax dollars for public higher education. 17

While the Mackinac Center indicated that its request came in the wake of both the furor in Wisconsin over collective bargaining legislation and the debate over Michigan legislation expanding the powers of “emergency financial managers,” the Center’s requests were both broader and narrower than its explanation suggested. Specifically, although the Center referred to the Michigan legislation in its explanation of the requests, the requests in fact appeared to focus only on matters in Wisconsin, not Michigan. With respect to those matters, however, the requests swept far beyond simple concern about misuse of state resources, asking for all emails using the words “Scott Walker,” “Wisconsin,” “Madison,” or “Maddow” (as in Rachel Maddow, who had condemned Governor Walker and the state legislation), as well as “any other emails criticizing the collective bargaining situation in Wisconsin.” 18

As of mid-May, the three universities had notified the Mackinac Center of the cost of fulfilling the requests (less than $600 for the University of Michigan and Wayne State, and about $5600 for Michigan State). The Mackinac Center indicated that it would pay for the two less expensive productions and would decide how to proceed with the request to Michigan State. 19 The schools have not yet suggested whether they plan to withhold any of the records under either statutory or common-law exemptions.

***

These requests pose difficult issues for university administrators, scholars, FOIA experts, advocates of both academic freedom and open government, and others. How should the critical interests in government transparency be balanced with the equally vital interest in robust academic debates? Should an exemption for scholarly communications be included in state FOIA statutes? Before turning to the possible responses to these questions, a closer examination of what is at stake and how FOIA requests have affected scholarship is warranted.

II. THE INTEREST AT STAKE: THE POTENTIAL MISUSE OF FOIA REQUESTS TO CHILL RESEARCH

While FOIA statutes serve a critical public function, making every scholarly exchange vulnerable to a FOIA request in the name of public disclosure could—as the

---

Supreme Court has warned about political scrutiny of academics—foster an “atmosphere of suspicion and distrust” and stifle the “marketplace of ideas” that enables public universities to make invaluable contributions to the development of knowledge and to society.20

Indeed, one academic has testified movingly to being the target of FOIA requests designed to halt his research.21 Dr. Paul Fischer conducted research at the Medical College of Georgia on children’s recognition of Camel’s “Old Joe” advertising campaign. Fischer was subpoenaed by R.J. Reynolds in litigation involving health warnings on promotional products, although his research was not mentioned in the plaintiff’s complaint, he was not listed as a witness for either side in the litigation, and his advertising research was unrelated to the subject of the suit. The subpoena requested a wide range of information, including contact information for the children who participated in the study, all notes and memos related to the study, and data tapes.

After Fischer successfully moved to quash the subpoena, R. J. Reynolds served a nearly identical records request on the college under the state Open Records Act, and a judge ordered the release of all of the requested documents. Although one of the college’s lawyers agreed with Fischer that R.J. Reynolds was attempting to harass him and other tobacco researchers to discourage future research, the school ultimately disclosed all of the information requested, including the names of the 3- to 6-year-old children who participated in Fischer’s study.22 Soon after, Fischer left the academy and went into private practice.

Similarly, a study on the effects of congressional scrutiny of National Institutes of Health (NIH) grants in 2004 found that over half of the researchers who responded had altered their research in some way after their grants were targeted politically, and fully a quarter reported that they had eliminated “entire topics from their research agendas.” Seventy percent of the participants agreed that the political environment at the time created a “chilling effect,” and over half believed the NIH was likely to reduce funding as a result.23

Of course, fear of a FOIA request is not the same as fear of reduced governmental funding, and a successful FOIA request will not necessarily result in reduced governmental or institutional support. There are surely a number of scholars who continue to pursue their work in the face of threatened records demands, legislative scrutiny, and more. But it would not be unreasonable, particularly in the current political and funding climate, for scholars and researchers to worry that targeted FOIA requests are an effort to stifle debate rather than to foster it, and to anticipate that already-stressed

---


22 An attorney for R.J. Reynolds explained in another tobacco case that “[t]he aggressive posture we have taken regarding depositions and discovery in general continues to make these cases extremely burdensome and expensive. . . . To paraphrase General Patton, the way we won these cases was not by spending all of Reynolds’ money, but by making the other son of a bitch spend his.” Id. at 166 n.37 (quoting Complaint, Florida v. American Tobacco Co. et al., No. CL-1466A0 at 28-29 (Fla. Cir. Ct., Apr. 18, 1995) (memorandum from J. Michael Jordan, legal counsel, R.J. Reynolds)).

statehouses may be pressured to reduce funding for research at public colleges and universities on ostensibly academic grounds that legislators are ill-equipped to evaluate. In this regard, it is notable that in the NIH controversy described above, an outside advocacy group took credit for compiling the list of grants that became the target of congressional investigation.24

The scholarly communications of social scientists, which were the target of two of the three recent FOIA demands, are both less and more threatened by demands for documents than the scientific research described above. On the one hand, scientific researchers may pursue multiple threads of a theory, or hit multiple dead ends, before hitting an area that is fruitful and publishable. Requiring them to reveal all of those areas of experimentation and failure could simply lead some to stop trying, at least with respect to difficult or controversial areas where funding could be at risk. Moreover, scientists often have a proprietary intellectual property interest in temporarily maintaining the privacy of their research. For this reason, a number of state FOIA statutes contain exemptions for scientific research materials that could constitute trade secrets or be patented, and some even include exemptions for general scholarly work, though very few contain explicit protections for communications among colleagues.25 On the other hand, it is presumed that scientists will, at an appropriate point, share their data and research methodology so that their findings can be tested and refined through peer review and scrutiny. Often the question with respect to the release of scientific research is not “if” but “when.”

By contrast, some of the types of information sought in the recent FOIA requests will not necessarily be published for review by peers or be clearly protected by existing FOIA exemptions for trade secrets and other scientific material. Nevertheless, freedom of inquiry and debate in the social sciences is equally important to the values of academic freedom that the Supreme Court has lauded for the past half-century, as discussed below. As one court has explained, “[c]ompelled disclosure of confidential information would without question severely stifle research into questions of public policy, the very subjects in which the public interest is greatest.”26 And as the Washington Post observed in response to the American Tradition Institute’s FOIA request to UVA, “Academics must feel comfortable sharing research, disagreeing with colleagues and proposing conclusions—not all of which will be correct—without fear that those who dislike their findings will conduct invasive fishing expeditions in search

24 Id. at 1572 (stating that the “Traditional Values Coalition, a self-described conservative Christian lobbying group, claimed authorship of the list”).

25 Michigan’s Confidential Research and Investment Information Act, for instance, exempts from disclosure intellectual property or “original works of authorship” that are created by a university employee “for purposes that include research, education, and related activities” until the author has a reasonable opportunity to publish it to the university community or to secure copyright registration. Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 390.1554(4)(a) (2011); see also South Carolina’s Public Records Act, allowing public bodies to exempt “[d]ata, records, or information of a proprietary nature, produced or collected by or for faculty or staff of state institutions of higher education in the conduct of or as a result of study or research on commercial, scientific, technical, or scholarly issues,” as well as similar “data, records, or information developed, collected, or received by or on behalf of faculty, staff, employees, or students of a state institution of higher education . . . in the conduct of or as a result of study or research on medical, scientific, technical, scholarly, or artistic issues,” including “information provided by participants in research, research notes and data, discoveries, research projects, proposals, methodologies, protocols, and creative works.” S.C. Code Ann. § 30-4-40(14(A)-(B)) (2010).

of a pretext to discredit them. That give-and-take should be unhindered by how popular a professor’s ideas are or whose ideological convictions might be hurt.”

It is therefore especially critical to identify mechanisms by which these communications may be protected, either via explicit exemptions or by a balancing approach that takes into account the value of academic collaboration.

III. JUDICIAL RESPONSES

A. RECOGNITION OF ACADEMIC FREEDOM

Starting in the McCarthy era, in response to threatened incursions by state legislatures and attorneys general into the operations of universities, the Supreme Court accorded special attention to academic freedom, including it within the free speech protections of the First Amendment. In *Sweezy v. New Hampshire*, a professor at the University of New Hampshire was interrogated by the state’s Attorney General about his affiliations with communism. After the professor, Paul Sweezy, refused to answer a number of questions before a judge, he was found in contempt of court and thrown in jail. A plurality of the Supreme Court held that there had been an “invasion of [Sweezy’s] liberties in the areas of academic freedom and political expression—areas in which government should be extremely reticent to tread.” The opinion continued:

> The essentiality of freedom in the community of American universities is almost self-evident. No one should underestimate the vital role in a democracy that is played by those who guide and train our youth. To impose any strait jacket upon the intellectual leaders in our colleges and universities would imperil the future of our Nation . . . . Scholarship cannot flourish in an atmosphere of suspicion and distrust. Teachers and students must always remain free to inquire, to study and to evaluate, to gain new maturity and understanding; otherwise our civilization will stagnate and die.

A decade later, in *Keyishian v. Board of Regents*, the Court ruled that requiring faculty at SUNY-Buffalo to sign loyalty oaths affirming they were not members of the Communist party was an unconstitutional violation of their rights to academic freedom and freedom of association. Echoing its earlier invocation of academic freedom as critical to the development of democracy and the search for truth, the Court elaborated:

> Our Nation is deeply committed to safeguarding academic freedom, which is of transcendent value to all of us and not merely to

---


29 Id. at 250.

30 Id. Earlier in the decade, Justice Douglas also invoked academic freedom in a dissent, cautioning: “Where suspicion fills the air and holds scholars in line for fear of their jobs, there can be no exercise of the free intellect . . . . [I]t was the pursuit of truth which the First Amendment was designed to protect.” *Adler v. Bd. of Educ.*, 342 U.S. 485, 509-11 (1952) (Douglas, J., dissenting).

the teachers concerned. That freedom is therefore a special concern of the First Amendment, which does not tolerate laws that cast a pall of orthodoxy over the classroom . . . . The classroom is peculiarly the ‘marketplace of ideas.’ The Nation’s future depends upon leaders trained through wide exposure to that robust exchange of ideas which discovers truth out of a multitude of tongues, [rather] than through any kind of authoritative selection.32

U.S. courts of appeals have also articulated forcefully the values at stake in these cases. In Dow Chemical Company v. Allen,33 the Environmental Protection Agency scheduled cancellation hearings for one of Dow Chemical Company’s herbicides on the basis of studies conducted at the University of Wisconsin, and Dow attempted to issue subpoenas to the study’s researchers for all of their notes, reports, working papers, and raw data. The Seventh Circuit refused to enforce the subpoenas, based primarily on an analysis of Dow’s need for the materials (low) and the burden that forced disclosure would impose upon the researchers (high). The researchers’ affidavits described the harm that would come from enforcing the subpoena, including their inability to subsequently publish the studies (which were incomplete and ongoing) and the potential destruction of months or years of research. The Seventh Circuit upheld the district court’s finding that “the risk of even inadvertent premature disclosure so far outweighed the probative value of and need for the information as to itself constitute an unreasonable burden.”34

The panel majority also took up the question of whether the dispute implicated interests of academic freedom—a claim raised not by either of the parties but by the State of Wisconsin as amicus. As the court observed, the State’s argument in a nutshell was that “scholarly research is an activity which lies at the heart of higher education, that it lies within the First Amendment’s protection of academic freedom, and therefore judicially authorized intrusion into that sphere of university life should be permitted only for compelling reasons.”35 While noting that the “precise contours of the concept of academic freedom are difficult to define,” the court cited approvingly to Sweezy and Keyishian, and opined that it was “clear that whatever constitutional protection is afforded by the First Amendment extends as readily to the scholar in the laboratory as to the teacher in the classroom.”36 The court endorsed a balancing inquiry when it came to weighing the merits of an asserted academic freedom privilege,

---

32 Id. at 603 (internal quotation marks and citations omitted); see also Rust v. Sullivan, 500 U.S. 173, 200 (1991) (“[T]he university is a traditional sphere of free expression so fundamental to the functioning of our society.”); Regents of Univ. of Cal. v. Bakke, 438 U.S. 265, 312 (1978) (“[A]cademic freedom, though not a specifically enumerated constitutional right, long has been viewed as a special concern of the First Amendment.”); Shelton v. Tucker, 364 U.S. 479, 487 (1960) (“The vigilant protection of constitutional freedoms is nowhere more vital than in the community of American schools.”); Wieman v. Updegraff, 344 U.S. 183, 195 (1952) (Frankfurter, J., concurring) (“[I]nhibition of freedom of thought, and of action upon thought, in the case of teachers brings the safeguards of [the Bill of Rights and Fourteenth Amendment] vividly into operation. Such unwarranted inhibition upon the free spirit of teachers . . . has an unmistakable tendency to chill that free play of the spirit which all teachers ought especially to cultivate and practice . . . .”); Adams v. Trustees of Univ. of N.C.-Wilmington, No. 10-1413, 2011 WL 1289054, at *5-6, *9-10, *11 (4th Cir. Apr. 6, 2011) (noting that speech related to scholarship and teaching implicates interests under the First Amendment related to academic freedom).

33 672 F.2d 1262 (7th Cir. 1982).

34 Id. at 1274

35 Id.

36 Id. at 1275.
suggesting that “to prevail over academic freedom the interests … must be strong and the extent of intrusion carefully limited.”

In this case, the subpoena would have required the University of Wisconsin researchers not only to turn over “virtually every scrap of paper and every mechanical or electronic recording made” during the period that the studies had been proceeding, but also to make available any “additional useful data” that emerged during the course of the dispute. As the court added, “It is not unduly speculative to imagine that a large private corporation, through repeatedly securing broad-based subpoenas requiring total disclosure of all notes, reports, working papers, and raw data relating to on-going studies, could make research in a particular field so undesirable as to chill or inhibit whole areas of scientific inquiry.” The court therefore concluded that “there is little to justify an intrusion into university life which would risk substantially chilling the exercise of academic freedom.”

Yet despite these powerful statements by our nation’s highest court and appellate courts recognizing the value of academic freedom and its grounding in the First Amendment, courts charged with reviewing scholarly claims of confidentiality in the face of requests for disclosure pursuant to state FOIA statutes have rendered uneven decisions.

B. JUDICIAL TREATMENT OF STATE FREEDOM OF INFORMATION STATUTES

State FOIA statutes vary widely in their treatment of university-related records, ranging across a spectrum from silence to specific exemptions for presidential search materials or documents protected by federal privacy laws to much broader recognition of protection for at least some categories of scholarly materials. State statutes that do articulate an exemption for scholarly materials provide courts (and records custodians) with specific guidance by which to evaluate records requests. Where the statute is silent or ambiguous, however, courts are generally reluctant to second-guess the legislature by reading in an exemption—though some courts will conduct a balancing inquiry, most commonly if directed to do so by the statute itself.

In State ex rel. Thomas v. Ohio State University, the Ohio Supreme Court rejected Ohio State University’s assertion that disclosure to animal rights activists of the names and addresses of animal research scientists would have a chilling effect on the scientists’ First Amendment right to academic freedom. The court relied on its decision half a year earlier in State ex rel. James v. Ohio State University, which in turn relied on the U.S. Supreme Court’s 1990 decision in University of Pennsylvania v. EEOC. In that case, the Supreme Court concluded that tenure records could be disclosed to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission without violating the university’s as-

37 Id.
38 Id. at 1276.
39 Id. at 1276 n.25.
40 Id. at 1276-77. Cf. Deitchman v. E.R. Squibb & Sons, Inc., 740 F.2d 556 (7th Cir. 1984) (holding that the drug company Squibb, as the defendant in a products liability lawsuit, would be permitted to subpoena some factual information from a non-party University of Chicago cancer researcher because Squibb would otherwise be at a significant disadvantage in litigation). Squibb would not, however, be able to obtain “any material reflecting development of [the researcher’s] ideas or stating … conclusions not yet published.” Id. at 565.
41 643 N.E.2d 126 (Ohio 1994).
42 637 N.E.2d 911 (Ohio 1994).
asserted First Amendment right to academic freedom. The Court reasoned that the agency’s demand for confidential tenure review materials did not prevent the university and its faculty from exercising their best academic judgment regarding faculty hiring and promotion.

The University of Pennsylvania holding arguably stood for a far more limited proposition than the Ohio Supreme Court believed, since the university’s academic privilege claim was being weighed against the substantial interest in enforcement of federal anti-discrimination laws. Nevertheless, several state courts, including Ohio’s, have relied on it for the proposition that there is no privilege in academic materials.44 The Thomas court further declined to read in an unstated exemption to the state’s open records statute, quoting James:

[1]n enumerating very narrow, specific exceptions to the public records statute, the General Assembly has already weighed and balanced the competing public policy considerations between the public’s right to know how its state agencies make decisions and the potential harm, inconvenience or burden imposed on the agency by disclosure.45

Acknowledging that the release of contact information for the animal research scientists could pose some risk, the Court concluded that the General Assembly “should consider a personal privacy exemption similar to those in [the federal] FOIA.”46

Similarly, the Florida Supreme Court refused to confer a privilege upon discussions of a new law school dean by a committee advising the president of the University of Florida.47 After concluding that the committee performed the type of policy-based and decision-making function that brought it within the purview of Florida’s Sunshine Law, the Court added: “[The university] vigorously contend[s] that opening the committee’s meetings would threaten dearly held rights of academic freedom. This Court recognizes the necessity for the free exchange of ideas in academic forums, without fear of governmental reprisal, to foster deep thought and intellectual growth.” In the absence of a specific exemption, however, the Court declined to shield these materials.48

In a case a decade later, New York’s highest court was similarly reluctant, in the absence of an explicit statutory exemption, to construe the state’s Freedom of Information Law to protect filmstrips used in a college sexuality course. The court

45 Thomas, 643 N.E. 2d at 130 (quoting James, 637 N.E.2d at 913-914) (citation omitted).
46 Id. at 130.
47 Wood v. Marston, 442 So. 2d 934 (Fla. 1983).
48 Id. at 941. One dissenting justice expressed concern about the application of the Sunshine Law to the search committee, declaring: “The mission of the universities is not to govern or supervise, but rather is to develop human resources, to discover and disseminate knowledge, to extend knowledge and its application beyond the boundaries of its campuses, and the like . . . . In order to insure personal rights of privacy and academic freedom, legislation should be construed so that any intrusion is carefully limited.” Id. at 943-44 (McDonald, J., dissenting).
ruled that the “breadth of the statutory language,” along with the purpose of the law, “compel[led]” it to hold that the items fell within the scope of the law.49

**IV. RESOLVING THE DILEMMA**

**A. STATUTORY EXEMPTIONS**

In light of this judicial reluctance to read in unstated statutory exemptions, perhaps the most obvious method to avoid creating the “atmosphere of suspicion and distrust” against which the Supreme Court cautioned in *Keyishian* would be for state legislatures to affirmatively articulate a statutory exemption. Several states already provide broad protection for their faculty members’ papers. New Jersey, for instance, exempts “scholarly records,”50 and Ohio exempts “intellectual property records,” defined as records produced or collected by faculty and other employees of state universities “in the conduct of or as a result of study or research on an educational, commercial, scientific, artistic, technical, or scholarly issue . . . that ha[ve] not been publicly released, published, or patented.”51 Utah is perhaps the most protective of its faculty members’ freedom to communicate without fear of intrusion. The state’s open records statute shields records within the state system of higher education that have been “developed, discovered, disclosed to, or received by or on behalf of faculty, staff, employees, or students of the institution,” including unpublished lecture notes; unpublished research-related notes, data, and other information; confidential information contained in research proposals; unpublished manuscripts; creative works in progress; and “scholarly correspondence.”52

Using one or more of the examples above as a model, states could preserve government transparency while fostering scholarly and academic freedom by carving out scholarly materials and non-administrative communications from the coverage of their FOIA statutes. Language similar to Utah’s would be the most robust, but states desiring more latitude could begin with another’s, such as Ohio. Such statutory exemptions would enable faculty to communicate about a variety of controversial and sensitive issues without self-censorship. The carve-outs would also provide certainty and concrete guidance to scholars, the public, and courts about what matters are outside of the realm of disclosable records. This approach could also help synchronize the treatment of identical materials in the litigation and FOIA contexts—since, as described above and in more detail below, courts have generally been more sympathetic to claims of privilege in litigation than in the context of FOIA requests, resulting in compelled disclosure of documents in some circumstances but not in others.

**B. BALANCING ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND DISCLOSURE**

As an alternative to an explicit exemption for faculty materials, courts and records custodians could undertake a balancing test when faced with competing claims for disclosure and protection of academic freedom. Indeed, Justice Breyer recently affirmed that a balancing approach is appropriate where constitutional interests come

---

49 *Russo v. Nassau Cnty. Cmty. College*, 623 N.E.2d 15, 19 (N.Y. 1993). As *amicus*, the ACLU, the Association of Community College Trustees, and the American Association of University Professors had urged the court to recognize an academic freedom exception for the materials, but the court declined to consider those arguments.

50 *N.J. STAT. ANN.* § 47:1A-1.1 (West 2011).


52 *Utah Code Ann.* § 63G-2-305(40)(a) (West 2010).
into conflict, observing that “[i]n circumstances where … a law significantly implicates competing constitutionally protected interests in complex ways, the Court balances interests.”\(^{53}\) Some institutions might use a university committee to conduct this inquiry, with judicial review available where the committee’s determination is challenged.\(^{54}\) Courts already undertake this balancing test in two contexts: in litigation, where parties serve third-party subpoenas on scholars hoping to obtain relevant information, and in the FOIA context, where they are directed to do so by the state statute or where the courts have imported it into the statute as a common-law gloss on the statutory requirements.\(^{55}\) Such an approach is therefore already tested and would allow states that are uneasy about a blanket exception to instead direct a case-by-case inquiry.

In the arena of FOIA requests, Wisconsin courts have articulated one of the clearest expressions of this balancing policy. The state’s Open Records Act is premised on a “presumption of complete public access, consistent with the conduct of governmental business. The denial of public access generally is contrary to the public interest, and only in an exceptional case may access be denied.”\(^{56}\) Nevertheless, Wisconsin courts incorporate a common-law balancing test into their analysis of Open Records Act requests. In Osborn v. Board of Regents of University of Wisconsin System, for instance, a Wisconsin resident and the state Center for Equal Opportunity submitted a request for records of applicants to the University of Wisconsin.\(^{57}\) While ultimately ruling that the university was obligated to disclose the records because they did not

---

\(^{53}\) Doe v. Reed, 130 S. Ct. 2811, 2822 (2010) (Breyer, J., concurring) (citation and internal quotation marks omitted); see also Eisen v. Regents of Univ. of Cal., 269 Cal. App. 2d 696, 706 (Cal. App. Ct. 1969) (“Impairments of First Amendment rights are ‘balanced’ by determining whether there is a reasonable relationship between the impairment and a subject of overriding and compelling state interest. There can be no doubt that disclosure requirements may impair rights of free speech and association . . . .” (citation omitted)).

\(^{54}\) The American Association of University Professors recommended such a committee and reaffirmed the utility of a balancing approach in its 1996 Report on Access to University Records. As the Report explained, “[w]hile access confers benefits, it also carries costs and potential dangers, many of which apply with special force to an academic community by virtue of its essential, perhaps unique, mission to search for and disseminate truth by wide-ranging exploration of inchoate ideas and hypotheses, some of which may be seen as dangerous by others in the society. Sound policy requires a balancing of the benefits and costs of open access.” American Association of University Professors, Report on Access to University Records, ACADEME 44, 45 (1997). The Report articulated a number of interests that would be served by limitations on access to university documents, including the “need to create and preserve a climate of academic freedom in the planning and conduct of research, free from harassment, public and political pressure, or premature disclosure of research in process”; “the need to create a climate in which the university’s teaching activities are unimpeded and open to innovation and in which controversial issues may be explored without externally imposed limits on what is said, read, or debated”; and “the need to avoid what has been called ‘the chilling effect’ on what is explored and what is taught.” Id. With respect to requesters from outside the university community (such as external advocacy groups), the Report suggested that “considerations of privacy, academic freedom, and the desirable insulation of the university from outside pressures, as well as considerations of efficient operation of the educational enterprise, argue in favor of a strong or even compelling presumption against access to university documents for which a reasonable claim of confidentiality has been made.” Id. at 47.

\(^{55}\) This approach also has some similarities to the inquiry undertaken by courts in states with anti-SLAPP statutes. Strategic Litigation Against Public Participation (SLAPP) suits are generally libel or conspiracy suits brought against journalists, unions, citizen activists, and others to quell commentary on public issues; many states have “anti-SLAPP” statutes designed to allow the targets to dismiss the suits before they reach the merits stage. See Responding to Strategic Lawsuits Against Public Participation (SLAPPs), CITIZEN MEDIA LAW PROJECT, http://www.citadelaw.org/legal-guide/responding-strategic-lawsuits-against-public-participation-slapps (last visited Jul. 27, 2011).

\(^{56}\) WIS. STAT. 19.31 (2011).

\(^{57}\) 647 N.W.2d 158 (Wis. 2002).
contain personally identifiable information, the Wisconsin Supreme Court reached that conclusion only after utilizing a balancing inquiry. The Court observed that “we have a presumption of open access to public records, which is reflected in both our statutes and our case law.” Nevertheless, “[t]he right to inspect public records . . . is not absolute. In certain circumstances, a custodian should deny a request to inspect public records.” In the absence of a specific statutory exemption, the custodian should “weigh the competing interests involved and determine whether permitting inspection would result in harm to the public interest which outweighs the legislative policy recognizing the public interest in allowing inspection.”

Other states have explicitly written a balancing test into their FOIA statutes. In Michigan, for instance, when the government invokes the “frank communications” exemption to a FOIA request, the statute imposes an obligation “not only [t]o show that disclosure would inhibit frank communications” but also to “articulate why the promotion of frank communications . . . ‘clearly’ outweighs the public’s right to know.” Similarly, Utah’s statute sets out a balancing test for records for which there is no statutory exemption: a court can order that records be kept confidential if “(a) there are compelling interests favoring restriction of access to the record, and (b) the interests favoring restriction of access clearly outweigh the interests favoring access.”

The ability of courts to undertake a similar balancing inquiry – weighing the interests in access against the interests in non-disclosure – in the context of civil and criminal subpoenas and grand jury investigations further bolsters their capacity to make similar judgments in the FOIA context. The obligation to disclose information may, of course, be both stronger and weaker in the litigation context than in the FOIA arena: stronger in criminal prosecutions and grand jury investigations, where there is often a particularly critical need to obtain information, and weaker with respect to civil subpoenas, where federal rules of civil procedure impose a built-in balancing test and some showing of necessity. Nevertheless, the decisions in this area suggest that the researcher’s interest in free exchange of information and the public’s interest in unimpeded flow of information are critical factors to be weighed in the balance. And in light of the fact that two identical records requests for Dr. Mann’s records at UVA have already yielded very different results – a Virginia state court decision largely sympathetic to the university in the Attorney General’s fraud litigation (currently on review by the state Supreme Court), and an agreement to release all of the documents in response to the FOIA request – it would be sensible to harmonize the treatment of those different demands to ensure that one approach does not simply become a way of circumventing another.

C. A REPORTER’S PRIVILEGE?

A related approach would be to analogize to a journalistic privilege in the balancing inquiry. Indeed, the Delaware legislature has set out a reporter’s privilege that...
protects some scholarly work as well. The statute defines “reporter” to include a “scholar, educator, [or] polemicist,” and permits all “reporters” to decline to testify in non-adjudicative proceedings about either the source or the content of information they have gathered with the intent of disseminating it to the public.63

Some courts have been receptive to this analogy. In In re Cusumano v. Microsoft Corp.,64 the First Circuit endorsed the use of a balancing test where Microsoft, embroiled in an anti-trust prosecution over its dealings with Netscape, subpoenaed two MIT and Harvard professors for materials underlying their pending book on the war between the two companies.65 The professors, who had conducted multiple interviews with Netscape employees under promises of confidentiality, argued that their work warranted protection under a journalists’ privilege. The professors asserted that requiring them to disclose their materials would “endanger the values of academic freedom safeguarded by the First Amendment and jeopardize the future information-gathering activities of academic researchers.”66 The court recognized the significant chilling effect that would occur if researchers and academics were unilaterally subject to subpoenas without exception: “If [scholars’] research materials were freely subject to subpoena, their sources likely would refuse to confide in them. As with reporters, a drying-up of sources would sharply curtail the information available to academic researchers and thus would restrict their output . . . . [A]n academician, stripped of sources, would be able to provide fewer, less cogent analyses.”67 The court therefore concluded that “when a subpoena seeks divulgement of confidential information compiled by a journalist or academic researcher in anticipation of publication, courts must apply a balancing test.”68

---

64 162 F.3d 708 (1st Cir. 1998).
65 Boston College recently invoked Cusumano in response to a document request from the British government. In spring and summer 2011, the government of the United Kingdom served two subpoenas on the college, which maintains an oral history archive of the “Irish Troubles,” the period of sectarian strife in Northern Ireland dating from the 1960s through the 1980s. The subpoenas, which were served pursuant to a criminal assistance treaty between the UK and the United States government, request a range of documents related to interviews of former Irish Republican Army members who had been promised that the materials would remain confidential until their deaths. Boston College asked a federal trial court to quash the subpoena, citing concerns about the free flow of information, particularly confidential information, and urging the court to balance the interests in the criminal investigation against the interests in the protection of academic research: “In Cusumano . . .the First Circuit found the interest in protecting academic research materials to be grounded, as is the interest in protecting news reporters’ materials, in the First Amendment. Those precedents are the ones on which Boston College relies in asking this Court to weigh the interest in protecting the academic research at issue here from compulsory disclosure.” Memorandum of Trustees of Boston College in Reply to Government’s Opposition to Motion to Quash Subpoenas and in Opposition to Government’s Motion to Compel at 6, In re Request from the U.K. Pursuant to the Treaty Between the Gov’t of the U.S. and the Gov’t of the U.K. on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters in the Matter of Dolours Price, No. 1:11-mc-91078-RGS (D. Mass. July 15, 2011) [hereinafter In re Request from the U.K.]. The U.S. Attorney’s Office has asserted that “[i]n the face of a subpoena to advance a criminal investigation . . . there is no academic privilege which shields the material from disclosure.” Government’s Opposition to Motion to Quash and Motion for an Order to Compel at 2, In re Request from the U.K., No. 1:11-mc-91078-RGS (D. Mass. July 1, 2011). The oral historians whose materials are targeted have also sought to enter the case as intervenors. The court has not yet ruled on the subpoenas.
66 Id. at 713.
67 Id.
68 Id. at 715. The court issued a similar warning in Bruno & Stillman, Inc. v. Globe Newspaper Co., 633 F.2d 583, 595-96 (1st Cir. 1980) (footnote omitted), in which it observed that “courts faced with enforcing requests for the discovery of materials used in the preparation of journalistic reports should be aware
A federal district court in California anticipated Cusumano’s approach by some two decades. In Richards of Rockford, Inc. v. Pacific Gas & Electric Company, a Harvard professor who had conducted confidential interviews with Pacific Gas & Electric employees on a variety of subjects was the subject of a third-party subpoena in a lawsuit against PG&E. In considering the professor’s refusal to reveal either the identity of the employees or the substance of their interviews, the court indicated that it would balance the interests in disclosure against the “public interest in maintaining confidential relationships between academic researchers and their sources.” The court reasoned that “society has a profound interest in the research of its scholars, work which has the unique potential to facilitate change through knowledge. . . . Compelled disclosure of confidential information would without question severely stifle research into questions of public policy, the very subjects in which the public interest is greatest.” Relying on the elements of the qualified journalist’s privilege, the court concluded that because the lawsuit was civil, because the researcher was not a party to the lawsuit, and because much of the information was available elsewhere, it would be inappropriate to compel the researcher to produce the materials.

Indeed, courts have broadly applied the journalist’s privilege to anyone engaged in the endeavor of newsgathering and dissemination of information. In Shoen v. Shoen, the Ninth Circuit held that anyone gathering information for eventual dissemination, including an investigative author, is protected by a qualified privilege. As the court observed, “society’s interest in protecting the integrity of the newsgathering process, and in ensuring the free flow of information to the public, is an interest of sufficient social importance to justify some incidental sacrifice of some sources of facts needed in the administration of justice.” The court also quoted approvingly two commentators’ explanation of the harm that could result from compelled disclosure of information gathered by journalists. In language that could apply equally to scholars, the authors explained that compelled disclosure would harm the ability to gather information by:

- damaging confidential sources’ trust in the press’ [or academics’] capacity to keep secrets and, in a broader sense, by converting the press [or academy] in the public’s mind into an investigative arm of prosecutors and the courts. It is their independent status that often enables reporters [or scholars] to gain access, without a pledge of confidentiality, to meetings or places where a policeman or politician would not be welcome. If perceived as an adjunct of the police or of the courts, journalists [or researchers] might well be shunned by persons who might otherwise give them information without a
promise of confidentiality, barred from meetings which they would otherwise be free to attend and to describe . . . .

The Ninth Circuit was so persuaded by this reasoning that it held that the privilege applied even where there had been no offer of confidentiality.

At the same time, consistent with the balancing approach, courts have resisted efforts to assert a blanket privilege for researchers, particularly in the social sciences and particularly where grand juries are concerned. In United States v. Doe (In re Popkin), an assistant professor of government at Harvard and scholar of the Vietnam War was called to testify to a federal grand jury investigating the Pentagon Papers. Relying on grounds that included a First Amendment scholar’s privilege, Samuel Popkin declined to provide certain pieces of information. The First Circuit noted that there is an “important public interest in the continued flow of information to scholars about public problems which would stop if scholars could be forced to disclose the sources of such information.” In the context of the grand jury investigation, however, the court rejected the assertion that conversations among scholars should be protected and ordered Popkin to disclose the names of persons he interviewed and the content of his conversations with Daniel Ellsberg.

In In re American Tobacco Company, the Second Circuit had occasion to consider the scholar’s privilege in some detail. Three tobacco companies—American Tobacco, R.J. Reynolds, and Philip Morris—served third-party subpoenas on the Mount Sinai School of Medicine and the American Cancer Society (the Society) in the course of products liability lawsuits. Because the tobacco companies believed that the plaintiffs in the suits would rely on studies directed by researchers at Mt. Sinai and the Society, the companies sought the data underlying the studies. The first set of subpoenas, seeking a broad range of information including the methodology of the studies, questionnaires, and all raw data, was served in the course of state court litigation. A New York state court ultimately quashed the subpoenas, concluding that compliance would “hinder the normal functioning” of the medical school and the Society and could have “a chilling effect and discourage future scientific endeavors.” The state court added that the constitutional right of academic freedom, while “not absolute,” could be “balanced against other competing interests” and “figure into the legal calculation of whether forced disclosure would be reasonable.”

74 Id. at 1295 (quoting Duane D. Morse & John W. Zucker, The Journalist’s Privilege, in TESTIMONIAL PRIVILEGES 474-75 (Scott N. Stone & Ronald S. Liebman eds., 1983)).
75 460 F.2d 328 (1st Cir. 1972).
76 Id. at 333.
77 With respect to the demand for Popkin’s opinions about who had access to the documents forming the Pentagon Papers, the court declined to enforce the grand jury’s request. The author of the decision, Judge Coffin, opined that “[i]n the long run, the quest for opinions would not be a useful investigative tool. If appellant were forced to answer, scholar-sleuths would in the future think long and hard before admitting to an opinion, and grand juries would be without workable means for forcing them to do so.” United States v. Doe (In re Popkin), 460 F.2d 328, 335 (1st Cir. 1972). The court agreed on this issue only on the narrower ground that the questions were badly phrased, however. See id. at 337 (Aldrich, J., concurring).
78 880 F.2d 1520 (2d Cir. 1989).
Soon after the state court’s decision, the tobacco companies served a somewhat narrower set of subpoenas in connection with several lawsuits in federal court, primarily seeking computer tapes that stored the raw data but excluding some confidential information. Mt. Sinai and the Society again moved to quash; the district court denied the motion, concluding that no expert’s privilege existed and that the burden of redacting the materials was not “unduly burdensome,” though the court did enter a limited protective order.

On appeal, the Second Circuit concluded that the earlier state court decision did not establish a scholar’s privilege, and that it stood, at most, for the proposition that “the scholar’s interest in his data” was “a factor to be taken into account in weighing the burdens of production.”80 The court reasoned that a scholar’s privilege, if one existed, would have to be analyzed in light of the burdens of compliance and the researchers’ interest in their data—in effect, a balancing inquiry. The panel held that the researchers’ interest here was outweighed by the tobacco companies’ because only data underlying previously published articles were being targeted. The court therefore upheld the district court’s decision and declined to modify the protective order.

Taken together, these cases suggest that a balancing inquiry is appropriate where there is tension between significant constitutional and public interests, and that courts are capable of carrying out this balancing process not only in the litigation context but with respect to FOIA requests as well. As in the litigation arena and as with the qualified journalist’s privilege, First Amendment academic freedom would not necessarily provide absolute immunity from public document requests for faculty materials, but it would be given serious and thoughtful consideration in the balance.

D. ACADEMICS COULD BE CONSIDERED OUTSIDE THE PURVIEW OF FOIA STATUTES

Finally, scholars may simply not be covered by many state FOIA statutes, which target activity carried out by public officials or on behalf of the public. Michigan’s Freedom of Information Act, for instance, defines a “public record” as “a writing prepared, owned, used, in the possession of, or retained by a public body in the performance of an official function . . . .”81 Similarly, the statement of legislative intent underlying Wisconsin’s Public Records Law states that citizens are entitled to information regarding “the affairs of government and the official acts of those officers and employees who represent them.”82

Seen in this light, it would be consistent to read many state FOIA statutes as not encompassing much work that faculty do. Most government employees are elected, hired, or appointed to carry out a particular governmental agenda; either they participate in forming government policy and thus engage in official acts, or they are working under the direction of those who are and thus carry out duties for the public. Faculty members at public institutions, by contrast, are hired not to pursue a particular governmental agenda, but instead to participate as equal members of the academic community and to engage in creative and innovative scholarship, research, and teach-

80 Id. at 1528.
82 WIS. STAT. § 19.31.
ing. While their appointment and the subject of their work may well be of interest to the public, the content of that work is not properly a subject of public oversight.\(^{83}\)

The American Association of University Professors’ 1915 Declaration of Principles on Academic Freedom and Academic Tenure reiterates this dynamic, explaining that in the “relationship between university trustees and members of university faculties,” the “latter are the appointees, but not in any proper sense the employees, of the former.”\(^{84}\) The Declaration conceives of this relative freedom for faculty as the essential precondition for the public service that scholars are understood to provide. As the Declaration explains, it is of critical societal interest that what purport to be the conclusions of men trained for, and dedicated to, the quest for truth, shall in fact be the conclusions of such men, and not echoes of the opinions of the lay public, or of the individuals who endow or manage universities. To the degree that professional scholars … are, or … appear to be, subject to any motive other than their own scientific conscience and a desire for the respect of their fellow experts, to that degree the university teaching profession is corrupted; its proper influence upon public opinion is diminished and vitiated; and society at large fails to get from its scholars, in an unadulterated form, the peculiar and necessary service which it is the office of the professional scholar to furnish.\(^{85}\)

Whether public-sector faculty should be treated differently from the majority of government employees has become particularly relevant in the wake of the Supreme Court’s 2006 decision in \textit{Garcetti v. Ceballos}.\(^{86}\) In \textit{Garcetti}, the Supreme Court ruled that when most public employees speak “pursuant to their official duties,” they are not protected by the First Amendment.\(^{87}\) The majority continued, “Restricting speech that owes its existence to a public employee’s professional responsibilities does not infringe any liberties the employee might have enjoyed as a private citizen. It simply reflects the exercise of employer control over what the employer itself has commissioned or created.”\(^{88}\)

A public university does not, however, “commission or create” its faculty members’ speech, and any attempt to do so would be counter to fundamental precepts of academic freedom as well as to the public interest served by state institutions of higher education. In his dissent in \textit{Garcetti}, Justice Souter articulated this tension, explaining that applying the Court’s analysis to public-sector faculty could “imperil First

\(^{83}\) See Fromer \textit{v. Freedom of Info. Comm’n}, 90 Conn. App. 101, 108 (Conn. Ct. App. 2005) (holding that presentations created by master gardening instructors in a cooperative extension program were not “public records” because, among other things, the course material did “not pertain to the public’s business; it relate[d] to gardening and landscape management.” It is, however, unclear how the court would have classified a professor who was part of a standard department rather than an extension program and was more integrated into the work of the university.


\(^{85}\) \textit{Id.} at 294.

\(^{86}\) 547 U.S. 410 (2006).

\(^{87}\) \textit{Id.} at 421.

\(^{88}\) \textit{Id.} at 421-22 (emphasis added).
Amendment protection of academic freedom in public colleges and universities, whose teachers necessarily speak and write ‘pursuant to official duties.’” As Justice Souter added, “Some public employees are hired to ‘promote a particular policy’ by broadcasting a particular message set by the government, but not everyone working for the government, after all, is hired to speak from a government manifesto.” The majority acknowledged in response that “[t]here is some argument that expression related to academic scholarship or classroom instruction implicates additional constitutional interests that are not fully accounted for by the Court’s decision,” and therefore declined to decide whether its “official duties” inquiry “would apply in the same manner to a case involving speech related to scholarship or teaching.”

Since faculty members at public colleges and universities research and write as part of their official duties, public (as opposed to peer) oversight of the content of those communications would infringe fundamental academic freedom and First Amendment values. Recognizing that faculty members’ substantive communications are not expressed on the public’s behalf (though they certainly have public value), and therefore exempting them in many circumstances from FOIA coverage, would be consistent with the Supreme Court’s recognition from Sweezy through Garcetti of the special status of scholars.

V. CONCLUSION

State FOIA statutes are a critical mechanism to obtain information and to ensure that public employees and elected representatives are utilizing both the public fisc and the public trust appropriately. A more nuanced approach is called for, however, where countervailing First Amendment interests are implicated, as in the case of scholarly communications and academic freedom. In light of the possibly significant chilling effect upon academic inquiry, particularly in controversial areas, state legislatures and courts would be well-advised to consider incorporating one or more of the approaches suggested above, whether an explicit exemption, a balancing inquiry, or a recognition that faculty members may be outside the scope of most FOIA statutes. Such an approach would help ensure that the public interest in unconstrained scholarly inquiry is given appropriate weight relative to the public’s right to know.

89 Id. at 438 (Souter, J., dissenting).
90 Id. at 437.
91 Id. at 425; see also Kerr v. Hurd, 694 F. Supp. 2d 817, 844 (S.D. Ohio 2010) (“Recognizing an academic freedom exception to the Garcetti analysis is important to protecting First Amendment values.”).
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